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INTRODUCTION
,

Tot....moses and Objectives of the Workshop
.

.

The initials "RUPS" stand for Re Search Utilizing Problem Solving process.
*MEM. MAIM M0

There are two purposes..to the RUPS workshop. One is to try out the steps of

the RUPS process as a way of working toward improvements In the school

setting. ThesecOnd is to tryout some ways of increasing teamwork skills;'

Innovations in education are emerging at a rapid pace. Experimentation

and research are producing a vast amount of resources for impioving the

quality of -education. New kinds of curriculum and instructional approaches's:tree
.

,

being developed. It is becoming increasingly feasible to provide teaching

strategies that make use of 'a multitude of resources and improve learner

outcomes. Teachers in the past spent mout of their time instructing their pupils.

New materials and techniques may pros de much of this instructional function'

more efficiently. In the future, teachers may be freer to attend to the functions -'

of problem identification, analysis and resource utilization. These functions

can increase the availability of problem solving processes and resources most

relevant to the needs of teachers and learners at any moment. Opportunities to

learn problem solving processes and research utilization processe's can enable
.

teachers to plan and manage learning ape. rienees more effectively.
,

The Research Utilizing Problem Solving workshop is to provide teachers

with competencies
O

O

- Applying four guideline criteria for writing a problem tstatement

- Paraphrasing in interpersonal communications

Using the°force field diagnostic technique

Li
1



10; Introduction

- Selecting and creating instruments for data gathering

- Diagnosing teamwork relationships

- Spotting and analyzing major results in data collected

- Identifying one's personal style of operationalizinddirrinsions
of teamwork behaviors

4

- Utilizing concepts °and skills of giving and receivingleedback s

- Uoing criteria for deriving implications from research findings

- Brainstorming action alternatives to meet implications derived
from findings

- Applying guidelines for planning and implementing action
alternatives

-4IdentifYing and evaluating small group dynamics

Planning a back home project
O

- Evaluating solution plans.)

Conducting a back home RUPS Project-

Nature- of the Workshop

O

The Research Utilizing Problem Solving .(311PS) instructional system can
o 0

gtre educators knowledge, skills andiechnique.6 in retrieving and utilizing

knowledge while' in' the process ,f identifying and diagnosing classroom or faculty

problems and designing action plans to resolve them. Evaluation becomes a

part of repeated data gathering for, objective diagnosis in this process. The

design calls for a 4- 1 /2-day workshop follotved by two 3-hour meetings while

engaged.in a backhome application project using the RUPS process. Emphasis

of the entire design is on educators practicing their "do it" skills to perform

the prbblem solving process. Continuous ictive_participatfon is called for by

'12
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Introduction

using a simulation situation in whiCh the trainee "helps" a fictitious teacher or

principal solve a problem using the RUPS. model.

In the simulation, the educator-trainees will learn to ale the RUPS model

as they:

help Mrs. Jones the teacher analyze her classroom situation in which the
students apparently do not want to learn, or Mrs.. Jones the principal
analyze her faculty situation in which there is a norm against sharing

-classroom practices; select data-gathering instruments and process results
of data gathering to rediagnose the problem; and create a plan to work
toward a goal of improvement.

The basic learning group of the workshop is a sextet in which participants

train each other using criteria provided in the materials. A workshop leader

gives instructions from a manual guiding educator-trainees through the design.

The workshop leader needs to be familiar with the materials and design, but

does not need to be an expert in the RUPS process.

Workshop.Participants

'
This workshco is designed for local school personnel who work directly

.

with students and/or building administrators. Reactions to the classroom version

have been extremely positive when the majority of participants are teachers.

There can be added benefits for team problein solving when a 'minority of other

roles artincluded in a workshop.. Suchi roles have included building administrators,

curriculum supervisors, teacher's aides, secretaries, custodians, cooks and
.

students. ,Given the focus in this set of training materials, the majority of

participants in a workshop should be teachers. When a trainee,group's primary
.. c

concern is for dealing with faculty improvements, or,when the majority of
f ' ,

morkshop'participants are administrators, the administrator version should be

used,in,plice of the claisroom version of RUM.

O



Introduction

Expected Outcomes

A technical report of the summative evaluation of this training design is

available from the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. It summaezeS

results from five workshops conducted under favorable and unfavorable conditions.

If the suggestions and instructions in this manual are followed, the results

detailed below may be expected.

At least 75 percent of the participants of a RUPS workshop can be expected

to react positively to their experiences in it. As conditions established for

involving participants approach optimum, this percentage can be expected to

increase to 100 percent. Specifically, optimum conditions include: a) the

participants do not already have the competencies being trained for, b) they

have an appropriate expectation of the substance and nature of the training and

c) they have a desire to be involved in the workshop.

At least 75 percent of the participants can be expected to achieve at least

75 percent of the basic "knowing" and "doing" competencies for the training
O

objectives listed above. If follow-through sessions are included and the back

home school setting rapports application of these skills, and participants in

the workshop represent back home teams, expectations can include increased

teamwork aixiobjective data gathering in problem solving efforts by at least

50 percent of sthe participants. improvements achieved in back home RUPS

projects have ranged from increased sharing of classroom innovations among

teachers to increased rates of spelling achievement by inner city, second-grade

pupils.

In the months following completion of the training, educators can be

expected to report they have become aware of many more needs for improvements

14
4
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than was true earlier. Also, many reportincreased confidence in dealing with

problems of working toward these improvements, of approaching others to work

collaboratively toward these improvements and of recognizing objectively what

they do and do not know about a problem situation.

SetATLUJ3 the Workshop.

Setting up a workshop is not complex but its success and effectiveness

depends upon several factors.

1. The participants need to be involved. It is best. if they have volunteered
to be included in the workshop. it is crucial that they have a correct
understanding of what the workshop is about and the way it is conducted.
Evidence indicates that follow-through application is greater when people
who work togetherback home go through training together, and when
they come to the training with real improvement projects identified
for which they plan to apply the skills they have gained from' the workshop.
The basic work group of the workshop design includes six members. It
is important that the total group be multiples of six. These work groups
cannot be smaller' than six. Some may have seven or eight .if absolutely
necessary; but this is awkward and not advised. It is absolutely essential
that all participants be present for every session of the workshop. The
design is sequential and cumulative and many exercises depend on roles
for trios and sextets., One leader can work with a total group as large
aad,thirty-six. It is -recommended, however, that the .total group not
eics4i1 twenty -four and advisable that only twelve participants be
included the first time an individual is attempting the leader role:

2. Be sure all leaders are' experienced with the system. These materials
are not meant to be used by persons, who have not, themselves, experienced
the gaining as a workshop participant. Observation in nine workshops
has shown that, once having experienced the training, many trainees can
perform successfully the role of a workshop leader. Without such
experience one can expect to have difficulty understanding some of the
materials and knowing how torespond appropriately to participant
needs. -

15.
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.*Introduction

3. Adequate time is needed to obtain and arrange all the'necessary
_materials and equipment prior to the workshop. The leader must
prepare charts in advance of each session as well as arrange handout
materials. Tiniing for such preparation must be carefully considered.
Be sure it is clear who is, to be responsible for each such task.

4. Be sure an adequate' time schedule has been specified and agreed to
by all parties concerned. This training sequence cannot be altered
without grave risk of jeopardizing the reactions and outcomes for
participants. The continuity that builds up in the design is extremely
important; outcomes are best when the training for the first fourteen
subsets can take place within a time block of five straight days.
Two blocks of 2-1/2 days each, scheduled one week apart is a feaSible
alternative. Greater division between training sessions is not wise.
Arrangement for the two 3-hour follow-through sessions of Subsets XV
and XVI are essential to attaining the outcome of quality back home
application. When these follow-through sessions are neglected,
evidence of application drops dramatically. Illustration of an ideal
time schedule for the entire workshop, including the follow-through
sessions, appears below.

5. The physical setting of the ierkshop is important. There should be
easily, movable chairs and tables for trios and sextets to group and
regroup themselves into varying arrangements throughout the course
of the workshop. The room should be large enough for the entire group
to divide into trios that can talk and work simultaneously without
bothering each other. All trios and/or sextets must be able to work
in the same room so the workshop leader can keep time for exercises
and give instructions to all.

Illustration of a Typical RUPS Workshop Time Schedule

8:30 sun

to

12:00

1:15 pm

to

5:00

Mon (8/23) Tue. (8/24) Wed (8/25) Thurs (8/28) Fri (8/27)

Subset I

Subset U

Subset V

SuSubset VI

. Subset IX

Subset X

Subset XII Subset XIV

END

Subset III Subset VII Subset XI Subset XIII

(end at 4:00) (end it 4:0.;)

Subset IV Subset VIII

Follow-Through Sessions:

2:30 pm

to

5:30

Wed (10/8)

Subset XVI

6



Introduction

Conducting the Workshop

o

The leader's jot is carefully described in this manual. The leader gives

directions, passes out materials, presents charts showing the agenda of each

subset and clarifies certain instructions, operates a tape recorder in early

subsets, keeps time for exercises, and occasionally leads a group discussion .

concerning progress of the workshop.

The design does not call for the leader to be an expert in either the RUPS.

process or' teamwork skills. The leader is never called upon to provide a function

of instructing the participants in the skills they are learning. The needed expertise

is provided in the materials. The function of instructing is provided by the

participants for each other in the exercises. The workshop leader will be most

helpful to the participants by acting as a master of ceremOnies,facilitatini their

learning experiences rather than an expert or an instructor.

The following sections of this manual titled Instructional Strategy provide

detailed suggestions for giving directions. it is expected the leader will become

familiar enough with ttbse directions so he can cri.e ver them briefly in, his own

style. It is not intended that the leader read these directions to the participants,

but rather than he phtase them in his own words. Many of the directions are on

handouts which the participants can read. The leader should strive to keep his

remarks brief and be More of a clarifier of directions than a giver of them.

Keeping time is a major' task of the workshop leader. He can expect some,

expressions of frustration concerning going too fast or too slow. Until he becomes

thoroughly familiar with the training design,, it is recommended that he adhere

quite closely to the 'suggested times. These times will need to be adjusted

7
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Introduction

somewhat according to what happens in the workshop. Only experience can help

the leader learn to be appropriately flexible about these variations in timing. In

most cases, there are important rationales for staying quite close to the

suggested times.

Occasionally, there may be timing problems or reactions of some partictpants

that cause the workshop leader to consider making changes in the training design.

Unless the leader has had considerable experience in designing and *conducting

this kind of process - oriented training, it is strongly advised that he not attempt

to alter or adapt the recommended design. Success of some of the 'exercises,

such as those concerning the "concept of feedback," depend heavily on the

sequence of prior exercises. Negative reactions can result.when they are 4ed

out of context. Other exercises are almost sure to gain positive reactions froin

participants when used alone, but contribute little td real educational improvement

unless used appropriately in the total -context of the RUPS model. Shortened

versions of the RUPS training, "while well received, greatly reduce the probability

of achieving the ultimate outcomes which can be expected from the total design.

The workshop leader should be careful to avoid defending the design to

participants who feel critical at times during the training. There are many

possible valid reasons for a participant to feel critical occasionally. There

are also possible idiosyncratic reasons for some individuals to be critical.

The design provides adequate opportunities for most individuals to work through

their needs to express criticism; while devoting most of their energies to
, 4

increasing desired competencies. In Most cases, the leader can be of greatest

18 - - -



Introduction

aid to participants by simply accepting the validity of their critical feelings,

expressing the hope that they will find the next stages of the workshop to be more

desirable, and moving ahead with the design as directed.

There is an intentional "diticoveryn element to this design. Evaluation has

shown that a majority of participants feel confused at one or another point, but

arrive at the dawning of personalized comprehension at some later point. This,

effect is intentional and desired; it is believed to increase the probability of later

implementation of what is learned more than would be the case in a seemingly

clearer, more didactic training design.

One of the less enjoyable aspects of the workshop is that of assuring cogntive

mastery of key concepts in each subset. Such mastery can be an important

resource to the participant when later attempting a back home, follow-through

project. It is strongly recommended that this be pointed out during the workshop

and the questionnaires at the end of each subset be given serious attention as

called for in the design.,

The statements of rationale given for each step of each subset can help the
0

workshop leader anticipate possible participant difficulties and consider the most

helpful way to react. Note especially the cautions in the rationale and directions

about times to avoid defending the design or the "correctness" of the materials

for the "Mrs. Jones" simulation.

The workshop leader should distribute a set of materials to each participant

at the beginning orthe workshop. These include the booklet on data gathering -

instruments (Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environment for the classroom

version, or, Diagnosing the ;Professional Climate of Schools for the administrator

9
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Introduction

version), and allthe handouts that will bepeeded except those which concern the

simulation. These latter handouts (blue) are to be removed from each packet and

distributed by the leader at the appropriate times indicated in the Instructional

Strategy.

Arrangement of Materials

Following the Introduction, this manual is arranged in accordance with the

sequence of sixteen subsets of the workshop design. Each subset begins with the-
.

Instructional Strategy. There is a listing of the steps to go through, the materials

needed for each step, the approximate number of minutes each Step should take

and detailed directions that the leader is to give to the participants. 'there is

also additional information Concerning each subset. To aid the leader's

preparation, this includes a statement of purpOS-e for the Subset, the objectives,

the rationale for why the step is included as it is found in this design, and-a Bit_

of all the materials needed for the subset. A typescript of the tape recording of

"Mrs. Jones and Her Pupils," or, "Mrs. Jones and Her Faculty Members," is

available in Appendix A. .

Samples of information the .workshop leader should have ready to display on

large sheets of paper are labeled "Newsprint Sheet." The reason newsprint

sheets of paper are used rather than a blackboard or overhead projector '

transparencies is that the information can be left hanging on the walls for

reinforcement as the workshop progresses. bisplay of those sheets which

present the agenda helps clarify the overall design oethe workshop as it unfolds.

Also, these and some of the other sheets, are referred to several times. This
T.

is easiest to ,do if they are left on display.
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Introduction

Handouts used by the participants are also found with each subset in the

manual. The leader .mustsnote carefully which of these the participants have

from the beginning (green) as compared to those which he is responsible for

distributing at the moment of their use (blue). The leader has all of these

materials required for this training design bound sequentially together in his

manual. Each packet of participant materials is unbound so it may be placed

in a loose-leaf notebook. It is divided into two color coded sections with the

blue handouts together at the back of the packet. These blue handouts, then,-

can easily be removed from the packets by participanti and given to the

leader during the initial distribution of materials. As the leader gives them

back to participants at appropriate steps in the design, they can reinsert them

in the proper place in their set of materials.

N
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SUBSET
ORIENTATION

PURPOSE

65 minutes

The activities in Subset I are designed to assure, that participants have a
correct expectation concerning the dual purpose of the workshop and the nature of
the simulation in which they are to "help Mrs. Jones," and to form the basic
work units of trios and sextets.

OBJECTIVES

Given the opportunity to discuss and ask questions regarding handouts H1 and
and newsprint sheet Ni, each participant will be able to identify correctly the
dual purpose of the workshop and the idea of trying out the problem solving
process in a simulation of "helping Mrs. Jones. " Permanent work units of trios
and sextets will be established. Dates and hours of this particular work-shop
will also be established.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprint sheet (Ni) of workshop themes should be ready for display.

2. Newsprint sheet (N2) of the agenda for Subset I should be ready for dIspray
during Step 3.

3. Tape recorder should be ready with the tape of Mrs. Jones and the children.
If for some reason you feel participants will not be able to hear the tape
clearly, refer them to the typescript in Appendix A to read while the tape _

is playing during Step 7.

4. Paper and pencils .

5. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout I: Purposes and Design of the RUPS Workshop
Handout 2: RUPS Workshop Agenda
Handout 3: '.Agenda .for Subset I: Orientation
Handout 4: Assessment of Subset I: Orientation

12
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SUBSET I
O

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

1. Introduce the
two purposes
of the work-
shop

10 Participants may have inappropriate
expectations of the purpose or the
nature of the workshop. This tends to
block active involvement. A chance for
clarification and establishment of
correct expectations nitiSrbe--ex emely
important for getting off to a good start:
At the same time, it has been fdund that
too detailed an explanation of the RUPS
processes is meaningless or confusing
at the beginning of the workshop.
Presentation of the RUPS process is thus
found in a later subset, after participants
have experienced the first steps of the
process.

2. Review the 10 Having participants fill in dates and
time schedule times reinforces their awareness of the
for the work- agenda more actively than simply having
shop them receive a preprinted sheet with

the dates and times. It also allows
opportunity for participants to raise the
possibility of shifts in the schedule and,
thus, represents a higher degree of
respect for their needs.

3. Introduce the
agenda for
Subset I

..4
HaVing the participants review the steps
of the subset helps' create a familiarity
with the structure and appropriate
expectations. Most of them probably
will not understand some of the "jargon"
at this point. They will gradually
achieve this understanding as the
workshoPprogresses. It's better not .to
take too much time at this point attempting
to explain what is to come. If asked to
explain, suggest that meanings will
become clear as they actually try things.

23
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SUBSET I

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

N1, H1 1. Hand out the Sets of written participant materials.
Tell the participants that they must bring the
materials to every workshop meeting. Then ask
them to separate out the blue*sheets in their
.materials and hand them in to you. These
materials are to be handed out throughout
the workshop when indicated hi the instructional
strategy. Now begin by referring to Ni, which
you have prepared and'kut up in advance, to
explain that there are two purposes to the workshop.
Refer to H1 and give the participants time to read it.
Ask if there are questions. Respond briefly to any
questions and then proceed to Step 2.

112 2. Refer to H2 explaining that this is the agenda for the
'entire workshop. Note that you have begun Subset I, the
Orientation, which will take aboucone.hour. Have each
participant complete the agenda by writing down the day
and houra you plan to spend completing each subset.

H3, N2

,...o 0 0

3. Refer to H3 and put up N2 toi_explain that this is the
agenda for this first session of the workshop. Note
that this Subset I session will last approximately
another 45 minutes.

14
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SUBSET I (continued).

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIO LE

4. Meet Mrs..Jones 5 This early frontation with "Mrs. Jones"
is intended to create an involVing reality
accompanying the learning process of
the workshop. It is to place participants
immediately in the active role of applying
the process they will be learning.

5. Divide into
trios

8 It is important that participants realize
that these work units will be maintained
and that the reason for maintaining them
is to build a continuity of working on'
teamwork relationships.

6. Instruct 7 Participants should realize that sextets
trios to also help to,build teamwork relationships.
form sextets .

a
I.

.".'
7. Hear Mrs. Jones 15 This begins the trios' involvement

again and some of together in working on the problem
the children
in her class

1111

8. AssesSment 5 Mastery of the-major cognitive learnings,
of Subset I is an imrortan; eq isite from one

subset to th ext. It also should
provide the individual cognitive
guidelines to use in back home
applicaticns.

15' 25
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) MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

SUBSET I (continued)

Tape 4. Eiplain iliat "Mrs. Jones is coming in to tell yqu about
Recording a probleni she is having in her classroom and ask for

your help." Play the tape recording (only Mrs. Jones--
' not her children yet). Announce that they wikhear

Mrs. Joneiagain, but.first, "subgroups need to:be formed.

'7

5.. _Explain that participants are io group themselves in trios.
Announce that these same trios will be maintained as the
basic work groups for the entire workshop. As they select
two partners, emphasize, "You will stay in this trio
throughout the workshop." (It tends to work best to have
people form trios with two people they know "least well, ".
unless you have a reason to do otherwise.) (One or two
quartets may be necessary when the total group is not
divisible by three. Pairi or quintets will not work.)

I.

6.: Instruct each trio to pair. itself with one other trio. Note
that any time small groups are called for or trios'are
asked to-observe each,other; "Your trio Is to pair
up with this Other trio which you are to select now.
These pairs of trios will be maintained throughout the
workshop." Have them take a few minutes to get acquainted
with each other in these small groups.

Tape, AnnoUnce that Mr s. Jones is coming back tb tell about her
Recording problem. This time, eight of the children who are in her

classroom a& also going to tell about the problem as they
. see it. Participants are to have a brief discussion of what

they hear as they meet together in their small groups.,

A

H4 8. Refer to H4 and note that there will be a similar assessment
handout at the end of each subset. Explain that the purpose
of assessment questions at the end of subsets is to assure
each participant that he has mastered the major things
that he should know front that subset. Emphasize the'
importance of this mastering as a basis for moving to the
neat subset. Have individuals complete the question on II4.
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NEWSPRINT SHEET Ni

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready. to use in Subset I, Step 1)

THE TWO PURPOSES OF THIS WORKSHOP ARE:

1. To try the research utilizing problem solving (RUPS)
prricess as-a way of tvorldng toward improvements in
the school setting-

2. To try some ways of increasing teamwork skills .

27
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HANDOUT 1

PURPOSES AND DESIGN OF THE RUPS WORKSHOP

The initials RUPS stand for Research Utilizing Problem Solving

process. There are.two purposes to the RUPS workshop. One is to try out

di; step- s'of the RUPS process as a way of working toward improvements in

the classroom. The second is to try out some ways of increasing teamwork

skills.

You, are asked to start out by pretending that you have completed the

workshop and hive just arrived back at your own school building. Mrs. Jones

is a teacher in your building. She heard that you have just returned from

a workshop on classroom problem solving. She believes she has a problem

with her classroom group this year! She is going to ask you to help her

work toward improvement in her classroom problem situation.

The design of the workshop gives you a chance to try out the Research

Utilizing Problem Solving (RUPS) process by going through it step by step

as you "help Mrs. Jones" with her problem. During some of the workshop

you will be workingon:skills needed to carry out the RUPS process.

At other times, you wilLbe working on your actual teamwork skills as you

relate to each other in the workshop. At still other times you will find the

purposes are combined as you are asked to look at teamwork skills while

working on problem solving steps.



NEWSPRiNT, SHEET N2

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to usein Subset I, Step 3)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET I: ORIENTATION

1. Introduce the two purposes of the workshop

2. Review the time schedule for the workshop

3. Introduce Subset I agenda

4. Meet "Mrs. Jones"

5. Divide into trios

6. Trios form sextets

7. 'Hear Mrs. Jones again. and some of the children in
her classroom

8. Assessment

V.

N2
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RUPS WORKSHOP AGENDA

The RUPS workshop is divided into 16 different time blocks, or subsets.
The titles of the subsets are listed below. -Blank spaces are provided
for you to write in the date and hotirs planned to complete the subset
in this workshop.

Date, Hours Subset

.11.1

101111

IMMINN0111110

1. Orientation

2. Identifying the Probleni

3. Using Research About the Classroom /

4. Diagnosing with the use of the Force Field Technique

5. Diagnosing Teamwork Relationships

6. Data Gathering Skills

7. Selecting Tools for Data Collection

8. Spotting Major Results in Data

9'. Group Member Ratings

10. The Feedback Concept

11. Deriving Implications and Action Alternatives
from the Research Findings

12. Planning for Action

13. .Small Group Dynamics

14. Planning Your Back Home RUPS Project

15. Follow Through Session 1

16. Follow Through Session 2

'30 20



HANDOUT 3

AGENDA FOR SUBSET I: ORIENTATION

Purpose: To assure that participants have a correct expectation
concerning the dual purpose of the workshop and the nature of
le simulation in which they are to "help Mrs. Jones," and
to form the basic work units of trios and sextets.

Objectives: Given the opportunity to discuss and ask questions regarding
handouts H1 and H2 and newsprint sheet N1, each participant
will be able to correctly identify the dual purpose of the
workshop and the idea of trying out the problem solving
process in a simulation of "helping Mrs. tones. Permanent
work units of trios and sextets will be established. Dates
and hours for this particular workshop will be established.

Steps: 1. Introduction to the two purposes of the workshop

2. RevieW of the time schedule for the workshop

3. Introduction to SabsetI agenda

4. Meet "Mrs. Jones"

5. Divide into trios

6. Trios form sextets

7. Hear Mrs. Jones again and some of the children
in her classroom

8. Assessment

113
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HANDOUT 4

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET I: ORIENTATION

Z. This workshop has a dual,purpose. It focuses on: (check two)

Reseaich on using problem solving by teachers in a variety
of classroom settings

Trying out some ways of increasing teamwork skills

Developing teams of teachers that can function as effective
units in their school settings

Solving classroom prolil ms identified by national research

'Trying out a research utillizing problein solving process

Understanding skills needed by a building team

Cob

32
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Answers:

1. This workshop has a dual purpose. It focuses on:

(wrong) Research on using problem solving by teachers in a
variety of classroom settings

(This workshop does not focus on research concerning the
ways that teachers generally solve problems. )

(right) Trying out some ways of increasing-teamwork skills
(You will experience several exercises that provide an'
opportunity to increase certain explicit teamwork behaviors.)

(wrong) Developing teams ofteachers that can function as effective
units in their school setting

(This is not a primary focus of this workshop. This workshop
might aid a team from a particular school building toward such
a purpose if they went through the training together. But, the
target of this workshop is to provide you with skills as an
individual rather than to train teams as such. )

(wrong) Solving classroom problems identified by research
(The" purpose is to give the individual a process for solving
problems in his own classroom rather than solving problems
identified by research nationally.)

(right) Trying out a research utilizing problem solving process
(You will try it out by "helping the teacher, Mrs. Jones, work
on a problem she has in her classroom.")

(wrong) Understanding skills needed by a building team
(As already noted, the purpose is for you to have an
opportunity to increase your skills as an individual.
Understanding skills needed by a team in a school building
is not a primary purpose, although you might get some
insights about this.)
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SUBSET II:
IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM 100 minutes

PURPOSE

The activities in SubsetII are designed to develop skills of writing a problem
statement and skills of active learning.

OBJECTIVES
.

Given four guidelines for v riting a problem statement, each participant will
write a problem statement responsive to them.

Given a definition of paraphrasing and an exercise in its use, participants will
use paraphrasing when appropriate as they critique each other's problem
statements according to the four guidelines. They will also critique the
communication behaviors of the other trio members that were used while they
were critiquing the problem statements. Observation instructions are
provided for this purpose.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Tape recorder should be ready with,the tape of Mrs. Jones and the children.

2. Newsprint sheet (N3) of the agenda for Subset II should be ready for display.

3. Newsprint sheet (N4) of the four guidelines for writing a problem statement
should be ready'for display during Step 2.

4. Newsprint sheets (N5, N6 and N?) should be ready for display during Step 5.
These sheets are to be used one at a time, N5 after the helper has been
observed, N6 after the helpee has been observed and N7 after the interaction
between the two'has been observed.

5. Handouts 9-, 10 and 11 are. to be hAided out one at a time to the observers
during Step 5.

Paper' and pencils

34
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LEADER PREPARATION (continued)

PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 5:. Agenda for Subset II: Identifying the Problem
'Handout 6: Four Guidelines for Writing a Problem Statement
Hando Ut 7: Instructions for Paraphrase Exercise
Handout 8: Instructions for Round Robin Exercise
Handout 9: Guide for Observing Helper Communication Skills (BLUE)
Handout 10: Guide for Obseriing Helpee Communication Skills (BLUE) .
Handout 11: , Guide for Obserring the Interaction of Communication Skills (BLUE)
Handout 12: Assessment of'Subset-II: Identifying the Problem.

25



SUBSET II

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

1. Introdube 5 This beginning activity allows the
agenda for participants the opportunity to
Subset structure appropriate expectations.

2. Study 15 The four guidelines are operational
guidelines criteria for writing what is defined
for writing here as a problem-statement.- Most
a problem teachers can respond immediately in
statement applying these guidelines. They are "

actually gross criteria inasmuch as
each can be further differentiated by
more sophisticated understanding of the
dynamics of systems. This level of
definition was arrived at as reasonable,
relative to the average teacher's
awareness and the short duration of this
workshop.

3. Write a 15 This activity provides skill-practice
problem in applying the four guidelines for
statement writing a problem statement.
for Mrs. Jones

4. Paraphrase 10 Most people,\including teachers, have
exercise in not had explicit opportunities to learn
trios active listenineskills. It is assumed

here that misunderstanding in.
interpersonal comm ications is the
normal state of affair \ Field trials
indicated that work on the\ skill of
paraphrasing is essential for most
groups that are evolving constructive
norms of critiquing each other's
RUPS products.

26
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MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

115, N3

SUBSET II

1. The agenda is on 115, so refer to N3 to note that
this Subset II session will last approximately
100 minutes.

116, N4 2. Participants should be in their trios. ,. Anuounce that
Mrs. Jones and her children will.repeat their comments
about their classroom in a few minutes. In preparation,
participants are to study the guidelines suggested for
writing a problem statement on H6. Tell them they will
be asked to write a statement of Mrs. Jones's classroom
probleTa which incorporates those guidelines. Allow 10
minutes for participants to study 116.

Tape 3, Ask participants to listen to tape for clues that will help
Recording them in writing a problem statement concerning Mrs.

Jones's classroom. , Review the four guidelines suggested
in H6, referring to the newsprint sheet copied from N4.
Play the tape of Mrs. Jones and the children; then give
participants 10 minutes to write i dual, problem
statements.

H7 4. Tell the participants that before they work at helping each
other improve their problem statements, they will try an
exercise on a listening skill called "paraphrasing."
Review the paraphrasing instructions on 117 and check to
be sure they are understood. Select one, participant and
demonstrate paraphrasing with him briefly before the
group. Instruct the trios to follow the instructions on 117
for paraphrasing as they conduct a 5-minute discussion
about the tiauggestedf guidelines for writing a problem
statement. After 2"minutes of trio discussion time,
interrupt to remind them to be sure to follow the
instructions for paraphrasing. Then let them continue
the last 3 minutes of the exercise,.

37
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SUBSET II (continued)

SCHEDULE

5. Conduct a
'round robin
trio exercise

MINUTES RATIONALE

This..exercise begins to build a norm and
an understanding 02 the value of working
explicitly on interpersonal effectiveness,
while working on a task such as critiqUing
a problem statement. This is often
referred to as working on process (of
how we are working together) while
working on a task (in this case critiquing
the problem statement "products ").

6. Assessment 5 This-activity assures the participant
that he has mastered the major cognitive
learnings. .

38
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SUBSET II (continued)

MATERIALS iNSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

H8, H9, 5. Go over the instructions on the trio round robin
N5, 1110, exercise (H8) with liarticipants. The task is for
N6, H11, participants to help eaoh-oth3r clarify and improve
N7 problem*statements. EMphasize that trio members

will take tarns as helper, helpee and observer.
There will be different instructions for each
observer." frou will-hand out-H9,-1110oi 1111 to
oiiservers before each round.) Each round will be
interrupted after 6 0 7 minutes, when you will
announce *hat the observers were watching for °-
(N5, NO or N7) and ask them to report their
observitions to their trio members. Allow 7 to 8
minutes for their report and a trio discussion of
that report. There will be three complete rounds.

0
O

r"

H12 6. Direct participants 'to H12 and give them time to
answer individually the questions on it.

39
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NEWSPRINT SIFeET N3

a

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset II, step 1)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET II: IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM

1. Introduction to Subset li.agenda
a

2. Study guidelines for writing a problem statement

3. Write vioblenistatement for Mrs. Jones

4. Paraphrase exercise in trios
. - .

...

5. Round robin trio exercise on clarifying problem statements
. i

6. Assessment

fl

11,

a

a

ri
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. HANDOUT 5

H5

AGENDA FOR SUBSET U: IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM'.

Purpose:,

Objectives:

, i.
To

,..
develop skills of writing a problem statement and of active

learning.

Given four guidelines for writing a problem statement, each
participant will write a'problem statement responsive to the
four guidelines. Given a definition of paraphrasing and an
exercise in its use, participants will use paraphrasing whet-
appropriate as they critique each other's problem statements
according*to,the four guidelines. Trios will also critique
communication behaviors used by.the group while critiquing
the problem statements in accordance with the observation
instructions provided.

Stets: 1. Introduction to Subset II agenda

.2. ,Study guidelines for writing a problem statement
I

C

3. Write a problem statement for Mrs. Jones
,

4. Paraphrase exercise in trios
c

5. Round robin trio exercise on clarifying problem statements

6. Assessment

C
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N4

(Copy This sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in.Subset II, Step 2)

FOUR GUIDELINES FOR WRITING

A PROBLEM STATEMENT

is affected?

2. ,o is causing it?

3. What kind of a probleni is it?

4. What is.the goal for,improvement?

O

O

1
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H6

HANDOUT 6

FOUR GUIDELINES FOR WRITING A PROBLEM STATEMENT,

Suppose that said to you, "We have a communication problem among our
faculty. What would you suggest we do about it?" You would undoubtedly
want to ask many questions before hazarding an action suggestion. What
is it that is not being communicated? Who feels the need for such
communication? .Why isn't this communication taking place? Specifically, who
would need to be communicating what to whom to improve the problem situation?

A good problem statement' includes answers to such questions. It is a
brief; specific statement about a problem situation. A problem situation
exists when there is ,a difference between the way things are and the way
someone would like them to be. The word, problem, tends to stIggest.a negative
meaning to most of us. The definition used hare can be applied to situations
which we feel negative about. It also applies to, situations that are not
thought of as negative ones. The situation might be generally good now and an
accomplishment of anew objective could make it-even better. YoU might have
a station wagon that satisfies your family's basic needgiand feel that having
a sports car too would make things even better.

Using the definition of a problem situation as one where there is discrepancy
<between the way things are now and the, way someone would like them to be
Implies that there are almost always "problems" that could be worked on.
There are almost always improvement goals in education that we would_ like

ito be working toward.

One of the greatest barriers to working constructively toward achieving
improvement goals is lack<of specificity in stating the problem. CoMpare
the two following efforts to state a problem.

"We have a communication probleM among our faculty. "

"We team teaching in our building. Virtually all of us
involved incteains are concerned that we haven't given adequate
attention to creating ways to share innovative ideas across
teams. We need ways of sharing that don't take up the time of
those to whom a particular idea is not relevant, but which
share enough detail so that those who are interested, will know
how to try it out in their own setting."

The latter statement covers four points that are suggested as.gtildelines
for writing a good problem statement. It answers each of theSe guideline
questions:

. ,

1. VTho is affected? Members of the teaching teams are affected.
"Virtually all of us involved in teams are,concerned..."

33
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Page 2

2. Who is Causing it? The members of the teaching teams seem
to see themselves as mainly responsible. "...we haven't
given adequate attentiOn..."

3. What kind of a problem is it? Note that the reason for the
problem is a lack of adequate means for doing something.
"We need ways of sharing..."

4. What is the goal for improvement? Specifically, how will things:
look when the goal has been achieved? In this case, it has
been made clear that the goal is not simply increased
Communications. The goal is creation of "...ways of sharing that
dontt take up-time of those to whom a particular idea is not

, relevant, but which share enough detail so that those who are .

interested will laidw how to try it out in their own setting."

The most important guideline for writing a good problem, statement is,inclusion
of a specific goal for improvement. Two kinds of confusion can arise when
you are attempting to describe the goal for improvement in,your statement.
One relates to the fact that there may be many possible major and minor.,
goals. in the problem situation. .It might require many, many pages of writing
to describe the entire problem situation. Describing the problem situation
is not the same.as writing a problem statement. A problem statement answers
the four guideline questions in focusing on one, specific improveMent goal
within the problem, situation.

The second kind of confusion arises from needing to be specific in writing
the problem statement, while at the same time being ready to change the
statement any time new understandings of the problem situation indicate
that you should do so. In the early stages of working mya problem, may
have quite erroneous ideas about what kind of problem it is or what the
improvement goal should be. By stating specifically what f think is the case,

know what to explore. I will be clear about what to change in the
statement any tinie new information shows my initial ideas were wrong. The,,
problem. statement should be as specific as possible, but always open to change'
in the light a new, understanding.

Following are some considerations that can help you to be specific. as you
respond to the four guideline questions while writing a problem statement:,

1. Who is affected? Consider these possibilities before deciding
what you want-to say about this. Is it you? Is it one other
person? Is it a small group of people? Is it an entire
organization? Is it the community or society at large?
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2. Who is causing it? We frequently speak of problems as though
they were caused by circumstances that didn't relate directly
to people. This is almost never the,case. There is almost
always some person or persons who could influence things being
different. -Consider the.same possibilities as above. Is it
you? Is it one other person? Is it a small' group of people?
Is it an entire organization? Is it the community or society
at large?

3. What kind of a problem is it? There are many ways to classify
kinds of problems. The following considerations may prove
helpful:

- There is lack of clarityor disagreeinent about goals.
- There is jack of clarity or disagreement about the means

of achieving goals.
- There is a lack of skills needed to carry out %particular

means.
There is lack of material resources.
There is inaccurate communication.
There is too little or.too much communication.
People have a different understanding of the same thing.
There is insufficient time or schedules don't coincide.
Roles are lacking or inappropriate.

- Norms are restrictive, unclear, or misinterpreted.
There are conflicts of ideology.

- There is a lack of clarity or a conflict about decision making,
e. g. , power' struggles.

- Expression of feelings is inappropriate or inadequate.
- There is conflict related to individual differences.

4. What is the goal for improvement? Ideally,- this should be
stated so clearly that anyone reading your statement would know
how to deterniine when the goal had been reached. It would tell
exactly who would be doing what, where, how and to what extent.
Until you know.where you are pang, it's very difficult to make,
and carry out plans to get there. The more clear you are about
your inOnded target at any given time, the more likely you will
be to recognize that it is an incorrect target should this prdve
to be the case.

1.1
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- HANDOUT 7

INSTRUCTIONS FOR,PARAPHRASE EXERCISE

H7

Your trio is to have a 5-minute discuision about the four guidelines for writing a
problem statement. You shoUld adhere to the following special instructions.

1. Each timenrou wish Co speak, you must first paraphrase what was
said by the person who just spoke.

2. Once you.Ave paraphrased the previous speaker's statement; you
must-secure-his confirmation that.your paraphrase reflected a,
correct understanding of what he said.

SD.

3. if he says that your paraphrase was not correct, you must try again r.
until you get his okay. You may ask him to repeat his statement and
then try again to paraphrase him. t

4. Only when you are told by the previous-speaker that you have para-
phrased him correctly can you make your statement.

°

5. The next person who wishes to speak must paraphrase you correctly,
receive your okay and then he can say what he wants, etc.

Paraphrasing is stating in.your, own way what, a speaker's remark conveyslci you
so that he can begin to determine whether his message is coming through as he
intended. Rewording what you 'heard is not enough. Instead, paraphrasing should
be an extension of the speaker's statement. This nay be done by making a general
statement more specific; a specific one more general or giving an example it
suggests to you. Even if,youreparaphrase turns out to be quite different from what
was intended, You may gain impOrtant additional information when the speaker
clarifies his own'understanding of his point. <.

This exercise of checking every statement through paraphrasing dramatizes how
we xtypically lose track of what the other person is saying as our own thoughts
move ahead. 'It indicates the extent of our failure to work at understanding others.
This exercise also shows that trying to paraphrase every statement is impractical.
the most useful 'approach is to be continuously concerned about how accurately
you are-understanding and to use paraphrasing whenouthave reason for doubt.
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HANDOUT 8

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRIO ROUND ROBIN EXERCISE

The Task: Help each other clarify and improve your problem statements.

, The Procedure: Round Robin of _three rounds.

I

1. In each round

- ° One person will ask for help to clarify and - improve
his statement: He is the HELPEE.

- One person will assist the helpee with his task.
He is'the HELPER.

- One perion will watch the interaction between the
helper and the helpee. He is the OBSERVER.

,2. In each round,'you,will be interrupted twice.

- Time will be called after 6 to 7 minutes. You will
be told what the observer was looking for. The
observer will give his report and all three will have
a chance to discuss it.

Time will be called again 7 to 8 minutes later. At
this time he roles of helper, helpee and 'observer
will be taken by different persons in the trio and
the aboye pncedure will be repeated. The procedure
will be repeatt...1 a third time to complete the round
robin. EachEach of you will have had a turn in
each role of helper, helpee and observer.



The program diagramed:

. ROUND I: 15 Minutes

A: Helpee

C: Observer
(7- to 8-minute .
report and
discussion)

.

3

O

ROUND U: 15 Minutes

A: Observer
(7- to 8-minute
report and
discussion)

C: Helper (6 to Helpee
minutes)

ROUND la: 15 Minutes

(6 to 7
minutes)

A: Helper

C: Helpee B: Observer
(7- tcr 8-minute

. report and
discussion)

The trainer will call time after each step.



NEWSPRINT SHEET N5

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset II, Step 5)

OBSERVE THE HELPER

Is he listening?- -

What verbal, as well as nonverbal, clues do you observe?

. Is he asking the helpee to give illustrations? .

Is he asking the helpee to c:arify?

Is he paraphrasing to Check if he understands the helpee's
meaning?

In what ways is he showing that he understands?

V
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HANDOUT 9

GUIDE FOR OBSERVING IIELPER COMMUNICATIOWSKILLS

Observe only the helper. You will be asked to report what, you see him doing
and saying concerning the following questions. Take notes so that you can be
as specific as possible in accordance with the guidelines suggested at the
bottom of this page.

. .

Is he listening?

What verbal, as well as nonverbal, clues dp you observe?

Is he asking the heIpeL, to give illustrations?

Is he,asking the helpee to clarify?

Is he paraphrasing lo check if he understands the helpee's
meaning?

In what ways is he showing that he understands?

Guidelines For You as an Observer

Your job as an obserVer is to be as much like ,a-candicLcamera as possible.
Make notes of exactly whs... is said and done that illustrates the things
you Are observing for. Use quotes when you report your observation.
Don't evaluate in giving your report with comments such as, "It was good
when. " Don't interpret why things happened or what they might have
meant with comments such as, "You confused him when... ," or, "The reason,
you said that was...," or, "You got mad When.... fl It is up to ypur observees
to evaluate and interpret if they wish to. You are to report only the facts
such as, "When she said, 'That's a silly idea,' you turned your chair
around and stamped your foot."

50
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. NEWSPRINT SHEET N6

(Copy this sample on a large -sheet of newsprint.
and have ready to use in Subset II, Step 5)

,

'OBSERVE THE HELPEE

Does he appear to be working at being clear?

What verbal, as well as nonverbal, clues do you observe?

Is he giving illustrations?

Is he using words and terms that seem to be understood?

Is he being direct and to the point?

Is he paraphrasing to be sure he understands the helper's
meanings?

s he asking the helper what he is hearing?

-N6

41
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HANDOUT 10

GUIDE FOR OBSERVING HELPEE COMMUNICATION SKILLS .

Observe only the helpee. you will be asked to report what you see him doing
and saying concerning the following questions.' Take notes so that you can be
as specific as possible in accordance with the guidelines suggested at the
bottom of this page.

Does he appear to be working at being clear?

-What verbal, as well as nonverbal; clues do yosu observe?

'Is he giving illuistraticals?

Is he using words and ternp that seem to be understood?

Is he being direct and to the poipt?

Is he paraphrasing to be sure he understands the helper's
meanings?

Is he asking the helper what he is hearing?

Guidelines For You as an Observer

Your job as an "observer is to be as much like a.candid camera as possible.
Make notes of exactly what is said and done that illustrates the things you
are observing for. Use quotes when you report your observations. Don't
evaluate in giving your report with comments such as, was good when...."
Don't interpret why things.happened or what they might have meant with
domments such as, "You confused him when... , " or, "The reason you said
that was... ," or, "You got mad when...." It is up to your observees to
evaluate and interpret if they wish to. You are to reRort only the facts such
as, "When she said, 'That's a silly idea; you turned your chair around
and stamped your foot:"

r
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N7

(Cppy this.sample on a large sheet of newsprint
acid have ready to use in Subset II, Step 5)

OBSERVE THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE HELPER AND HELPEE

Are, they checking periodically to be sure they are clarifying the problem
statement as they were asked?

Are they following each other -rather than switching the subject and jumping
around to ideas in unconnected ways?

. Are they paraphrasing to be sure, they understand each other's meanings?

J-.

P,
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- H11

HANDOUT 11

GUIDE FOR OBSERVING THE INTERACTION OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Observe the interaction between the helper and the help.ee. You will be asked
to report what you see them doing and saying about the following questions.
Take notes so that you can be as specific as possible in accordance with,the
guidelines suggested it the bottom- of this page.

Are they checking periodically to be sure they are getting the
job done of clarifying the'problem statement as they were asked?

Are they following each other rather than switching the subject and
jumping around to ideas in unconnected ways?

Are they paraphrasing to be sure they understand each otherts meaning's?

ti

.Guidelines For You as aii Observer

Your job as an observer is to-be as much like. candid camera as possible.
Make notes of exactly whit is said and done that illustrates the things you are
observing for. Use quotes When you report your observations. Don't evaluate
in giving your report with-Comments such as,, "It was good when...." Donit
interpret why things, hipped or what they might.have meant with comments
such as, "You col-Jused hfm when... ," or, "The reason yog'said that was...,"
or, "You got mad when..-.." It is up to-your observees to evaluate and
interpret if they wish to. You are to report only the facts such as, "When
she said, "That's a silly idea,' you turned your chair around and stamped
your foot.

0
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HANDOUT -12

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET II: IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM

9

1. The four guidelines fOi writing a problem statement are to answer
these four questions. (check four)

What is, the problem situation?

Who is affected?

Exactly what is wrong?

How did it become'a problem?

How' did you discover it?

Who is causing

-Paziplirasing-is:, (check one)

sf

l4

What kind of a problem is it?

Who should solve it?

How'can it be solved?

4How many goals. are, there?

_ What is,.the gdal for improvement?

HoWvill you measure change?'

Quoting as nearly as possible the person who just spoke

Interpreting the meaning of the person who just spoke

Repeating in your own words the person who juSt spoke
4.

3. The res.sdn for paraphrasing'is to: (check one)

Share,your interpretation;of,what the other person. meant

Be sure'you understand what the' other person meant
. 1-

w.that you are listening to the ether pers.=

ODD
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'Answers:
O

1. The four guidelines for writing a problem statement are to answer these:
four questions.

(wrong)' What iS the prOblem situation?
(A problem statement is written about one of a number of

.0 possible, goals in a problem situation.)

(right) Who is affected?
,

(wrong) Exactly what is wrong?
(This will emerge from continuous diagnosis.)

(wrong) How did it become a problem?.
(This question may or may not be relevant.)

...(rifiit Who is causing iii?
..

(wrong) How did 'you .dfs"co er it?
. (This %legion m or may not be -relevant.)

..-

(righf) , What' kind of a problem is

"(wrong) Who should solve it?
(This:Issue must wait for diagnostic' work to be done.)

(wrimg)

(wrong)

How can it be solved?
(Questions a out solutions come mubh later. )

How many,goils.are there?
(A problem' statement zeros in on onegoal.)

(right) _What :is the goal for improvement?
I

tt
(wrong.. How will you measure change?

(This should emerge from diagnostic work.)

2. Paraphrasing

H12 ,
Page- 2

(wrong) Quoting as nearly as possible the person who just spoke: '
(Quoting word for word may not invite an exploration of Meaning.)

(wrong) Interpreting the meaning of the person who just spoke.
(Paraphrasing is an attempt to repeat rather than interpret. ),

ri

(right) Repeating in your own words the person who just spoke.

6 46
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.kikwers: (cont'd..)

3. 'The reason for paraphrasing is to:

(wrong) Share your interpretation of what the other person meant.
(You. should be seeking his meaning rather than yot4
interpietation of it when you areparaphrasing.)

(right) Be sure you understand what the other person meant.

(wrong) Show that you are listening to the other person.

1112

Page 3.

(Showing that you are listening is not the same, as checking to
be sure that yOu understand what you are hearing as the speaker
intends it.) .

sZT
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'SUBSET III:
.USING RESEARCH ABOUT THE CLASSROOM 120 minutes .

PURPOSE

The activities in Subset III are designed to enable the, participants to understand
the use of research as a basii for problem definition and clarification.

`e OBJECTIVES

Given a.set of research findings on classroom conditions, and supportive trio"
relationships, participants will rewrite problem statements incorporating
added insighti gained from the research.- Trios will critique the validity
of these insights; They will also critique the use of helper and helpee
behaviors in accordance with observation guidelines provided for this pa-pose.

'LEADER PREPARATION ,>

1. Tape recorder should be ready with the tape of Mrs. Jones and the children.

A
2. Newsprint sheet (N8) of agenda for SubsePIII should be ready for display.

. ,:taper and pencils

,4. PARTICIPANT MATgRIAIS'

Handout 13: Agenda for'Subset III: Using Research About the Classroom'
" Handout 14: Classroom Conditions Which Influence the Learning Experience

.,.

of Children ,. -

Handout 15: Fishbowl Trio Round Robin Instructions
Handout 16: Trio Observer Guides-

>,

Handout 17: Assessment of Subset III: Using Research About the Classroom, ..,

...
71
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SUBSET III

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

1. Introduce 5 This exercise is intended to structure
agenda for appropriate expectations.
Subset III

2. Listen to
tape of
Mrs. Jones
and children

A

5 Participants need to have 'the data
(statements by Mrs. Jones and the
children) fresh in their thinking as
preparation for viewing research -
which implies insights in interpreting
that data.':

3. Read research" 20 'This is an experience pillow research
concerning . can offer insights to interpreting

2t,classroom . local data.
conditions

- 4. Liken to
tape again

5 The data should now be heard With
recognition of new insights. For
example, the possibility of "pluralistic
ignorance" among the children concerning
hoir active they should be as learners
should now be recognized:

5 Rewrite.
problem
statements

10 Thejesearch findings presented'are
intended to influence awareness of the
importance` of rewriting a problem
statement when necessary. New insights,
occurring at anytime, can imply the
need to rewrite.

49
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SUBSET III

MATERIALS IgSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
L

N8, H13 A . 1. Refer to H13,..theagend4. Call attention_to N8 showing
the sequence 'of steps for this session and note thai-the
'time will be approximately 2 hours,

4

Tape 2. :Play the 'tape of Mrs. Jones and the Children.
Recording

4

H14 3.' AgIc the liatticipants.to 'read H14 and underqine phrases
.which seem relevant to Mrs. Jones's situation. Note
thakthese findings frOm research offer clues to -gaining
a clearer understanding of her situation.

Tape
Recording,

4. Play the tape agOn with instructions to the partiCipants,
toli4en for clues suggested by'the research findings
they have just read.

C

r. ,

4, 9 p
. :

,, , . -,

. 5. -' Direct, the participants to rewrite the problem statements
-.. which theywrote earlier in light of any'clearer understandings

J
t therehav'gained from considering the research.

-t-,
. , . .

)

OA.

0 A'
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SUBSET III (continued)

SCHEDULE
iV

6:. Present
instructions
for fishbowl
trio round
robin exercise

7. Trio round
robin exercise

8. Assessment

MINUTES RATIONALE

10 The next,oxercise in Step 7 is complex
and calls for special attention to giNiing
the instructions.

t.

-
t0 The fishbowl trio round robin is intended,

to give simultaneous practice in the .
two -themes of the workshop--problem
golving and tteamworkskills. ObserVing
and being,observed by another trio
helps break collusive norms such as
avoiding active involvement or honest
critiquing which may have begun to .
form within some trios. .

This exercise assures the participant
that he has mastered the major
cognitive lea'rnings.

61
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SUBSET III (contin

. MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

H15*, 1116 6. Introduce the, fishbowl trio round robin exercise by
explaining that they are going to -work in trios again to
help,each other improve their rewritten problem statements.
Explain that this exercise will also continue .to bUild
teamwork norms of helpfulness. Refer to.H15 and

P review the instructions with the participants. Ask the pairs
of trios to form their fishbowl arrangenientsone trio
in the center, the other forming an outer ring around
them. Next, refer to'H16, "Trio Observer Guides'," and
review the guidelines with all the participants. InStruct
the trio in the outer circle, acting as obserVer, to clarify
with each other the order In which they will take.turns.
obierving a helpee, helper or interaction. Announce that
you will call out time as they move through'the, steps, of
this exercise.

-7. In this exercise, each member of the trio in the center
getS 5 minutes of help from the other two members of'k
the trio. Then the outer trio reports 08obiervations
and all six discuss these for-15 minutes. The trigs
now switchplaces in the fishbowl and the procedures is
repeated.

,

H17 8. Give participants time to answer individually the
questions on H17. if
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NEWSPRINT SHEET 148

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have _ready to use in Subset Iii, Step 1)

I

AGENDA FOR SUBSET_III: USING RESEARCH ABOUT THE CLASSROOM

1. Introduction to Subset III agenda

2. Listen to tape of Mrs. Jones and children

3. Read research concerning classroom conditions

A. Listen to tapes of Mrs.' Jones and children again

5. Rewrite pro,blem statements

6. 'Instructions for fishbowl trio round robin exercise-

7. Trio round robin exercise

8. Assessment

-

ii
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HANDOUT 13
-

AGENDA FOR SUBSET III: USING RESEARCH ABOUT THE CLASSROOM

Purpose:., To enable the participants to underStmid the use of re9earcli
as a',:basis for problem definition and clarification.

-;

'H13,

Objectives: Given a set of research findings on classroom conditions and
supportive trill- relationships, participants will rewrite
problem statements incorporating added insights gained from

(the research. Trios will critique validity of these insights.
They will also critique , se of helper and helpee ,behaviors in
accordance with observation guidelines provided for this4purpose.-

Steps: 1. Introduction to Subset III agenda-

2. Listen to tape of Mrs. Jones and children',

3. Read research' concerning classroom conditions

4. Listen to tape of Mrs. Jones and children again'

5. Rewrite problerh statements

6. Instructions for fishbowl trio round robin exercise
4.

7. Trio round robin exercise

8. 'Assessment.

64
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HANDOUT 14

CLASSROOM CONDITIONS WHICH INFLUENCE
THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE OF CHILDREN .

The Pupil a Self in the Learning Experience

Three types of motivation seem to be important. One is motivation to

please others. (Jung, 1964) Second is motivation to learn content, or first
.,. , -..,

order, learning motivation. Third is motivation to learn because of seeing

oneself as having the job or role df being a learner, termed second order

learning motivation. (Bateson, 1945) These three are' arrived at throug h

the process of becoming a socializing human being. There is a fourth kind

of motivation ,concerned with reinforeenient of basic animal needs of people.

Does. it matter if the' child feels his teacher likes hini? Fox, Lippitt

and SChmuck found, "Isolation from the teacher is greater when a pupil

perceives himself as being disliked by- his teacher than when he thinks he is

liked by the teacher." (1964j. Does it matter if the ptipll agrees with
Yd.

the teacher about classroom behavior? Schmuck and Van Egmond found, "A

lack of congruence between the way a pupil feels about classroom,behavil?r
Ar eand how he thinks the teacher feels is accompanied by a low level o,f

academic perforMance.!' (1965)

Does :a'pupil's perception of his relationships with peers in the

classroom matter? Fox, Lippitt and Schmuck reported the following findings..

Pupils who perceive themselves as olding low liking status
(among peers) are lower utilizers of their abilities than pupils
with higher perceived status.

Perceived liking status in the peer group is related positively
and significantly to both attitude toward self and attitude toward school.

65
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H14,,
Page 2.

Pupils who have positive attitudes toward their Class are, higher
utilizers of their intelligence than those who are less attracted
to the class. (1964)

Classroom Peer Group Influences

Do actual relationship's between children iri the classrooneeinfluence

learning? Fox, Lippitt and Schmuck found that classroom peer groups

characterized by a wide spread of liking relationships have positive
..
emotional climates. Both peer group liking structure and pupil involvement

iri the classroom group help telashion a pupil's perception of himself in

the group. Furthermore, the research shows this pupil evaluation of self

in relation to others is associated with his attitudes toward self and

school.in general. A pupil's perception of his place in the.peer group,'

high stnus or low, is related alsO to his utilization of his ability in

academic learning. "The attitude toward,self of pupils with high potency

of involvement in the peer group (i.e.., the ,pupil cares about being a
2 . . .

member of that group) is more positive as peer group structure increases

in diffuseness _'diffuse' class, Most children are chosen as -

'best liked!,4 one or 'more other childien).P (1964):
I

Do peer groups in the classroom establish norms which influence*

learning? One such norm, termed "pluralistic ignorance, " is reported by

Lippitt as follows:

We find, for example, -in, an average ele ry school class,
that the majority of the pupils perceive at most of the other
pupils are against too active cooperation with the teacher, are
against being 'eager beavers' about study and learning. Nevertheless
the majority of the group, in confidence, will indicate a great desire
to be more active, to become more involved. Yet there is
collusion to maintain mutual ignorance. (1962)

56
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Direct Workers Who Create Learning Experiences

Does teacher behavior directly influence the pupil's learning
2

experience. Fox, Lippitt and Schmuck reported the following findings.

4 The more a teacher likes a particular pupil, the less isolated
he is Aom the teacher.

A high level of isolation from the teacher is accompanied by
a high level of dissatidfaction with the teacher..

A'pupiltstdissatisfaction with his teacher is accompanied by
dissatisfaction for himself-(low self-esteem).

Y+ . , , -'

Pupils who are isolated from the teacher have more negative
attitudes toward'school than 'those who are not isolated froni
the teacher. 4

gaiisfaclion with the teacher is significantly related to. the
utilization of intelligence for girls at every social status
level.

ztFor both'sexes.combined, satisfaction with the teacher and
utilization (of academic potential) are associated when the
effects of social class, parental support and peer,stattis
,are held Constant. (1964)

Schmuck and Van Egmond

The teacher, as -a social-emotional leader, hadoan effect on the
academic performances of both boys'and girls" which was
independent-to a significant degree from the-effects of parents and peexs.

\
,

They also found:
. , ,.

Pupils with *more coriwalible relations with teachers perform at
a higher level academically than those with less compatible
relations. (1965)

How directive should the teacher be in creating learning experiences

for children? 'Flanders has conducted a, series of studies indicating the

teacher's methods influence both the pupil's orientation toward learning

and,his achievement. Flanders categorized observed behaviors of teachers

'67 57



as direct influence and indirect

"accepts and clarifies,feelings;

of probsedure; accepts clarified

influence. Indirect influence includes

praise and encouragement; asks questions

student ideas; general questions." pirect
.

influence includes "routine administration or statements unrelated to

.
-learning; gives information, opinipn; gives briticism; justifies own

., 4

authority." Collected observations reanalyzed in an interaction matrix.

Flanders' findings included the following, "...the teaching methods we

113.4

Page 4

-

have called indirect produce more achievenlent." "Direct influence decreases

'learning except when goals have initially been clarified and-made acceptable`

by use of indirect influence. "-(1p62)

O
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.HANDOUT 15

FISHBOWL TRIO ROUND ROBIN INSTRUCTIONS

One trio works in the center while the other trio forms an outer /
/

Circle to observe them for the first 15 minutes. Each member of the cente

trio has 5minutes to get help from his other two trio members on improvi,

his problem statement. Members of the outer trio observe according to the

instructions on. Handout 16e TRIO OBSERVER GUIDES.

At the end of the first 15 minutes, the workshop leader will call,time.

The outer trio will report their observations of the center trio; all six w
I ill

discuss the. reports for 15 minutes. The workshop leader will call time again

at the end of this second 15-minute period.

The trio that has been obserVing and reporting will move intithe center

for the second round. The original center trio will move to form an outer

circle as they become the observers. With the trios having reversed their

roles, the procedure of the first 30 minutes is now repeated.

Before beginning, all six should take a Minute to look at the behaviors

listed on Handout 16. These are the behaviors which observers vvill be watching

for and reporting on.
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HANDOUT 16

TRIO OBSERVER GUIDES

There are three observation guides below. Use a different one every 5 minutes. Coordinate with the other trio members
so that each will use a different guide each 5 minutes.

Observation Guide 1 Observation Guide 2 Observation Guide 3

Observe the helpee Observe the helper Observe interaction

Note exactly what he does and what
he says.

Is he indicating how he wants to
be helped? (e.g., argue with me,
ask me questions, tell me what
you have heard)

Is he being clear ?

Is he letting helper know what
he wants in the way of help?

Is he letting the helper know
when he has been helped? When
he has not been helped? In
what ways he has been helped?

71

Note exactly what he does and what
he says. .

Is he paraphrasing?

Is he asking for clarification
and illustrations ?

- Is he asking helpee to be more
specific?

- Is he letting helpee know when
he is getting things clearly?

Is he dirdcting and redirecting
analysis by the helpee rather
than doing the job for him?

Is he being supportive not just
"being nice"?

Note exactly what they do and
what they say..

- Note when either helpee or
helper does or says things
that cause the other to
become more active and involved.

- Note things that cause either
person to become less active
or withdrawn.

- Notice verbal and nonverbal
clues helping or hindering.

- Are they following each other
or are they jumping from one
thing to another ?
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HANDOUT 17

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET III: USING RESEARCH ABOUT THE CLASSROOM

1, The norm which is termed "pluralistic ignorance" is illustrated by
the following example. (checkone)

A teacher who is not aware 4 the pluralism of individual
differences among her children

A classroom in which the children are ignorant about the
expectations they have of each other

A classroom\ mhere pupils perceive each other as against
active cooperation with the teacher while each privately
desires it

2. A good helper behavior should: (check one)

Take over when the helpee gets stuck

Support the helpee by being "nice" at all times

Ask the helpee to be more specific

3. A good helpee behavior should: (check one)

Have the helper show you what to do

Avoid arguments with the helper

Let the helper know when he has and has not been helpful

(suopsonb 99,1114 asaq Jo tone iamstre 2sact atp si onpuu.za40 4sui atu)

: 3
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SUBSET IV:
DIAGNOSIS USING THE FORCE FIELD TECHNIQUE 75 minutes

PURPOSE

The activities of Subset IV are designed:

To provide an opportunity to study and practice the principles and techniques
of the force field method, of diagnosis

To make an initial presentation of the RUPS model

OBJECTIVES

Given Handout 19, "The Force Field Diagnostic Technique," the participants
. will produce a force field for Mrs. Jones's problem and compare Mrs. Jones's

force field With theirs.

Given a model of the Research Utilizing Problem Solving process and a case
study in which RUPS is utilized, participants will review how they are applying

,the model in "helping Mrs. Jones."

LEADER PREPARATION

Newsprint sheet (N9) should be ready for display.

2. Force field outline on N10 should be ready for Step 2.

3. Handout 20, "The Goal Statement and Force Field that Mrs. Jones Wrote,"
must be handed out to the participants by the leader at the beginning of
Step.4.

4. N11, illustrating the Research Utilizing Problem Solving model, should be
ready to use in Step 5.

5. Paper and pencils

6. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 18:
Handout 19:
Handout 20:
Handout 21:
Handout 22:
Handout 23:

Agenda for Subset IV: Diagnosis Using the Force Field Technique
The Force Field Diagnostic Technique
The Goal Statement, and Force Field that Mrs. Jones Wrote (BLUE)
Research Utilizing Problem Solving Model
A Case Study of the Research Utilizing Problem Solving Process
Assessment of Subset IV: Diagnosis Using the Force Field Technique
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SUBSET IV

SCHEDULE

1. Introduce
agenda for
Subset IV

IIHNUTES RATIONALE

5 This exercise is intended to structure
appropriate expectations.

2. Learn the
force field
diagnostic
technique

20 Using a neutral problem and goal
statement to explain the force field
method of diagnosis increases the ability
of the participants to concentrate on the
processes required for writing a force
field. It also is easy for participants
to identify forces for and against the
goal of reducing an individual's smoking.

3. Write a
force field
for Mrs. Jones's
problem

10 Writing a force field for Mrs. Jones's
problem will give immediate application
of the force field technique_to the
participants' problem statement.

4. Discuss
Mrs. Jones's
force field

10, Comparing Mrs. Jones's force field
with their own product will furnish a
basis for returning to the simulation
as a reference for moving ahead.

5. Study the
Research
Utilizing Problem
So lying model

64

10 Presenting the RUPS model at this
point will have more meaning than if
presented earlier. Participants can
now identify themselves in the model
as they have begun to work with
Mrs. Jones. It is important for
participants to get the model. in mind
as they continue in the workshop.



SUBSET IV

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

H18, N9 1. Refer to the agenda on N9 which you have prepared and
posted. Explain the schedule for Subset IV using H18.

H19, N10 2. Illustrate the force field diagnostic technique by referring
to the diagram on N10. Ask participants to give you forces
for and against stopping smoking and write these on the
newsprint sheet. Refer to H19. Tell participants it
contains all the instructions they will need to use the force
field diagnostic technique. Ask them to read H19 and to
follow the instructions.

3. Instruct the participants to individually write a force field
for'Mrs: Jones's,problem. Tell them Mrs. aones and the
children are important only as a way to practice problem
solving skills. The force field the participants write is
important only as an exercise to practice the skill.

H2O 4. Hand out H2O and instruct the participants to form their
groups of six to discuss their own and Mrs. Jones's force
fields. Tell them Mrs. Jones's force field is her first try
and should not be considered "correct." Explain that they
have probably done a better job. Tell them to look for
similarities and differences in their own and Mrs. Jones's
force fields and to discuss them for a few minutes. Note
this paper will be used again.

H21, N11 5. Refer to the Research Utilizing Problem Solving (RUPS)
model, H21, using N11. Stress the fact that the problem
solving process in the model is circular. Explain that the
process may be entered at any point. Say that the flow of
the process can go in any direction- -top to bottom, bottoin
to top, right tci left, left to right; and so forth. Pay
special attention to the fact that this problem solving
model gives- serious attention to the need for and use of
knowledge of different kinds. Refer to the columns of
kinds of knoWledge listed on each side of the list of the steps
'in the problem solving process. Reinforce the team-building
skills in dimension of this training.
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SUBSET IV (continued)

SCHEDULE

6. Read a
case study

MINUTES RATIONALE

15 Presenting a case study utilizing the
RUPS model provides an overview of
the 'model that the participants can
grasp quickly.

7. As:lessment 5 This assures the participant that he
has mastered the major cognitive
learnings.



SUBSET IV (continued)

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

1122 6. Explain that H22 is a case study .of the research utilizing*
problem solving process diagramed on N11 and H21. Tell
the participants to read the case study at this time. Tell
them it is used throughout the diagnosis of the situation
and the planning for action in subsequent steps, and thus
goes beyond the steps which have been covered to this
poit. t.

9

H23 7. Give participants time to answer individually the questions ,
on H23.

'o
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N9

NEWSPRINT SHEET N9

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset IV, Step 1)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET IV: DIAGNOSIS USING THE FORCE FIELD TECHNIQUE

1. Introduction to Subset IV agenda .
o

2. Learn the force field diagnostic technique

3. Write a force field for Mrs. Jones's problem

4. Discuss Mrs. Jones's force field

Study the Research Utilizing Problem Solving model

6. Read a case study of the problem solving process

7. ''Assessment

7D

0

A
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H18

HANDOUT 18

.74

AGENDA FOR SUBSET IV: DIAGNOSIS USING THE FORCE FIELD TECHNIQUE

Purpose: To provide an- opportunity to study and practice the principles
and techniques of the force field method of diagnosis. To make
an initial presentation of the RUPS model.

Objectives: Given Handout 19, "The Force Field Diagnostic Technique," the
participants will produce a force field for Mrs. Jones's problem
and compare Mrs. Jones's force field with theirs. Given a model
of the Research Utilizing Problem Solving (RUPS) process, and a
case study in which it is utilized, participants will review
how they are applying the model in "helping Mrs. Jones."

Steps: 1. Introduction to Subset IV agenda

2. Learn the force field diagnostic technique

3. Write a force field for Mrs. Jones's problem

4. Discuss Mrs. Jones's force field-

Study the Research Utilizing Problem - Solving model

6. Read a case study of the problem solving process

7. Assessment

80
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N10

(Copy, this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready' to use in Subset IV, Step 2.

Write and number the forces supplied by participants.)

PROBLEM: PM causing myself a problem by smoking too much. I seem to

have a conflict about setting a goal for a limited amount of

smoking. I want to reduce my smoking, from two packs and ten

"bummed" cigarettes per day to fi'e cigarettes per day.
Opposite

of
Goal

lk I .Forces for

1g,

0,l
4

.81

Now

Ni0

,Goal

Forces a ailist

1-t
I

ear

cog

I

1

,1
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HANDOUT. 19

THE FORCE FIELD DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE

H19

A-Problem situation exists when there is a difference between the way things

are and the way someone wants them to be. Kurt Lewin borrowed a technique

from the physical sciences and offered it as a way to understand social science

problem situations. .It is called the force field diagnostic technique. The idea

is that any social/psychological situation is the way it is at any given mornent

O

because sets of counterbalancing forces are keeping it that way.

For example, let's look at the amount of money I am apt to earn next week.

Let's say it is aptto be about $200.00. There are factors, orsforces, in my

life t! at might cause me to earn more than that. I have some debts that I'd

like to pay off. My wife wants a new dress. I have some skills for making

. extra money -3 an entertainer and as a consultant on teacher education. On

the other hand, there are forces against my earning more than $200.00 next

week. I'll have little. time or energy next week beyond the 50 hours demanded

by my job and the time I promised to spend with my kids. There is also a

possibility that forces might cause me to earn less than $200.00 a week. My extra

work might cause me to become seriously ill and have to miss my regular job,

thus reducing my income.

In the force field diagnostic technique, you start by writing a problem

statement at the top of a page and drawing a line down the middle of the page.

The line down the middle represents the way things are now. Draw a dotted

line down the right hand side of the page which represehts how you would like
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Page 21

things to be. 'or example, if I wanted ti earn $250.00 next week instead of my

usual $200.00, I Would begin to write out my force field diagram as follows.

, .

Problem Statement: I am
.,

causing myself a problem because I want to change

MY earning goal for next week from $200.00 to $250.00.
Opposite r ,

- of ,
- Goal . Now Goal

1 Forces for my my 00. 1 ti*t
I

x v -
against

1

,I ..

-FA 1 .
6 A

N .,
al 10
rs I 4

>g
CD

I
c-t ,

I
CD I

(A' I

g
I ,

I
.

.1;4
. . -

1.---

L., a. Is,
0 ilig
CD

>rt
,, .. in

0

c,t 0

.1

vs,

1

1

1

1

Next I would *rite down all of the important. forces I can think of that coqd

help push me toward achieving my goal. I write these on the left side of the

'diagram with an arrow from each pointing in the direction of my goal, I write

down forces pushing against movement toward my goal on the right side of the

center line.

Opposite
of

. Goal

I Forces for m

Now

-46--Forces a ainst my goal

Goal

,.,,i , 1 it
,

, I

i PilIld like to pay off some debts O.- N, -re- 50 hours d manded by my j b If74
c, 1 lal

of
I My wife wants a ney dress op.

' .
I I have skill4 for making extra Jr

N'irnoney

x

83

c, , c,
= , I,:s1

0x

CD

A'
CD

-at-- Time promised to my kids ip
1 ,

) \I rj°I 1CD

I ' 1 I 1 1 R.
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Page 3

Now you try an example. Suppose you accept a, goal of losing five pounds

during the next two weeks. Write out asforce field for this goal below. Write

out a problem statement, the forces for and the forces against. Then go to

the next page of this handout.

Problem Statement:

Opposite
of

Goal

I

I

I

$1

Forces for

Now

$-.14 Forces airs



Your force field on losing five pounds during the next two weeks should

look something like the following illustration.

Problem Statement: You set a goal for me to lose fiie pounds during the next

Opposite
of

Goal

two weeks.

Forces for

Now

V

I

RI
"e

I
CD

cD

-ti
o 1

0

I tend to be a.light
eater

I want to save some
money

We are visiting my
mother-in-law this
weekend and I don't
like her cooking

Forces ainst

H19
Page 4

Goal

-4 -or-- I'm presently about three 11:4
lz.
Ir...

1

-,, -.1--- I don't want to accept 12.
this goal 10"

cm

::$
o N
cf) -ow My mother.-in-law will tocl.

c-,- be unhappy if I don't eat
a.

Ig
well while visiting her li

lo

pounds underweight

Ig

ICD

11:1'

10

1

Of course, the forces you wrote down are apt to differ from the ones in this

illustration. The important thing is that you understand the technique. Here are

some guidelines to help make the force field diagnostic technique a powerful one.

1. Be as specific as possible in the way you virit6 each force.

Don't write things fke, "Iloo communication Write, "Sally

tand Martha\don't tell each °Ter their reaso

instructional materials."

for using different

Forces are sated most helpfully when

Q L.%
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they are written so that someone else reading them would know

1119

Page 5

who to go to and' what to ask in order to get a fuller undexttanding

of what is involved in each force.

2. Try to state discrete forces rather than global ones. A force

often can be broken down into further subparts. For example,

a forces such as "I find it hard to lose weight," might break

down to three more discrete forces as follows:

,"I get a headache when I skip a meal"

'"My wife often serves rich desserts"

"Television ads' get me thinking about eating
in the evening"

Sometimes, you can think of ways to break down a force into

more discrete subparts by considering the forces for and

against changing a force that you are considering!

3. Thinking about categories of forces can help you think of

ones you might otherwise overlook. Consider categories of

forces in each of the following:

Yourself: "I get a headache when I skip a meal"

Other Individuals: "My wife often serves rich desserts"

Groups: "We often, share materials in our department"

Organizations:, "The district gives salary credit for this
training"

Society: "Television ads 'get me thinking about.eating!
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HANDOUT 20

THE GOAL STATEMENT AND FORCE FIELD THAT MRS. JONES WROTE

Mrs. Jones, a fifth grade teacher, has asked for your help. She said:

The group thit year just can't seen to get going. It isn't
a matter of intelligence, they just don't seem to want to
work. For some reason or other, they're draggirig their
heels all the way and I don't know how to lead them. I
want to do something, but I don't know where to begin.
What can I do?

According to this statement, the teacher has theproblem. She is the one who
iis "feeling the pain," so to speak. As she sees it, the problem is caused by

her classroom group, which apparently does not want to learn. The way she
states it, the type of problem might be a disagreement abaft goals: the
teacher wants higher goals than the children. The teacher's improvement
goal is for the children to "he more active learners."

All of .this information is quite vague, so you decided to start helping
Mrs. Jones by acquainting her with the force field diagnostic technique.
She then began to work out a force field on her problem.

The following page gives the goal statement and force field that Mrs. Jones
wrote.

87
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Improvement °Goal: To help some of the children in
my classroom become more
active learners.

Forces for

NOW

Forces a ainst

I want them to be more active

-I see myself as responsible --poi.
to help them to be active
learners

They are an intelligent group

Some of the children are
active learners

I have good rapport with some --Doi-

The testing program indicates lw
no one in the group has unusually
low intelligence

H2O

Page 2

g....m.Some act like they don't care
about learning

1

-mot Some seem to block others from
learning

0

m
m -mei I don't have enough information

5
m to know where to begin

I am not as strict as some of the
teachers the children have had

Some seem to fight me most of
the way
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HANDOUT 21

RESEARCH UTILIZING PROBLEM SOLVING MODEL *

SCIENTIFIC.- - --may draw on- - - - -C- THE PROCESS may draw on- - .-..KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE \-9F THE

EDUCATIONAL
SETTING

Theory --IN-

Research
Findings

Methodologyb.

May Re
Setenitifi

O
I

0

z0

IIdentification of a Concern]

Diagnosis of the Situation

Formulating Action Alternatives -It

IFeasibility Testing of Selected
Altern6.tives, Including Training

and Evaluation

Adoption and Diffusion of Good
Alternatives

New
16ov-ae-d--e

0'

0

0

0

0

8

11=1111.1111

0 -otPriority
of Needs.

....ipesources

0

8
.Existing

Innovations .

M y Resuly'in New
Owleil..ge: of the ;

Setting

*Jung, Charles and Ronald Lippitt. "The Study of Change as a pOncept--in Research \,

Utilization.," Theory Into Practice. 5:25-29; February 1966.
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N:1

NEWSPRINT SHEET N11

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset IV, Step 5)

RESEARCH UTILIZING PROBLEM SOLVING'MODEL *

SCIENTIFIC -41,- - -- -may draw on- - - - - -THE PROCESS- - - -may draw on - - - -a-KNOWLEDGE

KNOWLEDGE OF THE
EDUCATIONAL
SETTING

Theory

Research,
Findings

MethodolOgy...

N

5

Identification of a Concern I

1 l ,

Diagnosis of the Situation,

n
Formulating Action Alternatives 1-.01---,

Feasibility Testing of Selected
Alternatives, Including Training'

and Evaluation

` 1 I
N ay Result`ikNew

Sci ntific Knowleage

Adoption and Diffusion of Good
Alternatives

tTi

0

.°0

0

0

0

8
tTj

.41111

+It

0

Igay Result in
"owledp.e of t

Set ing

*Jung, Charles and Ronald Lippitt. "The Study of change as a Co noept--in Research
Utilization." Theory Into Practice. 5:25-29; February 1966.
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'HANDOUT 22

A CASE STUDY OF THE RESEARCH UTILIZING PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS

Suppose that a teacher came to yo and said, "The group of children

that I'm working with this year is very difficult. There is one child in particular

who seems to cause the,troikble. I):1 you think I should remove that child from the

group? Do you believe this might solve my problem?" You would need to ask

many questions of this teacher in order to be helpful. his situation can

: be compared to a patient who comes to a doctor and s ys, "I have a terrible

headache. Do you think I should undergo brain surgery?" The doctor naturally

would conduct a careful diagnostic examination before even considering what

action to take.

._.__ In both of these problem situations, some ne has jumped directly from

a problem to considering a plan of action. The real problem in both cases is

that several important steps in the problem solving process have been omitted.

This paper will review those steps and give particular attention to the. force

field technique of diagnosing a problem.

Action - Research Steps of Problem Solving

i

1. Identifying the Problem: WhO, isl cu1 sing it' andwho is affected

\ , \ \
by it? What specific goals would be, needed to resolve it? What

I \
1

kind of a pioble is it? For e ainplei 1
e

1 \V

1

,,

SELF: Conflict of values 'and attitudes; my lack of.
skills; my inability to express feelings;
a diffeent ilerception

, 1

9 1.
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Page 2

OTHER: Lack of understanding or skills;
unwillingness to.use his resources;
conflict about values and attitudes

ORGANIZATIONS: Lack of communication channels,
scheduled time and resWrces;
lack of clarity about membership
roles and norms; power conflicts in
decision making; lack of support
for innovation

SOCIETY: Conflict between community and
school values; lack of clarity about
goals; other structures in conflict
with schoOl structures

What sources from research information would be needed to define

more clearly the type of problem and the validity of goal solution?

2. Diagnosing the Problem Situation: Once the problem has been clearly

stated in terms of goals to be attained, one should identify the forces

operating in the situation which tend to push toward or against a

particular goal. As the true forces are identified, it often becomes

clear that the goals which were BY st thought to represent a solution

are incorrect or inadequate. New goals must be stated and new forces

identified repeatedly as one works toward resolving the problem.

Diagnosis is a continuous part of problem solving.

3. Considering Action Alternatives: As diagnostic work progresses, a

ange o act on alternatives should emerge. Each 'should be
4 I

considered in relation to knowledge of the forces ope\rating in the

problem situation. If one or some combination of the alternatives is

tried,] what will happen to the forces pushing toward or lwa.ir from

a. particular goal?

92
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'flow will the forces operate to influence the success or failure of a
*E

trial of a'particular action alternative?

4. Trying Out an Action Plan: At some point, one or a combination of the

action al.ternati.' es will be attempted. As the attempt is made,

information will be needed to assess whether there is movement

toward the-goals. This includes discovery of the 'forces that are
O

changing to understand what, is accounting for movement, or the lack

of it. Such assesament provides both an evaluation of progress and

a new diagnostic picture. It-clarifies the next action steps which

need to be taken. It also may identify additional skills which may be

needed in order to move ahead. This latter type of information should

be the basis of inservice training closely related'to any action program.

5. Diffusion and Adaptation: Information gained from action experience

in dealing with a problem should be shared with others who face

similar problems. Information to be diffused should include: a clear,
O

specific problem statement; the forces involved in the problem situation;

a description of action taken to change the forces; results of action

including failures as well as successes; special problems that were

encountered; and special skills that we e needed to carry out
I

1

_
1particular actions. These kinds of inf rmation make it poss,ible for

1 ,
1persons in another setting to adapt el(e ents of what was tried to their

own diagnoses of their particular problem situations.

Continuous attention to diagnosis is the corn4rstone of the action-re6earcll,

of problem solving. Witliout complete, dilagnosis, roblems in

Q
Li*
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youth work tend to multiply. Fads are accepted which don't really fit the local

situations where they are applied. Potentially good solutions are abandoned

without realizing the slight changes that would make them work. Decisions are

made on the basis of peoples' ability to argue, or on the status of their positions,

rather than on the true facts of the situation. Helpful innovations/in youth work

are rediscovered and die repeatedly without being effectively shared because

people don't know what to tell, or what to ask.;

There are pixibably several reasons why good diagnostic work is not

carried out very actively by people who work with youth. One is that it is

comparatively difficult to identify clear goals in helping youth to grow, An

engineer can, make accurate estimates of the kinds and quantities of materials

he needs to build a power dam to produce a given amount of electricity in a

certain setting. It is vastly more complicated for a youth worker to estimate

the 'kind of experience that will help a group of children develop a trait, such

as interdependence, appropriate to their innate abilities and the probable

opportunities of their life setting.

It is often difficult to get accurate information even when goals can be

stated clearly in work with youth. The medical doctor lister- with his

thoscope, views with 'his x-ray m chine and analyzes with his chemical

d elec ronic equipment. Youth wo kers are onlr beginning to be provided

w th tool developed by social scientists to gather relevant diagnostic data.
a.

These include sensitivity to feelingsi inner values and attitudes; ways to

barnarn of the Perceptions people have of each other; and the norms which opera e

n group to tinfluence the behavior of the individuals in them.
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An especially important barrier to becoming involved in good diagnostic

work is simply the lack of awareness of the importance and satisfaction of such

an effort. Spending time gathering information, thinking about it and planning.on

the basis` of it is not a traditional part of the youth worker's role. There is little

support or rewards for time which is not spent in carrying out action or for time spent

in working directly, with youth or in carrying out administrative details.

Force Field Technique for Diagnosing a Problem

To use this technique, one must first state a problem in terms of a clear

goal. An example will be used to illustrate the technique. Mr. Smith is a

youth worker who states his problem as follows:

As, an adult working with a group of youth, Pm 'concerned about
developing interdependence between us. I don't want the youth
in our group to do things just because I suggest them. 'On the
other hand, I don't want them to reject ideas just because they
come from the adult. I have a goal for the group of becoming more
open and active in criticizing what they see as helpful and
nonhelpful in my suggestions and of seeking my reactions to
theirs.

Mr.. Smith now is ready to write out his first force field. He takes a blank

sheet of paper and writes the general nature of the problem at the top. He then.

draws a horizontal line across the top. On the left side of the line he writes the

words "forces for interdependence." On the right side he writes "forcesyagainst
I

t,

interdependence." In theyright margin of t e papier he writes the goar which he I.

has pecified for his prolb em, "open and :a tive criticism:of i as between the

1

. -, 5

group and me." In the le t margin of the paper he writes the opposite of his

goal "no criticism of idet.s between the group and me."
I

Now he, draws a vertical line down the m'ddle of the page( This line

represents the way things are at the moment with regard to open and active

95
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criticism between him and the grutip; Things are the way they are at the

moment because there is a set of forces pushing from the left toward open

and active criticism and an equal, set of forces pushing from the right against

openness and 'activeness. If the forces.on the left become stronger while those-

on. the right stay the same or get weaker, the line will move toward the

right--toward more openness and activeness. Mr. Smith now must write out what

he believes to be the important forces operating in this situation.

Diagram I presents his first effort at writing out the force field.

DIAGRAM I

Force Field No. 1 - Interdependence Between the Group and Me

Opposite
of Goal

No CritiJ
cism of
Ideas
Between
Us

forces FOR
interdependence

forces AGAINST
interdependence

youth want to try
their ideas

youth want good ideas
from adults.

- adults want youth to
question and .criticize

, 1

youth afraid their ideas
will look poofto other;

youth used to letting adults
tell them what to do

youth afraid td criticize
adult openly .3 .4

adult freqiientlY judgmental:,.tail
in his criticiths

aIa

r.

It-

Open and
Active..
Criticism
of Ideas
Between
Us
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Mr. Smith wasn't very satisfied with his first effort to draw the force

field. He suspected there were additional forces other than the ones he had

thought of. During his next meeting with the youth, he raised the question of

how-people felt about discussing each other's ideas. He asked specifically for

their reactions to some of the ideas he had recently suggested. He especially

asked them to share their reactions. However, they seemed reserved about

giving them. Later, one of them told him privately, "We just don't talk

about that with adults. I would have said some things, but the other kids would

have thought I was being an apple polisher."

Mr. Smith believed he had learned two things from the discussion. One was

that an additional "force for" was to actively ask the youth for their reactions.

Another was that there was some kind of norm among the youth about not

talking to adults in a way that would be seen as "apple polishing." This norm

appeared to be an important "force against. " He thought maybe the peer

leadership of the group was an important "force against" which was affecting

the way this norm operated in the group.

In Diagram II, on page 86, Mr. Smith has added these three forces to

the force field.

After adding.these forces he began to do three more things with his force

field. First, he ranked all of thicorces in terms of how important he thought

they were in trying to change the situation. He put a number 1 by that force

field which he believed would yield the most movement toward the goal if it could

be_changed. He put a 2 by the force that he thought would result in the second.

'.1
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DIAGRAM II

Force Field No. 2 - Interdependence Between the Group and Me ,

Opposite
'Of Goal

1

No Criti-s
cism of
Ideas
Between
Us

forces FOR
interdependence'

forces AGAINST
'interdependence

youth want to try afraid their ideas
their ideas will look poor to others

youth want good ideas
from adults

adult wants youth to
question and criticize

Goal ,

youth used to letting adults Open an
tell them what to do Active

youth afraid to criticize
adult openly

adult actively asks adult frequently judgmental
for youth reactions, in his criticisms

youth leave norm of not
talking with adults

peer leaders support norm-es
of not talking with adults

Criticis
of Ideas
Between
Us

greatest amount of movement if changed, and so forth. Second, he rated each

force in terms of how easy he thought it would be for him to bring about some

change in it. He gave each force a rating of hard, medium or easy. Third,

he again rated each force, this time in terms of how clear he was about whether

it really was a force. Was he just imagining it to be a force, or was it really

operating? He labeled each force as clear, partly clear, unclear.
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Diagram III presents Mr. Smith's force field as he ranked and rated

the forces he discovered.

DIAGRAM III

H22
Page 9

Force Field No. 3 - Interdependence Between the Group and Me

Opposite
of Goal

No Criti-
cism of
Ideas
Between
Us

forces FOR
interdependence

forces AGAINST
interdependence

(clear) (3) (easy)
youth want to try ...-
their ideas

(partly clear) (6), (medium)
'youth want good ideas

sow
from adults

(partly clear) (7) (easy)
adult wants youth to
question and criticize

(partly clear) (4) (medium)
adult actively asks
for youth reactions

(medium) (10) (unclear)
youth afraid their ideas
will look poor to others

(easy) (9) (clear)
youth used to letting adults
tell them what to do

(medium) (8) (partly clear)
youth afraid to criticize
adult openly

(hard) (5) (partly bleary
adult frequently judgmental
in his criticism

(hard) (1) (partly clear)
youth have norm of not
talking With adults

(medium) (2) (unclear)
peer leaders support norm
of not talking with adults

0

Goal

'6-pen and
Active
Criticism
of Idea6
Between
Us

0
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Page, 10

Now, Mr. Sniith had a picture of what he thought was going on in his

.

problem situation. The most important thing that stood out to him was that he
..

was not very clear about some of the forces which he guessed to be important.

.
He went back to the youth to get more information about forces that were not

,

clear. He got information both through discussions and by using questionnaires.

The force which he had ranked as most mportant seemed so complex to him that

he wrote out a force field diagram about it!
.

_

This helped him identify further forces and questions he needed to discuss
0

with the youth. Mr. Smith .also began to consider ways he could alter some

of the forces. He put some 'of these alternatives into action. His efforts to

get information from the youth to determine the force fields turned out to be an

action plan in itself which proved helpful. Mr. Smith found the group changing

in the direction of his goal.

At the end of several weeks, Mr. Smith found it helpful to look back over
b +a

his efforts. He could note the changes which had occurred in his force field

over time. He knew that his current force field diagram was much more accurate

than his first attempts had been. It was based on careful data gathering. He had

gathered some kinds of data several times so that he could gee evaluatively how

some of the forces had changed in response to the action efforts that he and the

youth had worked out. Most exciting to Mr. Smith was his discovery that he0

0 0

could share the force field technique with the youth. Now they were working

together on diagnosing goal situations, planning action for the group and evaluating

the reasons for success and failure.
..

Y.-

X00
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Page 11

Summary

A person applying the force field technique in diagnosing a problem and/or

deriving the most appropriate solution will have completed the following

process steps:

1. Identified a,problem/goal

2. Stated a problem applying all criteria

3. Listed forces for and against in proper form

4. Ranked forces in numerical scales as to importance

5. Rated forces as to resistance to change and clarity of evidence

6. Gathered data about problem

7. Evaluated data an derived other forces, etc.

8. Derived and stated appropriate solution strategy

9. Evaluated solution effectiveness

Summary for Criteria of Ranking and Rating

Ranking:

A. Importance is defined as significance.. How important or significant is
a force in yielding the most movement toward the goals?

Rating:

A. Strength refers to resistance to change. How easy or hard would it be
to change that force? Is it hard, medium or easy?

B. Clarity refers to evidence. What evidence is there that it is a force?
How clear is it to me that it is a force?



H23

HANDOUT 23'

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET IV: DIAGNOSIS USING THE FORCE FIELD TECHNIQUE

1. When writing '. force field, the line down the center of the page
represents: (check one)

The way things are now

-A way to keep your lists of forces, separated

The goal that you wish to achieve
k

2. Forces are stated most helpfully when: (check one)

1,

They make specific who to go to and what to ask if you want
to gain a fuller understanding

They indicate the actions which need to be taken in order to
change the situation

They clearly evaluate all of the factors involved in the situation

102
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Answers:

1. When writing a force field, the line down the center of the page
represents: (check one)

(right) The way things are now

(wrong) A way to keep your lists of forces separated
(It's not just a divider for two lists of opposing forces.
It represents an identifiable condition that you wish to
change such as, "I weigh 243 pounds now.")

(wrong) The goal that you wish.to achieve
(Your goal is represented by the dotted line down the right
side of the page.)

2. Forces are stated most helpfully when: (check one)

(right) They make specific who to go to and what to ask if
you want to gain a fuller understanding

(wrong) They indicate the actions which need to be taken in
order to change the situation

(Consideration of actions to take in order to change the
situation comes much later. It will depend on diagnostic
work using the force field technique, but statement of the
forces doesn't indicate how to change them!)

(wrong) They clearly evaluate all of the factors involved
in the situation

(Evaluation comes later. Stating a force clearly can be
a step prior to determining ways to measure the force.
Repeated measurement of forces over time can become
the evaluation of a change project.)

1033
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SUBSET V:
DIAGNOSING TEAMWORK RELATIONSHIPS 90 minutes

The_activities of this subset are designed:

To apply the force field diagnostic technique, listening and saying skills,_
and helper-helpee behaviors to the exploration of teamwork relations

To gather data from selves relevant to improving these relations

Given a prior definition of the force field technique, listening and saying behaviors,
and helper-helpee behaviors, each participant will produce a force field analysis
identifying forces for and against effective teamwork relations. Trio members
will share these with each other and explore their validity and meaning as they-7
experience help in interviewing their selves.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprint sheet (N12) should be ready foi display.

2. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 24: Agenda for Subset V: Diagnosing Teamwork Relationships -
Handout 25: Diagnosing TeamworkRelatiunships
Handout 26: Instructions for Tfio Work
Handout 27: Assessment of Subset V: Diagnosing Teamwork Relationships
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SUBSET V

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

1.. Introduce 5 This step allows participants to structure
agenda for appropriate expectations.
Subset V

2. Diagnosing . 15 This ves p aetice in writing a fOrce

teamwork fiel as well as in.experiencing
relations application of this technique to

interpersonal behavior's. It implies an ,
r. objective approach towork on maximizing

productions of teamwork.

4

3. Instructions 5 Special emphasis given to instructions
for trio work <:,

here 'is to bring out the perspective of
seeing, oneself as a little.used
source of data.

.

.

4. Trio exercise 60 This exercise provides an opportunity
on getting more to experience how data from the self-
data from self can be increased by letting others help

you seek it. This is, in fact, a
data-gathering technique, e. g. , letting
others help you gather data from
yourself.

5. Assessment 5 The participant is assured that he has
mastered the major cognitive ----
learnings.
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O SUBSET V
O

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY t

N12, H24 1. Review agenda on,H24, 'referring to N12. Reinforce
purpose and objectives of subset. Remind participants
of the two themes ,of the workshop. Point out that the
focus of this subset is on team- building relationships.

H25, 2. Ask participants to, read 1125. Clarify instructions
and reinforce procedure for the force field. Dire&
participants to work alone.

H26 3. Refer to H26. Explain that each pers.= is to select one
or two forces involved ip enhancing teamwork relationships
that he especially would like the other two trio members
to helptim talk about. Reinforce the concept. of "interviewing
yourself" by letting the other two help "you!' get data from
"yourself." Direct each particiiiant to look at his 'force
field and select one or two forces.

4. Interrupt and direct trios to begin sharing. Announce
that each'person has 20 minutes to share and discuss,his
forces for and against improving teamworerelationships.

H27 5. Give participants time to answer individually the
question on H27, then tell them to turn the page upside
down for th'e answer.

1 06
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N12

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint,
and have ready to use jn Subset V, Step 1)

ti

AGENDA FOR SUBSET V: DIAGNOSING TEAMWORK RELATIONSHIPS

1. Introduction to Subset V agenda

2. Diagnosing teamwork relations

3. Instructions for trio work

4. Trio exercise on getting more data from self

5. Assessment

O

.q

a

O

4

a

a

O

lb

0
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HANDOUT 24

AGENDA FOR SUBSET V: DIAGNOSING TEAMWORK RELATIONSHIPS

. 4
, Purpose: To apply the force field diagnostic technique, lislening

.
and sayingtskills, andlielper-helpee behaviors to the
exploration of teamwork relations.

'TO gather data frpm selves relevant to improving these
relations.

Objectives: Given prior.definition.Of-tlie force field techhiques,
listening and-sayingbehaviors,'-and helper-helpee
behaviors, .eachsparticikant'will produce a force field
analysis identifying forces for and against effective
teamwork relations. 9

Steps: 1. 'Introduction to Subset V agenda

. Diagnosing teamwork relations'

3. Instructions for trio work 0

1124

,
. 4. Trio exercise on getting more data from self

Q , C ,
. .

`5. Assessment -4-

4*

0

O ,

L

a

C

I
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WAGNOSING17AMWORK RELATIONSHIPS

-, 4 '

ky

During tke,next 1'5.minutes:wdk alone. Write a force field on your
..' .

----.. \-,
t. . I ' 1

--teamwol:k-relationships ...I.Ise data from your teamwork in the workshop up
i',

,
..

, ',.,..--;.

,

this t " .
.

-.,-to this time

As,ypu see ii.n6w; what forces are for and what forces are against
,-..

.getting the most from your trip teamwork relations during the workshop?

Goal: Enhance My-Teamwork Relationships

Forces For Forces Against

0

0

a 'You Will Share This Force Field In Your Trio.

109
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HANDOUT 26

-----
INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRIO WORK

Preparation for trio work

People usually have more good data in themselves than they are
aware.of. ,In this exercise, trio members will attempt to help
each member get more data from himself.

In order to get ready for trio sharing, select one or more forces
from your force field that you want to share in your trio to let
the other two members help-33u "interview yourself," Take a few
Minutes to do this task.

Trio sharing

'2. You will each have 20 minutes to share your forces and get the
,other two persons to help you talk about them and get more data
from yourself.

3. . When it's your turn to "interview yourself for more data," the
other two members function as helpers--paraphrasing, asking for .

clarification, asking questions, checking to see kf helpee Imderstands,
asking helpee to paraphrase.

The workshop leader will monitor time for you.

H26

1.1
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(Share the answer you wrote with your trio members to get thCir reaction 

as to whether it is a force and, if so, whether it is a "major" forcel) 
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SUBSET VI:
FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS AND DATA GATHERING

PURPOSE

The activities of this subset are: designed:

125 minutes

To give an opportunity to study and practice principles and techniques of
force field analysis

To give an opportunity to study and practice principles and techniques of
data gathering

OBJECTIVES

Given Handout 29, "The Force Field Analysis," the pan I produce a
force field analysis for Mrs.. Jones by r d ratigier forces.

Given Handout 31, "I or Gat. hering Data, " and Handout 32, "Creating a
Data-Gath echniquevri. articipants .will 'write data-gathering instruments,

p ay their:use-and critique each other's efforts.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprinksheet (N13) should be ready for display.

2. Newsprint sheet (N14) should be ready for use in Step 2.

3. Handout 30 must be distributed at the'beginning of Step 4.

4. Paper and pencils

5.. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 28: Agenda for Subset VI: Force Field Analysis and Dal* Gathering
Handout 29: The Force Field Analysis
Handout 20: The Goal Statement and Force Field That Mrs. Jones Wrote (to

be used in Step 3) _

Handout 30: Mrs. Jones's Force Field Analysis (BLUE)
Handout 31: Ideas for Gathering Data
Handout 32: Creating a Data-Gathering Technique
Handout 33: Instructions for Tryout of Gathering Data
Handout 34: Assessment of Subset VI: Force Field Analysis and Data Gathering

112
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'.SUBSET VI

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

1. Introduce
agenda for
Subset VI

5 This step allows participants to
appropriate expect

re

2., Analyz 15 Using a neutral force field to explain the
field procedure for force field analysis increases,

the ability of the participants to concentrate
on the process of ranking and rating,
rather than the substance of what is being,
ranked and rated.

3. Analyze 10 Analyzing Mrs. Jones's force fieldwill
Mrs. Jones's give immediate application of ranking
force field and rating procedures.

. Discuss . 10 Comparing Mrs. Jones's force field
Mrs. Jones's analysis with their own,product will,
force field furnish the participants with a basis for

returning to the simulation as a
reference for moving ahead.

5. Ideas for 10 Studying the underlying issues and
gathering problems of pieparing data-gatypting
data instruments is .an important

preliminary step to moving ahead with
the simulation. Support begins here,
for being skilled and free ft., adapt the
kinds of instruments tb;:,- will be given
later as well as ereating new ones of
their own.
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SUBSET VI

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
..-

H2S, 13 1. Refer to the agenda on 1128 and listed on N13. Review
the agenda for this subset.

H29, N14 . 2. Refer to H29. Note that the instructions in H29 for analyzing
a force field are illustrated in H22, A Case Study of the RUPS
Process. Allow time to read 1129. Refer to N14 on which you
have copied the forces they identified on N10 in Subset IV.
Demonstrate the technique of ranking and rating by completing
N14 in front of the` group.

1120 3. Instruct the,paaticipants to write individually an analysis of
Mrs. Jones's force field found on 1120, received during
Subset W. Reinforce the idea that the simulation is'important
only as a way to practice problem solving skills.

1130 ; 4. Hand out 1130 and instruct the participants to form their
groups of' six to diicuss their own and Mrs. Jones''s force
field analysis. Reinforce the norm of accepting Mrs..Jones's
product as a common starting point for the next stages of
work rather than as a "right" answer. Their products
may be,ubetter than hers.

5. Explain that H31 presents principles to keep in mind when
gathering data and gives guidelines foe,some ways to get
needed information. Tell the participants to read the
paper at this time.

11A
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SUBSET VI (continued)

SCHEDULE

6. Create a
data-gathering
technique

MINUTES RATIONALE

10 Creating a data-gathering technique and
critiquing its use in role playing provides-
skill training and background for
appreciating the instruments they will
receive later in the SRA booklet.

7. Practice
data
gathering

60 Creating a data - gathering technique and
critiquing its use in role playing provides
skill training. In addition, it provides
supporting background to appreciate the .

work involved hi creating the instruments
which participants later receive in the
booklet, Diagnosing Classroom Learning
Environments.

8. Assessment 5 This assures the participant that he has
mastered the major cognitive leamings;

0
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SUBSET VI (continued)

MATERIALS' INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

H32 6. Tell the participants they will find all of the instructions
required to design a way to gather information about one
of Mrs.. Jones's forces in H32. Tell them that in the next
step they will be trying out these data-gathering methods
in their trios. Have them read the paper.

H33 7. Refer to H33 as you give instructions for the trios to try
out and critique each other's data-gathering instruments.
.Remind the participants that the one trying out his instrument
must give a role assignment to the others. Explain that the.
critique'must be based on the questions of whether the
instruments will produce the kind of inforthation needed.
Tell the participants that each person will have 15 minutes
for the task. Announce that you will monitor the time by

giving a warning after 10 minutes and then call time
after 15 minutes.

H34 8. Give the participants time to answer individually the
questions on H34.

)
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N13

NEWSPRINT SHEET N13

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use during Subset VI, Step 1)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET VI: FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS AND DATA GATHERING

1. . Introduction to Subset VI agenda

2. Analyze a force field

3. Analyze Mrs. Jones's force field

4. Discuss Mrs. Jones's force field analysis

5. Ideas for gathering data

6. Create a data-gathering technique

7. Practice data gathering

8. Assessment

106Q,
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_ 1128

HANDOUT,28

AGENDA FOR SUBSET VI:
FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS AND DATA GATHERING

Purpose: To give an opportunity to study and practice. principles and
techniques of force field analysis.

Objectives:

To give an opportunity to,study and practice principles and
. techniques of data gathering.'

Given Handout 29-, "The Force Field Analysis," the participants
will produce a force field analysis fOr Mrs. Jones by ranking
and rating her forces.

Given Handout 31, "Ideas for Gathering Data, "aid Handout 32,
"Creating a Data-Gathering Technique," participants-will
write data-gathering instruments, role play their use and
critique each other's efforts.

Steps:. 1. Introduction to Subset VI agenda

2. Analyze a force field

3. Analyze Mrs. Jones's force field

4. Discuss Mrs. 'J,ones's force field analysis'

5. Ideas for gathering data

6. Create a data-gathering technique

7. Practice data gathering

8. Assessment

118
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HANDOUT 29
O

THE FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

In the early stages of problem solving, primary concern should be for

gaining a clear diagnostic understanding of the situation which exists "now."

The force field technique provides a diagrammatic picture of the forces that

are maintaining a situation at a given moment. When you write a force field

on a piece of paper, it probably indicates only a few of the actual complex

sets of forces operating in the situation you are concerned with. You might

feel very sure that the forces you have listed are important ones, but have

little data to support your belief or give you a usable understanding of just

how these forces are operating, Your force field can be analyzed to consider

which forces might profitably be investigated in more objective detail. This

diagnostic analysis involires three steps.

First, rank order all of the forces "for" and "against" in order of their

importance. Importance is defined in terms of the degree to which change of a
c

particular force would cause the situation to move mose toward the goal. Yoti

would rank as number one that force which you believe, if changed, would

result in most movement toward the desired goal. Force number two would

be that force which you believe, if changed, would yield the second most

movement toward' thegoal. Continue in this manner until you have rank

ordered all of the forces for and -against movement toward the goal.

Second, rate each force in terms of clarity. Look at your statement

of a force., How clear are you that it really is a force in terms of being able

.
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1129

Page 2

tc show objective data about its importance, v,zho is involved in it and exactly

how and why it is operating? Clarity is not a matter of being positive in your

own belief. Sometimes; being.upositive" is being wrong in a loud voice.

Clarity is defined here as having objective data with which you could stand

up in court and prove your case beyond a shadow ()fa doubt. Rate each force

as to whether you are .clear, partly clear or unclear about it in these terms.

Third, look at the combination of ranking and rating which you have

done. Forces which you have given a, high ranking of importance, but are

unclear about, are obvious candidates for further exploration. Your ranking

and rating analysis fells you where more data is needed for diagnosing the

problem situation.

You Wight wish to refer back to Handout 22 to see an illustration of

this analysis process applied to diagnoitic work. Note that the case study

includes rating forces as' hard, medium or easy for resistance to change. This

step comes in the problem solving stage of analyzing action alternatives, which

has not yet been presentedto you.

12Q
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N14 .

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint and
have ready to use during Subset VI, Step 1. Note:
In the cefiter column add and number the forces for
and. against smoking that the par,ticipants supplied for N10.
All the forces should be treated as one list: Option: Use
one par'ticipant's force field 'on losing weight.)

. ,
'-'N'14----__

..

1Rank Order of
Importance

il

Goal: Reduce AmOunt of Smoking Rate:

Clear

Clarity

Partly
Clear

Unclear

,

e.,

4
'1.

...

..,,
2.

3.

.
4.

4 :.

5.
)

o

6.,

a

7.
.

../
8.

....

9.

\--\

ss

c,

s1/4

10.

121
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HANDOUT 30

MRS' JONES'S FORCEFIELD ANALYSIS

Rank Order of Goal: . To help some.ofithe 'children
Importance in fay clasccoom become more

active learners

10

1 t,

4

4

1

5

3

. 5.

1. I Wan lthem to be more active

G

,2`. I 'se myself as' responsible to
help theni be actiVe learners."-

The ;testing program indicates
zip one:in iliet,ouP has ,

(;''Unasually loW mlelligence,

Some of the children are
actiaiie learners

5. -I have good-iapport with some

6. Some act like they don't care'
about learning

7. Some seem to block others from
learning

8. I don't have enough information
to know'where to begin

t

9. I am. not so strict as some
teachers the children have had.

10. Some seem to fight me most of
the time

-122

0

-.
,

Rate: C- larity

Clear

X

Partly
Clear

0

X

H30

Unclear
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HANDOUT 31

IDEAS FOR GATHERING DATA

There are many ways' of gathering data: 'In one sense, we are gathering,

data all the time by being aware of what is happening around us.. ivic2t of the

. .-.
thingsewe are aware of are -not really news to us. They are things we fully

, . . .0 . . ... ' . --------.0 o

-

expected. The force field diagnostic technique can help us picks5.ut things we -,....,_
. _ v,..

want to check on more carefully. Suppose we want to know how the children

feel abou& particular activity .or about being helpers to each other in the
. ,

-.

classroom. There are a variety of ways to gather such data. Some of these

will be suggested below. Before you select one of them for any particulay
.

occasion, thete'are a few impOrtant questions to consider.,

These are the kinds of questions that sociarscientists are concerned
.

about when'they gather data. You will be increasing your own data-gathering

skills eachtipe,you work through these questions as part of a data-gathering

effort.

1. What will ,j3e the respondents' .reaction to being asked this
question in this way?

2. How will I know *this question has the same meaning to the
respondent that it has to me?

3. Will the respondents feel free to give their own reactions, or
will they be more apt to giye answers that they think somebody
wants tqfiear ?

4. Is this question clear enough so a respondent will answer it
the same Way each time it is, asked, barring some major,"

, change in the situation?

0
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Here are some ways to gather data:

A. Written Questionnaire

H31
Page 2

1. Open-Ended Answers: 'Anything from finishing a sentence

2. Multiple Choice:

to writing an essay

Forced choice where you must pick
only one, or free choice where you
select as many as are correct for
you

3. Preferred Choice; A form of forced choice wheri you
select the things you like best or
least as compared with oilier things
(WOuld you rather be a helper in
reading or arithmetic?)

G

4. Scaled Response:- _On a five point scale where 1 is "not
at all" and 5--is-"very much," check
how you liked the way we worked on
social studies today. For younger
children: Check the face that shows
how 'you feel abont our new workbooks.

B. Interview: May be open and free-flowing, or highly structured with the
questions figured out in advance and closely adhered to.

1. Total Group:

2. Small Group:

3. Key Informant:

Discussion where questions are raised
to see how they are responded to in
the total group

A certain combination of people who
are relevant are brought together for
discussion

Data is gathered from one or more
individuals whom you have reason to
believe can give accurate views on
what the others would say

4. Each Individual: An interview where each individual
answers the questions by himself
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H31
Page 3

C. Observation: May be open-ended, e.g., subjective observations without
use of instruments orspecific focus, or highly structured,
e.g. , noting interaction patterns through some form of
sociogram.

1. Individual: Observes himself.

2. Other: Individual gives observation instructions
to someone else.

When selecting tools for data collection, two factors should be kept in mind:

1. The selection of one force to seek data about should be based
its probable importance. This is determined by an

oxaniination of the ranking and rating of all the forces.

2: The method by which data. is gathered should be: determined
by considering the kind of information neededliainst a
consideration of the possible effects of trying to get that
information in a particular wa'Y. .

The selection of the inquiry tool should reflect the best possible match,
between these two factors.
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HANDOUT 32

CREATING A DATA - GATHERING TECHNIQUE

INSTRUCTIONS:

1: Review Mrs. Jones's Force Field;Analysis (H30) and select
a fpiceabout which more data would be helpful.

2. Decide where and from whom you would get the information.

3. Write the force and source-of information below.

Force about which data is needed:

Souice of information:

4. Write below two ways to secure the necessary information.
(Refer to H31, A, B and C.)

--1-.

2.
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H 3 2rS

Page 2

5. Identify two specific questions you believe will be answered by the
information you receive through tt.te two ways you have just chosen.
(These are not the questions you might ask your source of
information.) Write these questions below. You will be trying
out the gathering of data with your trio.

Question 2

4
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IIANDOUT 33

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRYOUT OF GATHERING DATA

. Each member of the trio will have 15 minutes to try out his data-gathering

techniques,and critique them with the other two trio members.

When it's your turn for a tryout:

1. Tell the other two trio members the kind of group from whom you
are seeking data, (e.g., Mrs. Jones, the children in Mrs. Jones's
room, the principal, parents of the children, the teacher they had
last year, etc.).

2. Tell them the two data-gathering techniques you are using,
(e. g. , "I'm having the children each write an open-ended
response to the question, 'Do youetC."' or "Pm observing
Mrs. Jones for 30 minutes as she and the children--etc.").

, 3. 'The other two members of your trio are then to tell you what the
information was that you collected, (e.g. , "The range of answers
you got to that question can be summed up as follows: About half
of the girls in the'class said--etc." or "During that half hour, you
observed that the response of the children to Mrs. Jones when
she-7-etc."). In other words, the other two members will invent
these answers for the purpose of this exercise: These answers
are to apply only to this exercise and are not to be referred to again
in later subsets of the workshop.

4. Once you have your "data," you and your two trio members are
to critique its usefulness and consider whether there might be
better ways to seek the information you wanted.

1133

Whwi you are helping one of the other trio members try out his data-gathering

techniques:

1. Invent the "data he received" as quickly as you can.

2. Question him critically about the value of "his data." Does his data
really answer the questions he wanted answered? Now that he has
that data, what does he think he la:tows? Why does he think the-data
means what he is interpreting it to mean? Why is knowing that
helpful? What can he do differently now that he knows that?
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3. Also, tell him how you think the people from whom he got the data
feel about his having discovered it by the technique he used. Did they
feel good about it? Did it create any negative side effects? Did it
raise any expectations in them about what might happen next or how
this data might be used?

4. Discuss ways that this data-gathering effort might be improved.

c r
The workshop leader will call time every 15 minutes. r

129
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HANDOUT 34

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET VI:
FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS AND DATA GATHERING

1. When rank ordering forces in a force field for importance,
"importance" means: (check one)

How difficult it would be to change the force

How rnucmovement there would be toward the goal if the force
was changed

The degree of ccncern you feel toward the force in terms of
bringing about change

2. When rating a force for clarity, "clarity" means: (check one)

How positive you feel about the way this force is working

How much objective data you have about the way this force is
working

How specific you have been in describing how you: believe this
force is working

1 30

H34
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112,1

Page. 2

Answers:

1. When rank ordering forces in,a force field for importance, "importance"
means:

(wrong) How difficult it would be to change the force
(This is an additional kind of rating you do later when
consideringyour action-taking strategy.)

(right) How much movement there would be toward the goal if the
'force were changed

(wrong) The degree of concern you feel toward, the force hi terms of
bringing about change

(Concern you feel is a kind of importance for x22; but not
the importance of the force as it influences change in the
situation. Some forces may greatly concern you, but not
influence movement toward the goal.)

2. When rating a force for clarity, "clarity" means:

...(wroyaL How positive you feel about the way this force is working.
(You May feel positive, yet be completely wrong!)

(right) How much objective data you have about the way this force is
working

(wrongs How specific you have been in describing how you believe this
force is working

(The force should be described specifically. But, clarity is
defined here as having objective data showing that the force you
have described specifically is what you described it to be.)
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SUBSET -fit
SELECTING TOOLS FOR DATA COLLECTION 125 minutes

PURPOSE

The activities of the subset are designed to introduce the booklet of data-gathering
instruments, i:21poijtftsiassroom Leaning Environments, * and to provide
practice in the skill of selecting instruments related to forces in a force field.

OBJECTIVES

Given the force field analysis prOduced by Mrs. Jones and the data-gathering
tools in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of the booklet Diagnosing Classroom Learning
Environments, and given the principles from the booklet for determining
appropriate tools for data collection., participants will be. able to select six
tools relevant to the data-gathering requirements that are specific' to the force
field analysis of Mrs. Jones.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprint sheet (N15) should be ready for display.

2. Handout 37 must be distributed at the beginning of Step 4.

3. Newsprint sheet (NU) should be ready for the review in Step 5.

4. Paper and pencils

5. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 35: Agenda for Subset VII: electing Tools for Data Collection
Handout 36: Instructions for Individual\and Trio Work
Handout 20: The Goal. Statement and Force Field 'that Mrs. Jones Aote

(to be used in Step 2)
Handout 30: Mrs. Jones's Force Field Analyis (to be used in Step 2)
.Handout 37: Tools Selected for Data k;atheringN(BLUE)
Handout 22: A Case Study of the Research Utilizing Problem Solving Process
Handout 6: Four Guidelines for Writing a Problem Statement (to be used in

Step 6)
Handout 38: Assessment of Subset-VII: Selecting Tools\for Data Collection

*Folc, Robert, M.B. Luszki and R. Schmuck. Diagnosing Classroom Learning
Environments. Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1966,'pp. 9-50.
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SUBSET VII

SCHEDULE

1. Ititroduce
agenda for
Subset VII

MINUTES RATIONALE

5 This step allows participant to structure
appropriate expectations.

-2, Give
instructions

' for selecting
tools

40 This introduces the instruments.for data
gathering in_a context of needing to
consider their relevance to an action
situation, i.e. , "Mrs. Jones's classroom
situation."

3. Sextets 10
"discuss trio
selection of
six tools

The sextet discussion should reinforce
application of criteria for selection of
appropriate' tools.

op,

4. Mrs. Jones's
selection
of tools

10 Work in thesextetit will b eiiicreased
gradu rom this point so that data

jul1rave been-created for later subsets'
wherelocus is turned on teamwork , 2

skills in'the context of small group
dynamics. ..... ..

6cs

5. Review of
: problem

solving model

0

This should help provide structure and
reinforce cognitive awareness of the
RUPS4zodel. In the past, 'individuals
who have learned RUN skills have ,
become confused when involved in working
on a real problem,back home because they

if-

did not have enough Of a usable
awareness of the model to consider-where
they should beIntit itt,tt given time.
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SUBSET VII

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

N15,'1135 1. Review the agenda on 1135 using N15. Reinforce the
purpose and objectives of the subset.

1136, H20, 2. Read H36 with the participants. Take time to clarify
H30, Booklet instructions for each step. Refer back to H2O and 1130.

Announce that you will monitor time. Distribute the
booklet, Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environments.

3. t Ask trios to form sextets and to share each trio's
selection of six tools with each other.

H37 4. Distribute H37 and ask participants to discuss
Mrs. Jones's selections in sextets.

O

N11, H22 5.- Review the newsprint sheet (N11) with the problem
solving model. Review the steps ofthe problem solving
process, using 1122. Point out "where we !are', in the
problem solving process (Diagnosis of the Situation).
Call attention to the various activities that make up a
step in the process. ,
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SUBSET VII (continued)

SCHEDULE

6. Write a
problem
statement
about a
situation at
individual
schools

3

MINUTES RATIONALE

15 Beginning to think about application of -
the RUPS process to a. real problem at
school at this stage can help participants'
willingnesi to practice skills as they
continue to move through the artificiality
of the Mrs. Jones simulation. This is
not done earlier because it is believe.,
that participants need to get far
enough into the. simulation to have a
usable awareness of overall process.

7. Sextets 20 This, is generally a good point for review
discuss and for reinforcing awareness of the overall
how things structure of the workshop. This continues
are going the development of "data" on sextet

functioning.

Total
workshop
group
discussion

15 Total group sharing dan be especially
helpful for sextets that have experienced
some difficulties.' Hearing how Members
of other groups are understanding and
reacting to the workshop tends to be
positively reinforcing. Legitimizing
expressions of confusion or concern is
very important so that negittiv6 feelings
don't continue and then block an
individual's active participation.

9. Assessment 5, This assures the participant that he
has mastered the major cognitive
learnings.
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SUBSET VII (continued)
0

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIPNTAL STRATEGY '. .
. $ . .

116. 6. Direct the participants to begin thinking about applying

. ' = the problem solving techniques that may help a problem
situation in their own school. Ask participants to take
10 minutes to write a statement of the problein.= Instruct
the participants to review H6, "Four Guidelines for
Writing -.a Problem Statement."

4

7. Direct trios to form sextets. Invite them to diSeuls'their
feelings about how*.things are going. Invite reactions on'
how things might have been done better.

I

8*. Invitexarticipanti to share some of the reactions discussed
. in sextets. -Encourage a free flow.of reactions and invite

participants to respond to reactions.

1138 9. Give participants tilne to answer individually the
question on H38.

3
0.0

136, 126
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N15

(Copy thissit,mpleon a large Sheet. of newsprint
and haVe 'ready to, use in Subset VII, Step 1) 1

AGENDA FOR SUBSET VII: SELECTING TOOLS FOR DATA COLLECTION

e;

r 1. Introduction to Subset VII agenda
.

2. Instructions for individual work and teamwork in selecting six tools
o

3. Share in sextets the't4ols selection 6f six tcels

4. Mrs. Jones's selection of tools for data gathering

5. Review of iiroblem'solving model

6. Write a problem statement appliCable to own School

N15'

7. Meeting of sextets to (Lscuss liow things are going-
..

8. ;Total workshop group discussion

9. Assessment .c

;).

137
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HANDOUT 35

AGENDA FOR SUBSET VII:
SELECTING TOOLS FOR DATA COLLECTION

t
Purpose: To introduce the booklet of data-gathering instruments and

practice 'the skill of selecting instruments related to forces in
a force field.

H35

Objectives: Given: (1)--the -force field analysis prOduped by Mrs. Jones,
-- (2) nine data-gathering tools in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of the

SRA booklet, Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environments,
_ and (3) the principles in the booklet for deteimining appropriate

tools for data collection,. participants will be able to select six
tools, relevant to data - gathering- requirements _specific to Mrs.
Jones's force field analysis:

1. Introduction to Subset VII agenda

2. InstrUctions for individual work and trio work in selecting
a

MX tools

3. Share' in sextets the trio's selection of "six tools
O

4. Mrs. Jones's selection of tools for data gathering

5. Review problem solving model

.1

6. Write a problem statement applicable to own school

7. Meeting of sextets to discuss how things are going

8. Total workshop group discussion

9. Assessment

t'
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H36

HANDOUT 36.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND
TRIO WORK IN SELECTING SIXTOOLS

,

1. eceive bOoklet: Diagnosing_ Classroom Learning Environments.

2. Take 5 minutes to skim Chapter ONE, Overview. -

'3. 1Mrs. Jones selected six of the nine tools in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 to use
with her children., Your trio is to decide which six of the nine would give
the best information forclakifying Mrs. Jones's force field. Refer
back to H2O and H30.

your trio, assign Chapters 2, 3 and 4--one to each trio, member.

5. Take 15 minutes to read your chapter and be ready to share content
in your trio so that six of the nine tools can be selected.

6. Asv a trio take 20 minutes:

a. Review Handouts 20 and 30 concerning Mrs. Jones's problem and her
force field analysis. These are basic to the next step

b. Share content of three chapters.

c. GiVen the force field analysis Mrs. Jones produced, select the six
tools you would use to gather data.

Staff will monitor time.
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H37

HANDOUT 37

TOOLS SELECTED FOR DATA GATHERING

Tool Page*

1. Classroom Life 11

2. My Teacher 14

6. The People in My Class 27

7. How This Class Feels 42

8. How Do You Feel About These Things 43

9. HOw Do ,You Think Your Teacher Feels 44

NEXT STEP

Mrs. Jones tabulated the children's responses and proceeded to analyze the
results. She decided not to plan action steps until. she felt clear about the
meaning of this data. She first decided to pick what seemed to be the major
results.

In Subset VIII, your next step will be to look over the ddta-and pick out the
major results.

Fox, Robert, M. B. Luszki and R. Schmuck. Diagnosing Classroom
Learning Environments. Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1966:

129
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HANDOUT 38

ASSESSMEELOF SUBSET VII:
SELECTING TOOL. FOR DATA COLLECTION

1. The main reason for selecting six of nine possible utoolsu for data

collection is: (check one)

To solve Mrs. Jones's problem

To begin what should become intensive study and use of the
booklet, Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environments

Because only six are correct

141

0

H38
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4.

Answers:

1. The main reason for selecting six of nine possible utOols for data
collectionPls: (chec one)

likaomQ To solve Mrs. Jones's prbblem
(Work on yrs. Jones's problem is only a means to the end
of experiencing and developing skills in the RUPS process.)

(right) To begin,what should become intensive study and useOf the
booklet, Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environments

(wrong) Because only 'six are correct
(A case can be made for using each of the nine tools.
-Selecting six of the nine was required in the exercise as
a way-of focusing attention on the tools and the kinds of
considerations one must make in selecting tools.)

a
00

O

O

112

O

H38
Page 2
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SUBSET VIII:
SPOTTING THE MAJOR RESULTS IN DATA 105 minutes,

PURPOSE

, The activities in this subset are designed to help the participants gain skills in
analyzing data.

. OBJECTIVES

Given a summary of the children's responses to six tools used by Mrs. Jones and
provided the opportunity to apply the behaviors of helper and helpee in the trio,
participants will be able to derive and report the major results in the data. ,

Given the major results Mrs. Jones identified in the data, participants will accept
their application in revising her force field.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprint sheet (N16) should be ready for display.

2. -Handout 41 ihust be distributed at the beginning of Step 5.

3. Handout 42 must be distributed at the beginning of Step 7.

4. Paper and pencils

5. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

'Handout 39: Agenda for Subset VIII: Spotting the Major Results in Data
Handout 40: Summary of Children's Responses in Six Tools Used by the Teacher

. Handout 41: .Major Results of Mrs. Jones's Data (BLUE) ,

Handout 20: The Goal Statement and Poi:9e Field that Mrs. Jones Wrote
(to be used in Step 6)

Handout 42: Mrs. Jones's Revision of Her Pone Field (BLUE),

Handout 43:* issessment of Subset VIII: Spotting the Major Results in Data

143
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SUBSET VIII
O

SCHEDULE' MINUTES RATIONALE

1. Introduce 5 This activity allows participants to
agenda for structure appropriate expectations.
Subset VIII

2. StImmary I 10 Teachers tend to be more enthusiastic
of children's about giving questionnaires than about
responses in trying to figure out results in the,data.
six tools used Starting by dividing up the data is the most
by Mrs. Jones efficient use of time. It also involves

each individual in part of the responsibility.

. Trios work 40 Spotting results from data can be hard
- at identifying .wOrk. Trio members can reinforce

major results each other's commitment to this effort'

i as well as verify each' other's .

findings in the data...

4. Sextets share 15 This reinforces verification of findings
the major results and application of the considerations.
spotted by trios applied to identifying the results; It

also adds to data concerning sectet
functioning which will be the focuS of

-later subSets.

.

5. Major results 10 , H41 is a "correct".statement of major
of Mrs. Jones's results in the data. Ithas the same purpose
data as previous handouts of "Mrs. Jones's" -

efforts: it gives all workshop participants a
common base for'moving on to the next subset
of the workshop.

1

6. Revision
of force
field in light
of data

133

10

_

This is to emphasize the need to revise
n force fi91d on the basis of new .

information. Repeated revisions of a
force field during the course of working
on a problem provides an evaluative `.

record of how dynamics of the situation
became increasingly clear and how they
changed over time.

4.
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MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

N16, 1139

SUBSET 'VIII

1. Review agenda presented on 1139 and N16. Reinforce
purpose and objectiyes.

1140 2. Suggest that the trio members divide up the data sheets,
1140, to start looking for the results. Each individual
looks for the-major results from one or two of the
questionnaires. Note that you will interrupt in 10 minutes
to have them share in the trio and together decide. on the

" results from all of the data.

3. Instruct trios to-work at identifying major results together.
Encourage participants to practice helper, helpee
behaviors as they help each other gain skills. at spotting
major results.

Form sextets and ask each trio to share the major
results, spotted.

H41 5. Distribute H41 and ask sextets to discuss.

H2O

0

6. _Interrupt the sextet discussion and aok participants to
look at Mrs. Jones's force field analysis,. H20. Ask
them to discuss ways in which the information in 1141
could.be used to make the.force field.inore accurate:
forces may need to be deleted, added or changed; some
results may be combined to becoine forces for or against
moving toward the goal.,

145
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SUBSET VIII (continued

SCHEDULE MINUTES liATIONALE

7. Mrs. Jones's. 10 ' H42 reinforces the idea 'of revising°
,

revision of a force:field on the basis of new
her force field

,
informatiOn./

$. Assessments' This assures the participant that he has-
-intatered the major cognitive learnings.

o
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ti SUBSET VIII (continued)
$

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

1142 7. Distribute H42. Instruct trios to review and discuss the
revisions that Mrs. Jones did make.

4

. H43 8. Give paiticipants time to answer individually the
questions on H43. '

t
\\

ti
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N16

NEWSPRINT SHEET N16

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint and
have ready to use in Subset VIII, Step 1)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET VIII:
SPOTTING THE MAJOR RESULTS IN DATA

1. Introduction to Subset VIII agenda O

2. Summary of children's responses in six tools vt

3. Trios work at identifying major results

4. Sextets share major results spotted by trios

5. Major results of Mrs. Jones's data

6. Revision of force field In light bf data

7. Mrs. Jones's revision of her force field
O

8'. Assessment

s'"""%.-
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, 1139

HANDOUT 39

. AGENDA FOR SUBSET VIII:
0 ,SPOTTING THE MAJOR RESULTS IN DATA

purpose: To gain skills- in analyzing data.

Objectives: Given a summary of the children's responses to six tools used
r . - by Mrs. Jones and provided the opportunity to apply the

behaviors of helper and helpee in the trio, participants will be
able. to derive and report the major results in the data. -

: .,,--
Given the major results thatMrs: Jones identified in the data,
participants= will apply h esults to revise her force field.

Steps: 1. Introduction to Subset VIII agenda

e- 2. Summary of children's responses in six tools

3. Trios' work at identifying majoi results

4. Sextets share major results spotted by trios

5. Major results of Mrs. Jones's data

6. Revision of force field in light of data
.

7. Mrs. Jones's revision of her force field

8. 'Assessment

4
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C11

1

HANDOUT ,

-

SUMMARY OF CHILDREN'S RESPONSES
IN SIX TOOLS USED BY THE TEACHER

Tool 1: Classroom Life*

1. Life in this class with your regular teacher has:

0 a. All good .things
5 b. Mostly good things

10 c. More good things than bad
8 d. About as many good things as bad
6 e. More bad thi-ngsstnan good
1 f. Mostly bad things `.

2. How bard are you working these days on learning what is being
taught at 'school?

4 a. Very hard
6 'b. -Quite hard

13' c. Not very' hard
7 d. Not hard at all

0* .

3. When I'm in this class,. I:

H40

6 a. Usually feel wide awake and very interested
11 b. Am pretty interested, kind of bored part of time
10 C. Am not very interested, bored quite a lot of the time

P d. Don't like it, feel bored and not with it

4. How hard are youorking on school work compared with the others
in the class?

7 a. Harder than mos',. e
9 . b. 'A little harder than mcist
8 r c. About the same"as most
5 d. A little less than most
1 e. Quite a bit less than most

';"How the Pupils Feel About Their Class,' page 11.

150
0
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.H40,
Page 2.

z
,

,

How many of the pupils in this class do what the teacher suggests?

a. Most of them do
N

b.
,

More than half do
c. Legs than half do
d: 'Hardly anybody dbes

If we help each other with our work in this class, the teacher:
:.., .. .

,_.
, ::,,

2 a. Likes it a lot
7 4, b. Likes it some -.,

- 1? ,, c. Likls it a little
'8 d. 'Doesn't like it at, all . .

7. ,,How-good is your schoolwork compared with, the work of others in
the Blass'? .

2 a. Much better than most-
.,

6. b. A little better than'most
18 es. About-the same as most

. 4 d.' Not quite as good as most
,

0 e. Much worse than most
k,

,

'8. , HoW often do the pipit's in this class help one another with their ,.
sChoolwork?

p"
.

0 \ a. '' Most of the time .

5 \b. Sometimes .. .

19 a. , Hardly'ever ., .
6 d. Never

.
.. , -

,How often do the pupils in this class actofriendly toward one
another? - ,

, .
,-- , .

. .
:., .

4 " °a. , Always . ..

19 , b: Most of the gm
7 . c. Sometimes
0 d: Hardly ever

1. 51 140



N.

Tool 2: My Teachek*
;>.

:
Much more
than she

now

-1. Help with work 2

7
2. Yell at-us,

3. Make sure work
is done

ASk_us to de;
cide about how
we wilL work 3

. Smile and
laugh

Make us behave

7. Trust its on
our'Own

. ,

fl

AN

8. Make us work
har-d

4

9. Show that she
understands
how we feel

O

4

4

A little
more than
she does now

1140
Page 3

The same A little Much less
as she t,less than than She
does now she does now does now .

'1 18 3

'8 21

3

2 13 10

17: o

. 8 3

'13

11

0

-0

1

J
12 9 3

14

*"How the Pupils Would Like Their Teacher to " page 14.

.2 2

4.

0 -.
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1

Tool 6: The People, In My Class*

Pupils'
Numbers

1140.

Page 4

General Girls' Boys' Most Mos';t Could Show Would

influence -influence influence coop- against, make' most most
. efatiVe ,teac,her biggest ability like -

t improve -- to to be -.
ment learn

-

1 0

2 2
3 : 0

4 8

,5 1

"6 . 9

b 7 11
o 8 3

Y 9-' 2
s 10 0

11 19
12 1

13 0

14 0

,

No."

15
is
17
18 '

g 19' .
i ,- 20,
r 21
1 22
s 23

24
, '25

26
27
28
29 , ,

, . 0

a .,11,
2
0

7
.0
1-

'' 0

12
0

11
0

0

0
0

0" 0

<

,
.,--

0.
0

Q

4,
0

6
6.,

1

0
0

18

.

,

.

0
5

0

13

3

.12

14

8

.4
0

14 r,

0

0

2
8

'0
0

7
,t, 8

0

0

,

11

7'
0

12
0

4
'6
2
2
1 .

. 16

..

.'

3
2
0

4
7

. 6

2
0
4

46
4

. 0
0.
0'
5
'0
,-,1

'6
16 ,2
-2

0

8

0,
2

.s. 0 .

11
4
2,

14.
6;

. 0 .

0
. t16

1 . 3 2 4 2 0. '.0
0 0 3 . 3 1 ..0 ., 0

0
.

.0 2 2 1, 0 0',
6

0 0 0, 6 0 0'
3 0 - ..

11 .." 0' -, , 2 . 3 0

` .7 0 , 8 2 4 9 0.
, F 0. 0 0 0

. ,5 0 0

10 4 7 : 3 1 0 ' 6
1 . 0 4 0 2 2 0 0

,, 1 0 , 1 7 .8 4 0

3 0 14 0 0 19 3

16 7 6 4' 3 . 1 16

0 0 0 3 6 0 0-

12 2 0 9 8 2 9

0 0 2 0 2 2 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 0 0

1 0 9 0 0 12 1

0 0 '0 0 3 0 0

*"Which Three Persons.. : ," page 27.

15:4
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Tool 7: How This Class Feels*

1. It is good to
take part as
much as
possible in ,

classroom
work.

2. i Asking the
teacher fOr
help is a
good thing
to do.

3. It is good to
help. other
pupils with
their echdol-,
work except
during tests.

4.. `Schoolirork is
'more often fun
than it is not
fun. s

.
5. The teacher

really under-
stands how ,
pupils feel:

How Many Feel This Way ?

Almost Many About Some Only a
All, Half Few

0 5 12 9 4

8 '2 3

yi

-

2 2 9 11

2 7 " 10- 8

2 .8 10 5 5

*"How Each Student Thinks His Classmates Feel, " page 42.

154
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Tool 8: 'How Do You Feel About Thede Things?*

.

1.. It is good to
take part as
much as
possible in
'classroom (

work.

2. Asking the
teacher for
help is a
gOod thing

t71

; .
Agree Agree more Agree as Disagree- Disagree
almost than . ,often as more than 'almost
always disagree :disagree agree always"'

to do. .

3. a is good to
help other
pupils with
their,school-
work except
during tests.

4. Schoolwork is
more often fun
than it Is not
fun.

5. The leacher
really, under-

. Stands hc4ii
pupils feel.

, 9 6 2 0

11 7 7 2

8 9

1 ' 13 2

4 7 11 3, 5

'*"Individual Pupils' Standards," page 43.

-G-
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. ,., ,. ,
Tool 9: How do You Think Your Teacher Feels?* '

f .

1. it is good to
.take part as
much as
possible in
classroom
work.

2. Asking the
teacher for
help is a

ti good thing
to do

3. It is good

ti

,always disagree - disagree agree always

Agree Agree more 'Agree as 'Disagree Disagree
almost than often as more than ;almost

o

14 12 3 1 0

a

9

to help other , ,-,,

pupils with ° ..)
. ,

''.. their School,:
work except
during tests. 0 0 4

. .

4. 'SchoolwOrk is.
more often fun .0 ..,

than it is not e

, fun. .
1,

. . . .

5. The teacher ,...
0 4 !, .,

.0.really under- : 4.-, , ,

stands how , 4

pupils feel. * 8 9

5- 0

12 '14

3 7 = 14 5 4

C

*"Summary of What Pupils Believed Their Teacher Felt," page 44.
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HANDOUT 41

MAJOR RESULTS OF MRS. JONES'S DATA
A

Following are the major results that Mrs. Jones picked out of the collected
data summaries.

1. Most of the children did not see themselves working as hard as
possible at learning,

2. Many of the children did not see the other children working as
hard as themselves at learning.

3. -Half of the children did not see some of the other children doing
what the teacher suggested.

2

4. Few children saw pupils helping, each other-with schoolwcirk.

5. Most children thought the teacher shOuld decide how they should'
work, make sure that work was done and make them work hard.

6. Of the seven children (four boys and three girls) seen as best able
to get others to do things, none were among those seen as most
cooperative with the teacher.

7. Three of these seven (two boys and one girl) were among those seen
as Most often against the teacher.

8. Almost every member of the clasS was seen by someone in the group
as able to improve their schoolwork if they wanted to.,

9. Most pupils, themselves, felt it would be good to take part in
classroom work, butsbelieved that most of the others 'did not feel

.this way.. .:

16. Most pupils did not feel it good to help others, believed otherg felt
this way and believed the teacher agreed. (In fact, the teacher did
not agree!)

1 5' 7
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HANDOUT 42

MRS. JOttTES'S REVISION OF HER FORCE FIELD

, Mrs. Jones looked at her force field (H20) again and decided to revise it in
the light of the major results she had identified.

L.

. .

Improvement Goal: To help some of the,,,children
in my claSsroom become more
active learners.

Forces For Forces Against

H42

I want them to be more active

Most of the children say that
they don't see themselves 'working
as hard as possible at learning.

Alnibst every member of the class
iS,seen by someone in the group
as able to improve his school-
Work if he wanted to.

Most.pupils feel it would be
good to take part in 'classibom
work, but believe that- most of
the otherS do not feel this way.

The testing program indicates
no one in the group has
unusually, lbw intelligence.

158

Few children see other pupils
helping each other with schoolwork.

Most children think the teacher should
decide how they should work.

=CT.

;

Four boys and three girls seen as
best able to get others to do things
_are seen as most often against me. -

Most pupils feel that it is not gOod
-to help others, believe others feel
this way and believe I agree.

Many of the children do notd.see the
other children working as hard as,
themselves at learning:

O

b'
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HANDOUT 43

. ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET. VIII: N
SPOTTING-THE MAJOR RESULTS IN DATA

1. When you find major results in data collected on the basis of a force
field analysis, you should :., (check one)

.to

Revise theloice field according to the results

Make a new force field using only the results

Leave the force field approach and turn to planning action

259

en,

1,

1143
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Answers:

When you
analysis,

(right)

(wrong)

(wrong)

find major results in data" collected on the basisl.of a force field
you should: (check oRe)

Revise the force field according to the results

Make a new force field-using only the results
(You should probably keep many ofthe forces about' which
you did not feet the need to.gather data as well as make
additions and modifications based on your findings.)

Leave the forCe field approach and turn to planning action
(First, incorporate findings in improving your forde field.
When it ,ts time to plan action, you will use youevalidated
force field to help you plan.)

f
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"SUBSET IX:
.

GATHERING DATA ON TEAM-BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS 175 minutes
ne.

, PURPOSE

-The activities of this subset are designed:

To give paiticipants 'an *opportunity. to practice helper-helpee skills in
team-building relationships

To provide criteria for objective assessment of peronal behavior in group's

.
OBJECTIVES

Given a set of instructions, the participants will produce a force field analysis
of a problem experienced personally during the workshop.

Given Handout 46, "Guide kir Group Membef Ratings, " Handout 47, "Group Member
,

Rating Scale" and a set of procedures, participa.nts will rate thetliselves and others
in their trio. Then, they will discuss their ratings to identify ways of operationalizing--

-these scales.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. NeWsvitit heet (N17) should be ready :for display.

2,:-Paper and pencils

3. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 44:
Handout 45:
Handout 46:
Handout 47:
Handout 48:
Handout 49:

O

Agenda for. Subset IX: Gathering Data on Team-Buildin ationships
Guidelines for Discussing Team-Building Force'Fiel Analysis
Guide for Group, MeMber Ratings
Group IVIeMber, Rating Scale
Guidelines for Discussion in a ofib Trio Round. Robin
Assessmentof Subset athering Data on Team-Building
Relationships

1G1
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SUBSET IX

SCHEDULE

Introduce
agenda for it

Subset IX.1, a

MINUTES RATIONALE

5 ThiS exercise allows the participants to
structure- appropriate expect.6ions.

2. *Write a
problem
Statement on
team building
processes

5 This step will provide the pailiciPant'
with systematicsdata about a problem
he personally is having in the ''orkshop.
It serves as :ill introductio4 to Step 6.

3. Discuss
problem
statement

, 1

15 Sharing problem statement's 'in tli e trios
will provide a way for,the participant to
see, if others in his trio view the problem
the same way he does.

.0

4. :Write-a
force field

`,,analysis. of
problem

5 Writing a force field. analysis of his
problein will help the participant cla ify
his thinking about it. ThiS also provides
an experience in applying the techniqbe
to, oneself.

5. Discuss
force field
analysis

30 . , Sharing foice field analyse:6 with others\
in the trio will provide a way for the
participant to. see if others Sin. his trio
see his analysis 'ad he does.

6. Review
"Guide for
Group Member
Ratings.,"

5 Becoming aware of categories of behavior
and their definitions will provide
information for gathering data about self.
Emphasis should be on one's personal
style of ope onalizing such dimensions !
as trust.

151 1.62



MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

.1144, N17 1..

SUBSET

Referring to.N17 and H44, stress that the focus tof this
subset is to gather data about self from oneself ar.zi
others in the trio, paying particular attention to
saying-listening skills and helper-helpee,behavigrs.

H6, N4
O

Instruct the participants to Write individually a statement
of a problem they may be experiencing personally in:this
workshop. ' Tell them their' statements will be shaied in
their trios. Remind the participants of the guidelines
for writtng a problem statement -n H6 and N4.

,

15.

3. Tell the participants to share their statements in their
trios, using the problem statement guidelines as criteria. .

40 " Explain that their task is to help eadh other Clarify their
statements. 'Remind the partidipanis of the 'guidelines for
listening-saying skills and helper-helped interaction: H7
(paruhrasing) and .H9,,1.0 and 11 (observation guides).

N10 Ask the participants to write iiidividualfy a force field
analysis of their problem statement to share with

. their trio. Call attentionto N10 as a reminder of.the
procedure. required.

H45 5. Tell the participants to discuss their force- field analyses
in their trios. 'Explain.that the purpose of the discussion
is to add forces and to review the rankings and iatin0 of
'each of the other triomernbers:

H46 6. R eview the items in the guide, H46, stressing (that the
focus of the guide is for the individual to consider the
behaviors which for him exhibit these dimensions. He
can then consider how much ofeach category he sees
himself doing. Explain that in.the next step each
individual will have a chance to rate how much he has
used his behaviors showing these categories of
listening, ,openness, trust, etc.

152
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SUBSET IX.,(continutid)

SCHEDULE

7. Rate self
on "Group,e st.
Member Rating'
Scale.

I

MINUTES

10

RATIONALE

Rating self on the rating scale will give
data gathering from oneself some objectivity:
In order to explain to others why he rated
himself at .a. certain point on a scale,. the
individual must state specific behaviors
he uses for that dilnensibn.-

O

8. Discuss
group
member
ratings

c

1

9. Assessment

O

J

.5

'90

10

j

v

Sharing. rating of self and othersinihe trio-,
and receiving. an obServer's report
provides verification and builds data
for later work as a sextet.

This assures the participant that he has,
mastered the major 'cognitive learnings.

153
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SUBSET IX (continued)

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

147 7. Tell the participants to rate themselves individually on
H47. Reinforce the instructions regarding the basis for
the rating (keeping in mind what he does and how much
he does it:)

a

H48 8. Ask the participants to discuss their ratings in.a trio
fishbowl, Using H45 as a guideline for the discussion.
Explain the main purpose of the discussion is to share and
verify behaviors that each uses for the' categories. Stress
that this is a. data-gathering session and the differing
vieNkrs are riot necessarily either more or less accurate.
Note that the trios will be observing each yother to spot
uses of the behaviors that are being discussed.

H49 9. Give the participants time to answer individually the
question on H49.

0

0

a
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NEWSPRINT SHEET NI.?

(Copy'this sample on a large sheet of newsprint.
and have ready to use'in SUbset IX, Step I):

AGENDA FOR SUBSET IX:
GATHERING DATA ON TEAM-BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

I. Introduction to Subset IX agenda

2. Write a problem statement on workshop team-building processes

3. Discuss problem statements,
4. Write a force field analysis of problem statements

Discuss force field analysis

6. Review "Guide for Group Member Ratings"

y. -Rate self on`"Group Member Rating Scale"

8. Discuss group member ratings

9. °Assessment

166
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HANDOUT 44

AGENDA FOR SUBSET IX:
GATHERING DATA ON TEAM-BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

Purpose: . To give participants an opportunity to practice helper-helpee
skills in team-building relationships.

To provide criteria'for objective assessment of personal
behavior in groups.

Objectives: Given a set of instructions, the participants will produce a
force' field analysis of a problem experienced personally during
the workshop. Given Handout 46: Guide for Group Member
.Ratings, Handout 47: Group Member Rating Scale, and a set
of instructions, participants will rate self and others in their
trios and discuss their ratings to identify individuals' ways
-of operationalizing these, scales.

Steps:

xD

1. Introdudtion to Subset IX agenda.

2. Write a problem statement on workshop team-building
processes

3. _Discuss problem statements

4. Write a force field analysis of problem statement

5. Discuss force field analysis

6. Review "Guide for Group Member Ratings"

7. Rateself on "Group Member Rating Scale"

8. Discuss group member ratings

9. Assessment

H44



HANDOUT 45

GUIDELINES FOR DISCUSSING TEAM-BUILDING
FORCE FIELD ANALYSES

In your trios:

1. Help each other by suggesting possible additional forces'.

2. Check the way you perceive each other by ranking and rating
each other's force field.

-'3

3. Discuss similarities and differences in the kinds of forces you
. tend to see working on yourselves.

4. Keep in mind that in this subset the .emphasis is on practicing
getting information about yourself- from yourself, as well as
from othe your trio.

Resist being caught in the trap of defending whether or not the
information you share is right or wrong. Instead; concentrate
on what the others in the trio tell you about what they think is
important and clear about your problem statement. You can then
put this information with you own view of yourself and come to
your own conclusions,

168
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H46

HANDOUT 46

GUIDE FOR GROUP MEMBER RATINGS1

Here is a list of categories of behaviors which are important for good group
membership. As you read them, keep the following suggestions in mind:

A. How much do I do AI each of these categories in this w6rkshop?

B. What do I do that, for me, is a sign of my behavior in each
category? (For example; eyes closed may be a sign of "trust,"
not boredom; asking probing questions- may be a sign of "problem
solving effectiveness," not hostility.) Note that much of what
people actually do is a matter *of personal style. The focus of
this exercise is to identify the specific behaviors _that are your
style for each categdry.

1. Listening Skills: Works at understanding what others are saying. Asks
others to repeat. Asks others to clarify. Tells 'others what he has heard.
Seems to have understood correctly what others have said.

2. Saying Skills: Says things deal-1.y, using words others can understand.
Speaks in a way that is direct and to the point. Asks what others have
heard and offers to clarify. Others seem to understand correctly what
he has said.

3. Openness: Shares feelings and ideas spontaneously. Willing to discuss
own strengths and weaknesses. Shows emotions clearly and appropriately
(joy, boredom, anger, sorrow, etc.).

4. Trust: Willing to listen to and try out others' id2a.s. Seeks and accepts
help from others. Shows that he expects others to be sincere and honest
with him.

5. Feedback: Asks)for others' impressions of him. Shares his views of
others with them. Seems aware of whether or not others are ready, to
receive his views; presents views in a way that is helpful. Lets others
know when they have been helpful to him.

177170 by permission from the Guide for Anchored Trainer Ratings, developed
by Matthew B. Miles, Teachers College, Columbia University in connection with
the Cooperative Project for Educational Development, 1967.

, 169
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Page 2

6. Awareness of Own Behavior: Shows he is aware of how others are reacting
to his behavior. Shows he is aware of how he is reacting to the behavior
of others. Shows he is considering the implications to himself.' Uses
this awareness in cdnsidering whether or not his own behavior is what he
wants it to be.

7. Experimenting With Own Behavior: Shows flexibility in taking different
roles in the group at different times i (leader, clarifier, etc.)
Shows increasing variety of ways to relate to specific members of the
group. Shows he is thinking about the meaning to himself as he tries
these different behaviors.

8. Contribution to Group's Awareness of Itself: Helps members to be aware
of what fs happening as a group. Raise's questions about what the grouP
is doing, feeling, 'heading toward. Offers own views on what the group
is doing, feeling, etc.

9. Problem Solving Effectiveness: Helps the group to make realistic progress
in problem solving efforts. Is effectively oriented toward work. Aids group
productivity.

10. Helping Group Maintenance: Works well with own and others' feelings.
Helps develop and maintain good relationships in the group.

11. Group Diagnostic Ability: Able to understand why things happened as they
did in group. Can explain group difficulties as a basis for corrective or
supportive action.

12. Overall Effectiveness as a Group Member: All things considered, makes
effective contribution to own and others' learning and work.

S

Please keep this handout near for reference as you do the next step--"Group
Member Rating Scale.'"
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HANDOUT 47 1

GROUP. MEMBER RATING SCALE

Instructions:

Rate yourself on the scale below, referring to Handout 46: Guide for
Group-Member Ratings, for definitions. The ratings are for how much
you have shown your style of behaviors for each category while working
in your trio during this workshop. You will be asked to share these

(much)

ratings in your trios.

Rating Scale

(little)1. Listening Skills:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Saying Skills:
"1 2 3 4 5, 6 7 8 9

3. Openness:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. Trust:
2 3 4 5 6 7 8, 9

5. Feedback:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Awareness of Own
Behavior: .

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. Experimenting With
Own Behavior:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. Contribution to.Group's
Awareness of Itself:

1 2 3 4 5 ,6 7 8 9

9. Problem Solving
Effectiveness:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
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10. Helping Group*
Maintenance:

H47
Pdge 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

11. Group Diagnostic
Ability:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

12. Overall Effectiveness
as a Group Member:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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H48

HANDOUT 48

GUIDELINES FOR DISCUSSION IN A FISHBOWL
TRIO ROUND ROBIN

Procedures:

A. Sextets will use a "fishbowl" procedure for the discussion.
Trio A will conduct a round robin discussion for about 30 minutes ,
while Trio B observes. Trio B will take 15 minutes to report
.observations. Trios -will then switch positions and repeat the procedure.

B. The round robin discussion will proceed as follows:

1: Each trio member will first rate the other two on
item one.

2. Each person in the trio will then share his self-rating on
item one, followed by a report of ratings by the other two
members on item one. Note similarities and differences in
the ratings. Discuss what specific behaviors you use that
cause you to rate yourself as you did on the scale as well as
behaviors you saw that caused you to rate the others where
you did.

3. When each person has shared his ratings and received reactions
from the others, proceed to the next item, on ,the list. flepeat
this process through the whole list. NOTE: You may prefer
to take clusters of items on the list (e. g. , numbers 1 and 2;
numbers 3, 4 and 5; numbers 6, 7 and 10; numbers 8, 9 and
11; number 12). In any case, use the same procedure.

C. Members of the observing trio should decide which person in the
other trio to observe so that each has one observer. Observe for
behaviors that represent the categories on H46.
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HANDOUT 49

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET IX: GATHERING DATA
ON TEAM-BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

1. Rating yourself and others on nine-point scare.? for such categories
of behavior as "listening skills" or "openness" is most valuable
for: (Check one)

. Determining who is best at each of these categories of behaVior.
.0

Clarifying that there is a specific set of behaviors that all should ---
use for each of these categories

Identifying to each other the specific behaviors each individual
uses to represent each category in his personal style'

.

174
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Answers:

1. Rating yourself and others on nine-point scales for such categories of
behavior as "listening skills" and " "openness " ", is most valuable for:
(check one)

(wrong) Determining who is best at each of these categories of behavior

1149

Page 2

(The issue is not who is "best." The issue is for each to become
more clear about the behaviors he uses so that, within his
personal style, he can work at improving with the help of his
trio partners.)

(wrong) Clarifying that there is a specific set of behaviors that all should
use for each of these categories

(There are many specific behaviors that can represent each
category. There is not, however, a specific "set" that all
should use. There will be individual differences according to
style. What counts is to know that in one individual's "style,"
closed eyes usually means boredom while for another it usually
means he is concentrating on hearing.)

(right) Identifying to eacn other the specific behaviors each individual
uses to represent each category in his personal style

J



SUBSET X:
THE CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK 115 minutes

PURPOSE

The activities of this subset are designed:

To enable participants to learn the concept and to gain skills of giving and
receiving feedback in the context of a teamwork relationship

To increase skills of identifying interpersonal data affecting teamwork
relations, asking for and 'sharing reactions appropriately'

-;

OBJECTIVES .°
. ).

a

Given a communication analysis matrix (Joe-Harry window), a work sheet from
each individual to identify reactions about others in the trio and about self and
given obServation guides specifying guidelines forgiving and receiving
feedback, participants will carry out,trio round robin feedback exercise functions
as giver, receiver and observer.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. . Newsprint sheet (N18) should be ready for display.

2. Newsprint sheets (N19 and N20), illustrating the Joe-Harry window should
be ready to use in Step 2.

3. Newsprint sheet (N11) should be available for use during Step 4.
;

4. Paper and pencils

5. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 50:
Handout 51:
Handout 52:
Handout 53:
Handout 54:
Handout-55:

Agenda for Subset X: The Concept of Feedback
The Joe-Harry Window and The Concept of Feedback
Preparation for Giving and Receiving Feedback
Guidelines for Giving andReceiving Feedback in A Trio Round Robin
Observation Guide for Giving and Receiving Feedback
Assessment of Subset X: The Concept of Feedback

176
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SUBSET X

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

1. Introduce
agenda for
Subset X

5 This reference to the previous subset is
to reinforce awareness,of the interpersonal
dimensions and the context of validity of
personal styles.- The following exercise
will build on these awarenesses. The
agenda review structures appropriate
expectations.

2.\ Study the 15 Handout 51 presents the cognitive
concept of understanding of the concept of feedback
feedback and guidelines for operational behaviors

of giving and receiving feedback. Most
importantly: these are presented in the
context of teamwork relationships that,
support niutuaf growth.

0

3. Give and 85 ° The exercise provides skill practice in
receive applying the guidelines of giving and
feedback, receiving feedback. The key to skill
in trios improvement is in havilig the observer

o report, which amounts to receiving
feedback on one's skills of giving and
receiving feedback.

4. -Review 5 This is reinforcement of knowledge of
RUPS model the RUPS model and aids a transition to

the next subset in which focus returns to
the problem solving simulation .

following two subsets which focused on
teamwork.

. Assessment 5 This assures the *participant that he has
-mastered the major.cognitive learnings.
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:SUBSET X

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
, . .

, H50? N18 1. Referring to H50 and N18, explain that the work done
. in Subset IX was a kind of warm-up for this session, L 4

which the, idea of giving, and receiving feedback will be
explored.

O

H51, N19, 2. Refer to H51. Note that N19 and N20 posted on the
N20 board illustrate the Joe-Harry window. Announce that

after everyone reads H51 there will be 10 minutes in
sextets to help each other clarify the concept and the
models presented.

`-*
O

H52, H53, 3. Refer to H52. Take 5 minutes to go over tilt directions,
H54 then give participants 15 minutes for indiyidual work on

H52. After 15 minutes, refer to H53 and H54. Emphasize
that bbservers ahould jot down key words descriptive of
what they see and hear. Begin 60-minute trio round robin.

N11 4., Call attention to the newsprint display of the RUPS
model (N11), review-again how the model works and
review the steps taken so far.

H5,5 5. Give participants time to answer individually the
questions on H55.
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'NEWSPRINT SHEET N18

Copy this sample' on ,a. large sheet of newsprint and
.hairc ready to use' iii Subset X, Step 1)

4.

AGENDA FOR SUBSET X:- THE CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK

0

1. Introduction_ to Subset X agenda

u.

`Study cbneept of feedbacic

o

3..Give and receive feedback" in trios

o
-oor

C

N18'



HANDOUT 50

AGENDA FOR SUBSET X: THE CONCEPT DF FEEDBACK
. \

.

Purpose: To learn the Concept and gaincskill& of giving receiving
feedback in the context of a teamwork relat'Onship.. .

To.increase skills of identifying interpersonal data affecting
teamwork relations, asking for, and shari4 reactions
appropriately.

Obleotive: Given a communications analysis matrix (Toe -Harry window),
a work sheet for each individual to identi fr reactions about others
in the trio and about self, and given obse vation guides specifying
guidelines forgiving and receiving feedback, parttcipants will
carry out trio round robin 'feedback exercise and the functions
of giver, receiver,,and observer..3

Step 1. ,Introduction to Subset X agenda

2: Study concept of feedback..

3. Give and receive feedback in trios

4. Review RUPS model

5. Assessment'



H5/

IIANDOTIT 51

THE JOE-HARRY WINDOW AND THE CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK

As you develop a helping relationship with another persona relationship where
each of you helps the other to grow--there are some things' you know about
yourself and some you don't know and there are some things that others know
about you and some they don't know. For you and any other specific person thig
can be represented by the following diagram known as the Joe-Harry Window. *

Knows
Things
about myself
that the other--

Does
Not
Know

Things about myself that I--

Know' Don't Know

. ..
my blind spots that

common even my best friends
knowledge haven't told me about

.

. -

my secrets and my bidden potential
things I haven't of things I never
had a chance to dreamed I could do
tell yet or be

T,fle'lbTind spots" and "secret" areas become smaller as more information about
.. each. other becom;s common knowledge. It is not meant to be implied here that

,.

a person should be completely or indiscriminately open. There are many things
that are not relevant to the helping relationship. As relevant things are shared
and found to be helpful, trust develops, which allows exploration and discovery
of new abilities in the area of hidden potential.

1 , . 1

_, V ,

Giving and receiving feedback one of the most i:Aport-'n processes
, Ideveloping effective teamviprk relationships. Feedbdck t e snaring o

i , I

reactions to another's behaviors with that other person, is not simply
critical. PoSitie feedback is just as important as are eactions that

negative.. _Th4--intention,is- what- counts if the-feedback -is\-to-hel de velo owth

k.

*Adapteo from "The Johari Window?! as developed by J. Luft and H.Inglid n
in Group Processes, by Joseph Luft. Palo Alto, Cal fornia: The National``
Press, 1963, pp: 10-15.
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relationship.) Feedback can clarify perceptions. It can help an individual see
himself as others see him. It helps him know the particular I ays that_differefit
individuals react to his behaviors. He can then better match his behaviors with
his intentions. He can more accurately match his verbal and nonverbal
behaviors.

Our behavior constantly sends messages to others.

You
(Messages)

Other

When thethe other shares his reaction to our behavior this is called feedback.

You Message of Your Behavior)

(Other Shares Reaction to
Your Behavior)

Othler

There are barriers in the other which allow him to share some of his reactions,
but cause him to hold back on others.

These barriers include such things as his values and ideologies, his assumptions
about how you might,react to his feedback, his openness, trust and willingness

Other

to take risks.

There are barriers in each of us which allow us to receive some of this feedback ,
but which screen some of it out.

You

These bar iezls include such things as your valuis ans,ideologies, t
you hold o yourself and the sti nrh of your need to maintain lit, yo
assumptions-about-his intentions iii sharing;,your -ope ess-,--trust-a
willingnes to take risks.

t

\
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There may be barriers in the way your organizations operate that make it hard
for some kinds of feedback. to take place.

You Other

These barriers include such things as highly formal procedures, lack of time
to build growth relationships, isolation of roles, building layout, or norms
that don't support helpful kinds of sharing.

There also may be things in you, in the other and in the way your organization
operates that facilitate constructive exchanges of feedback. A major helping
factor can be awareness and use of the guidelines for.giving and for receiving
feedback. Note that these are only guidelines, not hard and fast rules. There
are undoubtedly situations for each guideline that call for exceptions. The idea
is to be aware of these guidelines and apply them unless you already believe
an exception is called for.

Guidelines° for Giving Feedback

1. Allows for receiver
readiness

0

Has...the receiver indicated he is ready to
listen and accept the feedback as it is intended? /
There is little point to giving feedback that
:wont be heard or will be misunderstoOd.

2---Is-deseriptive, __.v Feedback is a description of your perceptions
not interpretive and reactions. Interpreting meanings of

another's behavior is often a guessing game
which the other resents. Let him share his
own meanings if he's so inclined. If you want
to check your perception of his meaning, be
very clear that is what you are doing.

i

3, -Covers recent - Generally, the Clo er the feedback is to the
! happ nings time the(b haviOr c urred, the more helpful

t is. Wh n fee b ck is given immediately,
11 knowk actly what it refers to and feelings

__ _ _ _ _ _____ . _ _ _ _ _ . .

rourtheaituati ria7re inostld.
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4. Comes at - - Don't, for example, share negative reactions
appropriate when there are others present who would not
times understand the constructive intent of your

remarks.

- - Consider whether the reactions you are sharing
are new information to the other. If they-areio
obvious that he is already aware-6fthem, they
won't help much, another what you
saw him !king is often not news. Often, what
is news is the sharing of how you reacted to
what you saw.

5. Includes things
that are new .

6. Is on The'value of feedback to the other is in being
changeable able to modify his behavior if he wants to.
things Reactions to thingsthat can't be changed are

nr)t usually helpful.

7. Does not - - Feedback is;sharing reactions. It's up to the
demand a receiver if he wishes to make a change in his
change o

behavibr based on the feedback. If you want to
ask the person to change, say so, but don't
consider such a request as feedback.

8. Is not an - - If you give another too much feedback or too
overload many things all at once it-may be more than he

can deal with. He may lose track of all you
are saying.

9. Is given - Consider your own motivation in sharing the
to be reactions. Are you really trying to .help the
helpful other person gain a useful view of himself?

If you are simply angry at the other and wish to
express it, say so, but don't present such feelings
as feedback.

-10. Shares
something
of t e
giv r

O

11. s s ecific,,
of general

- - GiVing fe dback can create 4 sense of imbalance
in the el tionship. It gen rally helps the
receiv r to feel more com rtable and be more

.1

active e giver can sh4 some of his owni
feeling, d concerns asih gives his reactions
to the o r.

Be spe ifi by quoting and ving examples of
what yoy e referring to.
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Guidelines for Re lying Feedback

,

t

. Checks - - Use such behavior as paraphrasing to be
understanding sure you understand the meaning of \the other's

reactions. Watch out for becoming argumentative
or taking a lot of time giving the rationale for
your behavior, xather than working to understand
the other's feedback to you. \

- - You can help the giver provide useful reactions
by asking for feedback about specific things.
This indicates your areas of readiness to
receive feedback and helps him be specific
rather than general.

2. Asks for feedback
about specific.
things

3. Shares - Sharing your reactions to the feedback you have
reactions to received can help the giver improve his skills
feedback at giving useful, feedback. It also lets him know

where he stands with you on a feeling basis, so
that the relationship, can continue to grow. If he
goes off uncertain about your reactions to his
feedback, he may feel less inclined to risk
sharing them with you in the future.

YOU HAVE BEEN PRACTICING FEEDBACK THROUGH REPORTING OF
OBSERVATIOYS. (SEE HANDOUT 9, GUIDE FOR OBSERVING, HELPER
COMMUNICATION SKILLS, HANDOUT 10, GUIDE FOR OBSERVING HELPEE
COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND HANDOUT 11, GUIDE FOR OBSERVING THE
INTERACTION OF COMMUNICATION SKI? I.S.) DURING YOUR SHARING OF

OBSERVATIONS, YOU HAVE BEEN PARAPHRASING, DESCRIDING WHAT YOU

SAW AND HEARD AND ATTEMPTING TO BUILD MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING.

AT THIS POINT YOU WILL ADD TO THESE SKILLS THE SHARING OF YOUR
REACTIONS TO WHAT YOU HAVE SEEN AND HEARD DURING YOUR TRIO

WORK. THIS IS THE INTERACTION CALLEDGIVING AND RECEIVING

FEEDBACK.

1
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N19

11: (Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset X, Step 2)

Things about
myself that the
other person

";

0

The Joe-Harry Window

Knows

Does
Not
Know

Things about myself that I--

Know Don't Know

E19

Icommon
knowledge

my blind spots,
that even my best
friends haven't told
me about ,

.....
things I haven't my hidden potential
had a chance to of things I never
tell yet and dreamed I, could
things not
relevant to our
relationship

do or be

186
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C.

N20

NEWSPRINT SHEET N20

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to-use in Subset X, Step 2)

In a growth relationship, the common knowledge pane grows larger and
discloses my hidden potential.

Things about
Myself the
other person--

0

Knows

Does
Not
Know

0

Things about myself that I--

Know -^ Don't Know

common
knowledge I

blind
spots

(discovered
potential)

things
not
shared

hidden
potential.

:137
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HANDOUT 52

PREPARATION FOR GIVING AND RECEIVING FEEDBACK

Write things you "know," but have not shared, about the others in your trio.
Next, write things you "know," but have not shared, about yourself-.

Giving feedback: Things I have seen and reactions I have had but have not shared

First trio ember's name

Things I have seen
(description of
behaviors)

Reactions I have had
(to behaviors
described above)

I feel good about

I have some concern about,
i.e. , am in doubt, unclear
or wonder about

Second trio member's name

Things I have seen
(description of
behaviors)

Reactions T have had
(to behaviors
described above)

I feel good about

I have some concern about,
i.e. , am in doubt,,unclear
or wonder about

Receivi.ng feedback: Things about myself on which I would like to receive feedback

Things I ave dime
(desOrip on of
behaviors)

Reactions_to myself
(to behaviors
described above)

I feel good a out,

I have some concern about,
.e`i , an in doubt?, !incl -ar
r Ikonder about

,
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HANDOUT 53

*,
GUIDELINES FOR GIVING AND RECEIVING

FEEDBACK IN ,A TRIO ROUND ROBIN

The Proceduie:

C

Round Robin of three rounds.

1. In each 20-minute round:

Two persons will give and receive feedback.
Each person has approximately 8 minutes to give
and receive.

The third person will observe the 15kminute
interaction using Handout 54 as- a guideline. The
bserver will share his reactions for 5 minutes.

2. The enti e three rounds will last.60.minutes. In each
20-minute und, a different person will observe
while the other wo give and receive feedback.

e
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HANDOUT 54

OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR GIVINb AND RECEIVING. FEEDBACK

Write key words to remind you of what you hear and see while two trio
. .

members give and receive, feedback. Try to see and hear as mucli as you can.

Your- job as observer is to be as much as possible like a candid camera.

In reporting your observations, use descriptive language; recall and

report what you actually heard or saw. The-form on the next page is to help

record your observations. Put the names of the two people you are observing

at the top of the page where indicated. The column under each name gives

space to nab the things that person says and does in relation to any of the

guidelines listed on the left when he is giving and receiving feedback.

1

H54.
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OESERVATION.RECORD

Name

Guidelines When givingnd receiving

Name

H54
Page 2

When giving and receiving

1% Allows for
receiver
readiness

2. Is descriptive
not
interpretive

3. Covers
recent
happenings

4. Comes at
appropriate
times

5. Includes
things that
are new

6. Is on
,changeable
+things

7. Does not
demanld
change

8. Is notlan
Ioverload

9.,Is given to
be helpful
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Name

Guidelines When giving and receiving

Name

Page 3

When giving and receiving

10. Shares
something
of the giver

11.°Is specific
not
general

12: Checks
`Understanding

13. As for
specific
feedback

14. Shares,
reactions
to feedback

)

..

-a

--o

o

1:D2
_

fl 1

ti

4
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HANDOUT 55

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET X: THE CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK

1. Feedback in interpersonal communications is defined as occurring when
one person: (cheek one)

Describes the behavior of another

. Interprets the meaning of the other's behavior to him

Shares his reaction to the behavior of another

2. Ten guidelines are suggested for giving feedback. Three of these
guidelines are included among the following list. Check the three which
are correct guidelines:

Allows for the readiness of the other to receive

Describes giver's feelings about the other

Seeks change in the other

Is about things that can be changed

Summarizes past behavior

IL. given at an'appropriate time

Demands a response

Doesn't concern the give :'

3. Three guidelines are suggested for receiving feedback. One of these is
included in the following list: (check one)

Check the understanding of the giver

Share your reaction to the feedback

Tell the giver what you intend to do about what he has told you

1t3
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Answers:

1. Feedback in interpersonal communications is defined as occurring when
one person: (check one),

(wrong) Describes the behavior of another

(wrong) Interprets the meaning of the other's behavior to him

(right) Shares his reaction to the behavior of another

2. Ten guidelines are suggested for giving feedback. Three of these guidelines.
are included among the following list. Check the three which are correct
guidelines:

(right) Allows for the readiness of the other to receive

wrons) Describes giver's feelings about the other

(wrong) Sedks change in the other

(right) Is about things that can be changed

(wrong) Summarizes past behavior

(right) Is, given at an appropriate time

(wrong) Demands-a response

(wrong) Doesn't concern the giver

o

Three guidelines are suggested for receiving feedback.- One of these is
included in the following list: (check one)

(wrong) Check the understanding of the giver

(right) Share your reaction to the feedback

(wrong) Tell the giver what you intend to do about what he has told you

If you missed any of the above, it is suggested you review Handout 51.
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SUBSET XI:
DERIVING IMPLICATIONS AND
ACTION ALTERNATIVES FROM RESEARCH FINDINGS

0

115 minutes

PURPOSE

The activities of this subset are designed to allow participants to gain skills in
deriving implications from research findings, brainstorming and analyzing °

action alternatives.

OBJECTIVES

GiVen definitions for deriving implications from research findings, brainstorming
and analyzing action alternatives, participants will correctly derive a list of
possible implications from the findings of Mrs. Jones's data and will brainstorm
a list\of related action alternatives.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprint sheet (N21) should be ready.for display.

2. Handout 60 must be distributed during Step 5.

3. Felt-tip pens and sheets of newsprint should be ready for the sextets to
use during Step 6.

4. Handout 62 must be distributed during Step 8.

5. Paper and pencils

6. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 56: Agenda for Subset XI: Deriving Implications and Action Alternatives
from Research Findings

Handout 41: Major Results of Mrs. Jones's Data (to be used again during Step 2)
Handout 57: Deriving Implications and ActiOn Alternatives

. .

Handout 58: Work Sheet for Deriving Implications and Action Alternatives
Handout 59: Guidelines for a Fishbowl Trio Exercise
Handout 60: Implications Derived from Mrs. Jones's Data Results (BLUE)
Handout 61: Guidelines for Conducting a Brainstorming Session on Action

Alternatives
.Handout 62: The Alternatives in Mrs. Jones's Action Plan (BLUE)
Handout 63: Assessment of Subset XI :. Deriving Implications and Action

Alternatives from Research Findings

184
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SUBSET XI

. SCHEDULE

1. Introduce
agenda for
Subset XI

S

MINUTES RATIONALE-

5 This allows participants to structure
appropriate expectations.

2. Review,
major results
of Mrs: Jones's
data

5 "Mrs. Jones's data gives all participants
a common referepce point for the .exercise.

3. Deriving 15 This is a sophisticated distinction. Its
impliCations importance is easy to miss. The act of
and action deriving implications before going on
alternatives to consider action alternatives may be the

single most important skill in: research
utilization by practitioners.

4. Fishbowl 30 This exercise provides feedback on
trio on ° applying the skills of deriving
deriving' implications.
implications
from results

5. Sextets 10 Mrs. jones's implications provide a
discuss common reference point for the next

;Mrs. Jones's exercise.
implications

6. --"Brainstorming 30 This exercise provides guidelines and
action practice in the process of brainstorming.
alternatives
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MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

SUBSET XI

H56, N21 1. Call attention to H56 and N21 showing the sequence of
steps for this session.

2. Ask participants to look again at "Major Results of
.Mrs. Jones's *Data, " on H41.

3. Direct participants to read H57 for 5 minutes. Then refer
to H58 and ask participants to write the first major result
of Mrs. Jones's data (see H41) on-the first column of H58.
Direct them to work individually and write one implication
in the "what" column and one action alternative in the "how"
column. Allow 5 minutes. Instruct'nstruct trios to share their
work and critique each other'.s product using criteria in
H57 and H58.

H59 4. 'Direct participants to H59 and ask them to form a trio
fishbowl with. Trio A in center, Trio B observing. Allow
time for participants to read H59 and begin the exercise.

5. Form, sextets. Distribute H60 and direct participants to
disduss implications in sextets.

6. Take out H61 and read with the participants. Reinforce the
ground rules and announce that you will be timekeeper..
Provide sextets with newsprint and writing pens.

197
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SUBSET XI (continued)

SCHEDULE

7. Review
RUPS
model

MINUTES RATIONALE

5 This reinforces awareness of the RUPS
model rd places the current activity
of the workshop in relation to it.

. Analyze
action

. alternatives

10 This presents a cognitive awareness of
how. the force field can be used to
analyze points of intervention in an
action plan.

9. Assessment 5 This assures the participant that he
has mastered the major cognitive
learnings.
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MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

N11

SUBSET XI (continued)

7. Call attention again to the RUPS model on Nil. Point
out that testing for feasibility comes after a good effort is
made at producing many action alternatives.

H62 8. Distribute H62 and -ask the participants to read and discuss.

-1163 9. Give participants time to answer individually the
questions on H63.
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N21

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset XI, Step 1)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XI: DERIVING IMPLICATIONS AND
ACTION ALTERNATIVES FROM RESEARCH FINDINGS

1. Introduction to Subset XI agenda

2. Review major results of Mrs. Jones's data

3. Derive implications and action alternatives

4. Fishbowl trio On'deriving implications

5. Sextet discussion of implications

6. Brainstorming action alternatives

7. Review RUPS model

8. Analyze action alternatives

9. Assessment

2Q
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HANDOUT 56

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XI: DERIVING IMPLICATIONS AND
ACTION ALTERNATIVES FROM RESEARCH FINDINGS

Purpose:

Objectives:

Steps:

To gain skills in deriving implications from research findings,
brainstorming and'analyzing action alteimatives.

Given definitions for deriving implications from research
findings, brainstorming and analyzing action alternatives,
participants will correctly derive a list of possible implications
from the findings of Mrs. Jones's data and will brainstorm a
list of related action alternatives.

1. Introduction to Subset XI agenda

2. Review major results of Mrs. Jones's data

3. Derive implicatio 'is and action alternatives

4." Fishbowl trio on deriving implications

5. Sextet discussion of implications

6. Brainstorming action alternatives

RUPS model

8. Analyze action alternatives

9. Assessment

201
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'H57

HANDOUT 5?

DERIVING IMPLICA AND-ACTION- ALTERNATIVES
.

,

Research findings seldom have direct application to action. Two steps

are generally neededln order to develop action guidelines from a research

finding. First, one mu st\decide what he believes to be the implications of that

findthg for hisparticular actiOn\situation.. These implications have a vwhat"

quality. They are not "what ought to be done" but rather "what the objectives

\
ould be" given the things that havebeen learned from the research. Usually,

geve different kinds of implications can h derived from any One research

finding. he appropriateness of each implication usually is determined in

relation to of er facts about the situation and the kinds of attitudes, values and

ideologies which xist. The "what" relates to goals to be achieved..

The second tep toward coming up with action guidelines is to consider
J

action alternatives for a ieving the objectives you select from among possible
t ,

implications. This consideration of action alternatives has a "how" quality.

Given a clear objective, how can it be achieved? Again, there usually are

several differe-nt ways that an objective might be achieved. In this second step,

one. tries to think up as many different "how we rnight achieve it" ideas as
0

possible before selecting those that seera best for an action trial. The "how"

implications plate to methods and processes to be employed.

O
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Below is an illustration of a generalized finding from research. It is
0

followed by.two possible implicatimis derived from this finding. Listed next

are three possible. action alternatives for each.

Finding:

Delinquent teenage boys tend to choose young adults who'are n
oriented as role models as compared to matchqd, nondelinquen
bdys who choose their fathers or persons such as teachers or co

'H57
Page 2

gatively
teenage.

hes.

IMPLICATIONS:

WHAT THE OBJECTIVES SHOULD BE

6

PoEsible Implication No. 1

Delinquent teenage boys should
be kept away from negatively
oriented young adults so they
won't be adversely influenced
by them.

Possible Implication No. 2
0

Negatively oriented young adults should
be involved as helpers to delinquent
teenage boys in thinking througlithe
implications of their behavior, goals
and the means of their goals.'

"HOW TO ACHIEVE IT" ALTERNATIVES

Action Alternatives for
Implication No. 1

1. Set up a series OTT6ctures
for teenage delinquent boys
about the pitfalls of evil
companions.'

2. Pass a. law against teenagers
with delinqtient records
associating with young adults
with delinquent records.

3. Conduct a campaign of excluding
negatively oriented adults
from all organized teenage
functions.

t.)

O

0

Action Alternatives for
Implication No. 2

1. Start a training program for young
adults who wish to be helpers to
delinquent teenage boys and enlist
a 50-50 ratio of negatively and
pOsitively oriented young adults.

21. Start a program of training older
professional youth workers to work
as par\of a' team with young adults
in operating programs which seek toi..
include 41inquent teenage boys.

3. Start a pro m of training delinquent'
teenage boys be helpers in operating
activities' club or younger boys:
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H58

HANDOUT 58

WORK SHEET FOR DERIVING IMPLICATIONS
AND ACTION ALTERNATIVES

An implication is derived after lookinget the major results gleaned from the
data collected. From these results, a "what" implication can be developed.
That is,'ftwhat thg opjective(s) should be--what goal we desire to acliieve."

The action alternatives are developed later.
4.

4

A fine line is always present between the implication and the action alternative.
It is necessary to be sure the two do not get confuspd. Make sure when looking
at the WHAT (iMplication) that discussion does not shift,to the HOW (action
alternative).

.

.0

O

"What" implication ."How" alternative

ajoilteSult Data What the objective £hould be
What goal we wish to achieve

How we might achieve it
Action Alternatives
Action Steps-

.

D

4

2 4

_L
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HANDOUT 59

GUIDELINES FOR A FISHBOWL TRIO EXERCISE

1.- Trio A works and Trio B observes for 10 minutes. Trio B shares
observations for 5 minutes.

Trio A works in the center ring at deriving "-what'
implications from 1141.

Trio A uses H58 as a worksheet and applies criteria in
H57 in deriving implications.

Trio B observes procedure and uses H57 and H58 as
guidelines for observing Trio A application of criteria
for derivinrimplications. Trio B keeps notes and
prepares to report.

When time is called, Trio B shares observations with
Trio A.

2. Trio B works and Trip A observes for 10 minutes. Trio A shares
observations for 5 Minutes. .

'0

Repeat the same procedure as above.

21-1=-,,0

H59
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HANDOUT 60 0

IMPLICATIONS DERIVED FROM MRS. JONES'S DATA RESULTS

Mrs. Jones derived the following implications:

1. The children needed to find their own motivations for learning and
setting learning goals instead of relying so heavily on the teacher
to do thid for them.

2. The children needed to discover that almost all of them wanted to
be more active in class, rather than continuing to assume the
opposite to be true.

3. The children needed to know that the teacher wanted them to help
each other. They needed to have positive helping experiences with
each other. For this to happen, they would probably need some
help in learning to give and receive help in constructive ways.

4. The children needed opportunities to exploreopenly what they
wanted their learning goals to be-- without being influenced by-their
assumptions about what others thought.

5. The high influence children who were seen as among those "most
often against the teacher" needed to be involved with the class in
reexamining the role of teacher and the norms that the class really
wanted to have.

6. The teacher needed to stop and find ways to think about the things
she was doing that might be supporting these results!

2 tLI 6
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HANDOUT 61

GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING A BRAINSTORMING
SESSION ON ACTION ALTERNATIVES

Ground rules for brainstorming:

1. Set a time limit (10 minutes)

2. Produce' ideas at a rapid -fire pace

3: No discussion or evaluation is permitted

4. The-empharAs is on quantity, not quality

5. Suspend judgment for 10 minutes

6. Encourage the practice of hitchhiking on others' ideas

7. Be sure and have a scribe to write all action alternatives

Procedure:

1. In sextet conduct a warm-up exercise for 3 minutes.
Brainstorm: "How many things can you do with a brick?"

2. In sextet take 10 minutes to brainstorm as many action
alternatives. as you can on one or all °Pale "what" implications
derived by Mrs. Jones. '(See Handout 60.) Ask two persons in
sextet to use newsprint and write the action alternatives. Each
person writes on a different sheet of newsprint, alternating in
order to capture all 'ideas produced at a rapid pace.

3. Take 10 minutes to review sextets' results and to move around
room to look at results. from other sextets.

207
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HANDOUT 62

THE ALTERNATIVES IN MRS. JONES'S ACTION PLAN

H62

Mrs. Jones did considerably more work than the handout materials show at this
stage in her RUPS project. She developed a long list of action alternatives from
her list of implications. She gave special attention to possible actions, that could
reinforce each other and/or serve several needs at once. She created new force
field diagrams for several of her major goals. She rated forces for ease or
difficulty of change. She also looked for forces that shdwed up in more than one
force field.

The analysis that Mrs. Jones did earlier in her RUPS project was diagnostic.
It was to help spot where she needed to collect more data. This later analysis
of forces in several force fields, with ratings of how easy or difficult it might
be to change forces, was made to plan an action strategy. In a -real RUPS
improvement project, you will be aware of many factors beyond those included
in this practice simulation of "helping Mrs. Jones." The thing to be aware of
is that there are two kinds of analysis you can do with a force field. One is a
diagnostic analysis to consider what is known and what needs to be checked into
further. The second is a strategy analysis to plan which forces you will try to
change and the actions you will take to change them.

On the basis of her strategy analysis and her own feeling of comfort related to
. each of the action possibilities, -Mrs. Jones selected a few of them to try out.
her action plan included the following:

1. Electing a classroom student council with six members, two
dropping off. and being replaced by newly elected members
every two weeks. The function of the council would be to
involve the class in-problem identification diagnosis, action
taking and evaluation as a continuous procedure. The purpose
would be to make actual-and desired norms open and involve
all in decisions about how the 'class should operate. The
teacher would take the role of helping the pupils learn skills
of data gathering and feedback and consider the adequacy and
acceptability of procedures as they Were tried out.

2. The teacher would be especially careful to support the pupils
in including data gathering about how her role and behaviors
were seen, so that feedback and influence upon her would
become legitimate.

208
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3. At the same time the council would be started, a helper program
within the classroom would also begin. Sociometric questionnaires
would be used to identify whO was seen as pbtential helper to whom
in which areas. The teacher would take the role of trainer in
conducting, skills exercises for the pupils on how to be a helper
and helpee. This program would eventually become part of the
student council's review responsibility.

4. The most negative high influence children would be grouped with
some who were not so negative and would be given the oppOrtunity
of working as helpers to.an after-school activities club of younger
children. The teacher again would take the role of trainer. In the
skills of being a helper that especially included receiving and
using feedback from those being

209
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HANDOUT 63

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET XI: DERIVING IMPLICATIONS AND
ACTION ALTERNATIVES FROM RESEARCH FINDINGS

1. Implications from research findings are: (check one)

What ought to be done, given the data

What the objectives should be, given the data

Statements of specific results from the data

2. Action alternatives give you: (check one)

A set of ideas about, what needs to be done

Many different ideas of how to achieve objectives

An analysis of the action strategy needed

0
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H63
Page 2

Answers:

1. Implications from research findings are
'AI'

0

- (wrong) What ought to be done, given the data
(Implications from findings are goals about which you next
consider what ought to be done.)

(right) What the objectives should be, given the data

(wrong) Statements of specific results from the data
(Statements of specific results from data are research
findings! Implications are the goals or objectives
derived from these.)

2. Action alternatives give you:

(wrong) A set of ideas about what needs to be done
(Action alternatives are statements of how to achieve objectives.)

.
0

(right) Many different ideas of how to achieve objectives

(wrong) An analysis of the action strategy needed
(A strategy analysis to plan action considers action
alternatives as well as other factors.)

21.1
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SUBSET XII:
PLANNING FOR ACTION 100 minutes

PURPOSE

The activities in this subset are designed to help participants gain skills in
considering planning resources when deciding on a strategy for implementing
action alternatives.

OBJECTIVES

Given two papers, "Fiye Resources in Planning and Taking Action," and
. "Organizational and Community Conditions Which Influence the Lea'rning
Experiences of Children," and given work sheets and directions for trio work,
participants will identify and write questions for getting information about

supportive resources and management considerations. Participants will also
perform A force field analysis on the first action step in Mrs. Jones's action plan.

,,*- ,LEADER PREPARATION

\., ''Newsprint sheet (N22) should be ready for di-splay.

2. Handout 68 must be distributed at the beginning of ,Step 5.
ti

3. Paper' and pencils

4. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 64: Agenda for Subset XII: Planning for Action
Handout 65: Fikre Resources in Planning and Taking Action

%,,---Hanr).out 66: Organizational and Community Conditions Which Influence the
Learling Experierices of Children

Handbut ,97:" TriolExerdise on Discovering Supportiv,e Resources
Handout 68: Notes from Interviews Mrs. Jones Conducted with Principal

, and Several. Teachers in the School (BLUE)
Handout 69: to-of-Management-GOnsiderations
Handout 70: Work Sheet for Force Field Analysis of First Action Step in

Mrs. Jones's Action Plan
Handout 71: Assessment of Subset XII: Planning for Action
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SUBSET XII

SCHEDULE

1. Introduce
agenda for
Subset XII

MINUTES RATIONALE

5 This allows participants to structure
appropriate expectations.

2. Five resources
in planning
and taking
action

10 This handout reinforces cognitive
learnings and structures several in
relation to the RUPS process. Also,
this provides additional knowledge in a
form that can be referred to later.

3. Consideration
of organizational
and community
conditions

10 This illustrates-how retrieval of a
different kind of research finding from
those looked at earlier can help in a
different stage of the problem solving
process.

. 4. Trio exercise
in discovering
supportive
resources

15 Reinforces awareness of the need to collect,
new kinds of data from the action setting.
Data was collected earlier to clarify' he
nature of theyroblem. Later data is to
diagnose factors that might influence
the plans for action.

5. Mrs. .Jones's
notes from
interviews

5 Pro es practice in analyzing and
considering data relevant to planning
action.

i6..Tr e,survey
of management
consideratio

20 Provides praetic-e in considering those
questions while reinforcing knowledge
of the questions.

7. Force field
analysis of
first action step

202

10 Illustrates use of the force field in
relation to planning an action step.
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MATERIALS, INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

H64, N22

SUBSET XII

I. Call attention to H64 and N22 to show the sequence of
steps for this session.

H65 2.

H66 3.

H67 4.

Ask participants to read H65 individually. Note
suggestion for trio activity in last paragraph of
page 210.

Refer to H66 and ask participants to read it individually.

Ask trios to use H67 and take 10 minutes to Wild .an
interview guide for determining supportive resources and
helping relationships that Mrs. Jones could use in her
school.

H68 5.

H65, H69 6.

1170 7.

Distribute H68 and-ask.participants to read it individually.

Instruct trios to read H69 and to work for the next 20
minutes on management considers long in H65.

Ask participants to do Torce field analysis individually
using H70. Announce that it will be shared in trios.

214 4 203 .
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SUBSET XII (continued)

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

8. Trio 20 Provides practice in applying criteria for
discussion this use of the force field.
of force

. field analysis

111,11
9. Assessment 5 This assures.the participant that he has

mastered the major cognitive learnings.

a
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SUBSET XII (continued) 0

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

8. Direct trios to share force field analyses and discuss them.

O

U71 9. Give participants time to answer.individually the
questions on H71.

"
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N22

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset XII, Step.1) .

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XII: PLANNING FOR ACTION

1. Introduction to Subset XII agenda

2. Five r6sources in planning and taking action
4.

3. Consideration of organizational and community conditions

4. Trio exercise in discovering supportive resources

5. Mrs. Jones's notes fronl interview with principal and
several teachers

6. Trio survey of management considerations

7. Force field analysis of first action step

8. Trio discussion of force field analysis

9. Assessment

217 4
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4 HANDOUT 64

AGENDA 'FOR SUBSET XEI; TLA-NNING FOR ACTION,

liurpOse:

Objectives:

Steps:

4

c.

To gain skills in considering planning resources when
deciding on a strategy for implementing action alternatives.

After receiving papers on '!Five Resources in Planning and
Taking Action" and "Organizational and Community Conditio-s

, Which Influence the Learning Experiences of Children," work
sheets and directions for trio work, participants will identify and
write questions for getting information.in two categories
(supportive resources and management considerations). They
will then perform a force field analysis on the first action step, ,

in Mrs. Jones's action plan. .

Q

Ihtroduction to Subset'XII agenda

2, Five resources in planning and taking action

3. Consideration of organizational and community conditions.

4. Tito exercise indiscoverIng supportive resources
tr

5. Mrs. Jones's notes from interviews with principal and
several 'teachers

6. Trio survey of management considerations

7.- Force field analysis of first action step
$

8. Trio disctession of force field analysis

9. Assessment

ti
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HANDOUT 65

FIVE RESOURCES IN PLANNING AND TAKING ACTION

1. Force Field Analysis
.

Two kinds of analyses can be done on a force field the diagnOsliC

analysis and the strategy analysis. During the diagnostic phase of

problem solving, forces can be ranked for importance and 'rated for

clarity. The force field is then analyzed to consider the need for collecting

data to further clarify the problem situation. During the later phase of

planning for action, the forces can be rated for changeability. That is, how

easy or difficult would it be to change each fOrde? Force, fields may be-
.

written,for each of the forces concerning their changeability. These arc

analyzed to plan a strategy`of action. One generally aims to change

those .forces that appear high in importance and most changeable.

The following factoFs are considered in using the force field to.plan

a strategy of action. Theq are four wags to cause the situation to change

from w hat it is now:

Add a force.

Eliminate a force

strengthen a force,

Weaken a, force .

Usually we try to bring about change by adding forces. The result is

that we don't get closer to the goal, but only wind up with greaker forces on

both sides and more tension in the situation. It is often helpful to take

21 .
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an approach of seeking to reduce some of the restraining forces, the

forces pushing against movement toward the goal. Sometimes it even

-helps to start by reducing a force pushing toward the goal to reduce

tension Ingle situation. The force field diagram can help you select the

forces that might best be used to bring about a constructive change.

2. Management Considerations

It will be very important to work through the following management

considerations carefully as you carry out your action plan for improvement.

It is not intended that these questions imply a general right or wrong way

of doing things. Every situation is unique. It is suggested that, in any

given situation, the way you work out the answers to these qUestions of

. management will strongly influence how your action effort turns out and

the kinds of-side effects it may have! The overall question that applies to each

of the following is What is the most constructive way to do it this time?

Questions

A. Is there an awareness among those who will be affected by the
Proposed change of a need for change?

BY What are your own motives; why do you desire to see this
change come about?

C. What are the motives, present or potential, among those who
will be affected for desiring to see this change come about?

D. What is the nature of your relationship with those who will be
affected by this change? (For example, are you the "helper"
and they the "helpees"? Is it the other way around? Are you
seen as an authority figure and/or an expert? Did you mutually
establish the relationship or is it simply one set up by your
roles as with a teacher-pupil, etc. ?)
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E. Are those who will be affected by the change working with you on
clarifying what the nature of the situation is?

F. Are those who will be affected by the change involved in considering
alternative ways for bringing it about?

G. If you and the others have arrived at a point of having some clear
intentions for change, what has to happen to move from the stage of
having good intentions to the stage of making actual change efforts?

H. Are those who will be affected by the change the ones carrying out
the plan to bring about the Change?

I. How will you know if the change has really happened, and if so, Why
it happened, or why it didn't happen?

1

J. If the change has happened, what support will be necessary in order for
it to continue in the new way?

K. Are those who wee in-volved in this effort now more able to carry
out other change forts in)the future? .

3. Helping Relationships

Research indicates most of us benefit from having support from others

when we try to do something new or different. ,,In fact, many action efforts

never really get started because of lack of active support. Iniundertaking

an improvement effort, whom can you turn to for encouragement, for fresh

ideas and ways of looking at the situation, to argue with you to help bring

out the things,you haven't thought of, etc. ? Whom can you seek cut to

build these kinds of helping relationships for yourself?-

4. Scientific Knowledge

Implications for action can be derived from research findings. First,

one must retrieve research that fits a particular action question. Research

is available not only on classroom conditions which influence children, but

also on organizational and community conditions which affect the learning
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experience of children.by influencing the teacher and the ways things

happen in a school system.

5. Self-Initiation Skills

The most important resource may well be your .own willingness to

take initiative. The whole process of problem solving/action taking involves

many steps. There are many points along the way where you might get bogged

down. It often can be Pful to ask yourself, 'iWhere am I in the process

right.now and what are the next steps I need to take?" Sometimes Is hard

to stir tip your initiative to really take a next step. When you get bogged

down this way, it can help to take a few minutes to work out a force field on

yourself. What are the forces for and against your getting active in moving

on to the,next step? Once you've spotted these forces, you can work out a

plan to support your own initiative.

If time permits, trios can think of and consider the first step which

Mrs. Jones might take in starting her action. program. Refer to Handout 62,

"Alternatives in Mrs. Jones's Action Plan." You are not to decide on one

action step, but only to think of possibilities and discuss them.

2 2 :-
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HANDOUT 66

ORGANIZATIONAL AND COMMUNITY CONDITIONS WHICH
INFLUENCE THE LEARNING EXPERIENCES OF CHILDREN

Those Who Influence the Direct Workers

What actions of the principal facilitate or inhibit innovativeness of teachers?

Chesler and Barakat reported:

... teachers who see their principal as exerting substantial upwards
influence with the superintendent and minimal downwards influence
on the local staff are most likely to innovate?, Some guarantee of
professional autonomy in the form of mediatiiin of external pressures
and freedom from internal pressures may be at work here.
Principal-staff congruence on professional matters seems to be
relevant for staff innovation and sharing.... The principal may be
more facilitative of professional growth by his indirect efforts at
encouraging a supportive peer network than by direct efforts at
stimulating teacher change. (1967)

How does the position of the teacher in the informal pattern of faculty

relationships influence innovativeness in her classroom? Chesler, Schmuck

and Lippitt reported:. . /

Those teachers who.saw themselves involved in dyads or triads
were more innovative than those teachers who said they were
either isolated or who perceived themselves on the edge or in the
middle of large clusters, not in the center, nor in dyads or triads.
(1963)

5E2

Those Who Influence the School System as an Organization

In surveying a number of case studies of change in education, MacKenzie

noted influence sometimes comes from superintendimts, boards of education,

citizens, state legislatures, state departments of education and state and

federal courts. (1964)
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How much influen rganizational structure should the teacher

have on the curriculum in ord to share innovations? Chesler, et al. ,

reported:

If teachers believe that they have i fence, they are likely to feel
it is worthwhile sharing information wi their colleagues. However,
if they do not believe they have influence, or-if they are alienated -

from the social system of the school, then ey are likely to feel
that there is really in sharing becau no one will listen.
This observation is readi supported by data ich reveal that
teachers who are seen b their Colleagues as infl ential, competent,
and enthusiastic about teaching innovate and share ore than teachers
who are not perceived In tiszvay-----=

Chesleri et al. , reported further:..

The object:11;re structure of the school seems to have a diff rent
effect on adoption than on innovation. In those schools wh re
the communication structure was more hierarchical, teach rs
adopted more often than in schools with a diffuse structure.

On the other hand:

In those schools where the communication structure was m re
spread or diffusef\and where almost everyone was linked to
someone, teachers innovated and shared more than in school
with hierarchical or no diffuse structure. (1963)

Are pupils' perceptions of arental attitudes toward school important?

Fox,. Lippitt and Schmuck foUnd,

Indices for parental support of schoc, self-esteem, and attitud s
toward school show that pupils who view their parents as suppor mg
school have higher self-esteem and mOre positive attitudes towa d
school than pupils who view less parental support of school. (19.4)

Do all the various,important reference persons in a child's life h ve

influence on his school behavior ? Jung reported the perceived "m ssages"

from others about how to behave atschool combine to relate si: ificantly to

observations of the socioemotionally handicapped e-hild's positiveness in

relating with teachers and peers in the classroom. (1964)
.e
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Are there different reference groups within a community which influence

the socialization of youth? In 1962, Logan conducted a study in a middle-sized

city in which key influencers of youth-programs were identified and interviewed.

He reported:.

Agreements of division of labor, perceptions of goal similarity,
and reports of communication patterns indicate a meaningful
structuring of the youth development and individuals whose
youth development tasks are

a. therapeutic services, law enforcement and social control
b. formal education
c. economic integration
d. religious development, recreation, leisure time activity

Logan found: "Beliefs abOut best ways of working with children and youth

differ aeon-ding to which youth development area one bolongs to. " He foUnd

further:

Some youth behaviors are positively valued and -dewed as worthy
of support; others are disliked and ones we would like to change.
There is a fair amount of agreement in the youth development
community that work achievement behavior (ambitious, good
workers, striving to do better),and social relations behavior
(being cooperative, getting along well with others,. respecting
others) are the most desired behaviors. There is stronger
agreement that the most disliked behavior, 113r behavior that
most needs changing is social relationships behavior (disrespect
for others, disrespect for authority, misbehaving legally, being
poor citizens). The different subparts have different views
about this. There is a general agreement in the community that
the family is a primary source of the development of positive
youth behavior. There is much stronger agreement that the
family is the source of negative youth development. (1962)

How adequate is the training generally available to those who work with

youth? Morse, Dunn and Bloom found that teachers responsei`eoncerning

their orientations toward working with youth were not significantly related to

reports of their pupils, or reports of trained observers, as to how they
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actually were working with youth. (1960) Jung found no significant

relationship between teachers' awareness of "good classroom group dynamics"

principles and the extent to which they practiced these principles in their

classrooms. ,(1961) Knowing and believing are not the same as doing!
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HANDOUT 67

TRIO EXERCISE ON DISCOVERING-SUPPORTIVE RESOURCES

Mrs. Jones decided to investigate the supportive resources she could

count on at school in order to supplement her force field analysis of her

first action step.

Construct a questionnaire to use in interviewing the school principal

and several teachers to ascertain the kind of support in the school

Mrs. Jones can expect and to identify persons with whom helping

relationships can be explored and built for trying out new ideas.. (Refer

to Handouts 65 and 66 for ideas. )

2'
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HANDOUT 68

NOTES FROM INTERVIEWS'MRS. JONES CQNDUCTED WITH
PRINCIPAL AND SEVERAL TEACHERS IN THE SCHOOL

The Principal .

Mrs. Jones's principal was impressed by the data she collected. He .

encouraged her to talk with the other teachers about her plans. He asked
her to think about ways to inform parents of her children about some of her
plans which the children would be likely to mention at home. He offered to
help with this.

Other Teachers

Mrs. Fisher and Miss Arno were enthusiastic about her ideas. They asked
to be kept informed and offered to help by observing her'class if asked.

Mr. Thomas suggested that she try her ideas one at a time to get a clearer
picture of what was working.

Mrs. Blakely questioned whether these efforts were worth so much time and
energy. Mrs. Blakely's friend, MTs7-Town7-asked Mrs. Jones if she didn't
feel she was going beyond the responsibilities of the teacher.

Six other teachers expressed interest and asked to be kept informed.

Four other teachers did not seem interested.

All of the teachers that Mrs. Jones talked to said they had tried one or more
of the kinds of ideas she was planning at some time. In this first round of
questioning, she did not explore these claims in detail.

229
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HANDOUT 69

TRIO SURVEY OF MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Taking into consideration all information on Handouts 65, 66, 67 and 68,
and the alternatives in Mrs. Jones's action plan from Handout 62, work as a
trio and produce appropriate responses to each one of these management
consideration questions from Handout 65.

1. Is there awareness among
those who will be affected
of a need for change?

2. .What are your (Mrs. Jones)
own motives-for desiring
the change-?

3. What are the motives
of those who will be
affected?

4. What is the nature of
your (Mrs.-Jones)
relationship with those
who will be affected?

5. Are those who will be
affected working on
clarifying the situation?

6. Are those affected
involved in considering
how to bring about change?

7. What has to happen to
move from intentions to
making actual change
efforts?

8. Are those affected the
ones carrying out the
plan?

1169

Answer How Things , Answer How You Think
Seem to be Now
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Things Should Be
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Answer How Things
Seem to be Now

9. How will you (Mrs.. Jones)
know if the change has

z really happened?

10. 'If change happens,
0

H69 .

page .2

Answer How You Think
Things Should Be

what support will be
necessary to continue,
in the new way?

11. Are those involved in
the effort more able
to carry out other
change efforts in the
future? .

.2?1

0

.
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HAND6UT 70

j170

, ,

WORK SHEET FOR FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS OF '
FIRST ACTION STER.IN MRS. JOI4ES'S ACTION PLAN\

1. The election of a classroom student coun cil is planned with six members,
two dropping off and being replaced by newly elected members every
two weeks. The function of the council would be to involve fhe class in
problem ide-ntification diagnosis, aation taking and evaluation as a
.continuous procedure. The purpose would be to make actual and desired
norms opeh and invtve all in decisions about how the class should
Verate. The teacher would take the role of helping, the pupils learn
skills of data gathering and feedback and consider the adequacy and
acceptability of procedures as they were tried out.

.Procedure

1. Do an individual force field on the above action step.

2. Rate the changeability of each force in your force field as "hard,"
"medium" or "easy" to change..

3. Share and discuss force fields in trios.

Forces For Forces A ainst

0

Q

0

NJ

O
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0 . HANDOUT 171

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET XII: PLANNING FOR ACTION

0

t*
1. Wien doing a strategyori a\force field to plan action,

you: '(check 'one)

Rank order, the importance of the force
'sr

Rate' each iorce for clarity

Rate each force for changeability

H71

2. In any future RUPS improvehieneproject you undertake, the correct
answers to the following management questions will be:

,

a. Are those who will_be;affected by the change working with you
. on clarifying "the nature of the situation? , r .

c.

Yes, No Maybe

Are those who will be affected bST the change involved in considering
alternative ways 'for 'bringing it about?

'
NoYes Maybe

Are.those who will be affected-by the change the ones carrying
Out the plan to bring about the change?

Yes No Maybe
: ,7

a
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Answers:

1. When doing a stratejy analysis on a force field to plan action, you:

(wrong) Rank order the importance of the forces
(This is part of diagnostic analysis)

(wrong) Rate 'each force for clarity. (This is part of diagnostic analysis)

aright) Rate each force for chang` eability

2. In any future RUPS improvement project you undertake;:the correct
answers to the following management questions will be:

a. Are.those who will be affected by the change working with you
on clarifying the nature of the situation? ,

Yes (wrong) No W.Lrow. Maybe (right)

b. Are those who will be affected by the change involved in considering
alternative ways=for bringing it about? .

Yes (wrong) No (wrong) Maybe .(tigilt)

c. Are those who will be affected by the change the ones carrying
out the plan to bring about the change? .

Yes (wrong) No (wrong) Maybe (right)
4 I,

(Every situation will be unique. In an actual project, the answers to these
questions may be 'yes sometimes and no at other times. When answering
the above questions about any future project, the correct answer has to be
maybe.)

H71
Page 2
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SUBSET XIII:
SMALL GROUP DYNAMICS 145 minutes

'PURPOSE

The activities of this subset are design ow participants:

To become familiar with additional data-gathering toolt

To apply acquired knowledge and skills to a small group planning task and,
objectively analyze the small group's dynintics

To produce a plan for use when explaining the RUPS process "back home"

OBJECTIVES
o

Given a set of procedures; participants will scan and share ideasiound in the
remaining chapters of Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environments.

Given an assignment, the sextetswill produce a plan to explain the RUPS process
to a specific "back home" group. .
Given a planning meeting and Handout 75, "Five Dimensions of Group Growth,"
participants will rate their small group dynamics, analyze and interpret their
ratings.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprint (N23) should be ready for display.

2. 'Paper and pencils

3. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 72:. Agenda for Subset XIII: Small Group rDynaniics
Handout 73: Instructions for/Reading in Diagnosing Classroom Learning

Environments
Handout 74: Planning Assignment
Handout15:" Five Amensions of Group 'Growth
Handout 76: 'Rating of Group Planning Meeting
Handout 77: Composite Rating of Group Planning Meeting-
Handout 78: Assessment of Subset XIII: Small Group Dynamics

235 224
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SUBSET XIII

SCHEDULE MINUTES RATIONALE

1. Introduce
agenda for
Subset XIII

5 This allows participants to structure
appropriate expectations.

2. Review'
RUPS model

A continual reinforcement of the circular
and dynamic nature of the model will
increase the probability of its being
learned by the participants.

3. Read chapters
remaining in
Diagnosing
Classroom
Learning
Environments

25 Familiarizing oneself with additional *-
data- gathering tools Will broaden the
perspective of the participants, as well
as reinforce the concept of evaluation
as a function of the.ongoing process
and integral to it.

4. Plan a session
to explain the
RUPS process
"back home"

45 Planning a presentation of the model. to
a group back home should increase the
probability of participants both
remembering and using it.

5. Read "Five
Dimensions
of Group
Growth"

10 Handout 75,. "Five Dimensions of
Group Growth, " will be read, in the context
of a small group, switching attention
from trios to the dynamies of a small
group. It should provide a base for
applying the trio team-building skills to
work in small groups.

6. Ev-aluateithe
planning
session

10 Rating self on scales derived from
Handout 75 should reinforce the ideas
on that paper, as well as provide an
objective base for the discussion that
follows.

co
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SUBSET XIII

MATERIALS RSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

N23, H72 1. all attention to 472 and N23, pointing out,the sequence
of activities.

.
Nll 2. In this review of the RUPS model stress the tendency of

'people to want to proceed in a straight line from 1 to 2
to 3 and so forth. Reinforce the dynamic nature of the
model, using N11. It usually needs to be a "back up, go
forward, back up, go forward" process.

H73 3. Ask participants to meet in their sextets to use H73.
Explain that following the instructions will give the
participants the opportunity to familiarize themselves with
the rest of the tools. Scanning these chapters will also
give the participants a ehande to broaden their perspective
of kinds of problems they might tackle when they return
home.

H74 4. Inform the sextets they will have 45 minutes in which to
accomplish the task.called for in 1174. Explain that this
task will serve as preparation for study of small group
dynamics in the next steps.

H75 5. Direct the participants to read H75 individually, explaining
that the paper offers a way to look at how groups grow and it-
may furnish ideas for assessing the planning session
just concluded.

H76 6. Refer to H76. Tell the participants to follow the
instructions, explaining that this is a data-gathering step
before a diseussion of the planning session. ti

NO

11.

'?
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SUBSET XIII "(continued)

SCHEDULE MINUTES

7. Composite
rating of group
planning meeting

10

RATIONALE

Producing a composite of individual
ratings is part of analysis from which
the interpretive discussion of the
groups' dynamics can follow.

8. Discussion 'of
what happened
during the -

planning session

30 Discussing their planning session within
the framework provided by Steps 5,6 and
7 will give an opportunity to clarify the

in Handout 75 as well as an
opportunity to practice and reinforce
the team-building skills used throughout
the workshop.

5% This assures the participant helms
mastered the major cognitive learnings:

ou

.07

211 8
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SUBSET MI (continued)

MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

1177 7. Ask participants to meet in their sextets to use H77.
Instruct them to produce a composite group evaluation
of their planning session, following the instructio
given.

8. Direct the participants to discuss their composite ratings.
(H74, H75, n76 and 1177 should be used to guide the
discussion.) Suggest that the sextet discussion might
include the folloWing: (1) the seasons for wide ranges
of pirticipant ratings on any items; (2) what rating means
in terms of how the sextet has developed throughout the
workshoP,along the five dimensions given in 1175; (3)
(3) effect ot,their group process sating on actual commit-
ment to plan produced (how they feel about it and use they
may 'ultimately make of it)., ,

9, ,Give time for participants to answer individually the
- 1178 question on,I-178.

4

f
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N23

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset XIII, Step-1)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XIII: SMALL GROUP DYNAMICS

1. Introduction to Subset XIII agenda

2. Review RUM model .
I

3. Read'remaining chapters In Diagnosing Classroom Learning
Environments 7 .

'4. Sextets plan a session to explain the RUPS 'process to a group
in their own schools

5. Read "Five Dimensions of Group Growth"
i. ,

6., Evaluate the planning session

7. CompoSite rating of group

8. Discussion of what happened during the group planning session

9. Assessment

'1

:t .

240
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HANDOUT 72

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XIII: SMALL GROUP DYNAMICS

To becgme familiar with additional data-gathering tools.

TO apply knoWledge and skills acquired to a small.group
planning task and objectively analyze the small group's

. .dynamics.

TO Produce a plan for use when explaining the RUPS
process in own school.

Given a set of procedures, participants will scan and
share ideas found in the remaining chapters of
Diagnosing Classroom Learning Environments. Given
an assignment, the sextets will produce a plan to explain
the research utilizing problem solving process to a specific
baCk home group. Given a planning meeting and Handout 75,

'"Five Dimensions of Group Growth," participants will
rate their small. group dynamics and analyze and
interpret their ratings.

1. Introduction to Subset XEII agenda

Review RUPS model .

H72

3. Read remaining chapters in Diagnosing Classroom Learning
Environments

4. Plan a session to explain the RUPS process ;'back home"

5. Read "Five Dimensions of Group Growth"

6. Evaluate the planning session,

..p

7. Composite rating of-group

8. Discussion of what happened during the group planning session

9. Assessment

241-
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HANDOUT 73

INSTRUCTIONS FOR READING IN
'DIAGNOSING CLASSROOM LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS" ,

Task: Rapidly scan remaining chapters of Diagnosing Classroom
Learning Environments in sextets.

Procedure: 1. Each person in the sextet accepts the a, pment to
scan one of the remaining chapters in th., book. The
chapters should be read in a rapid, skimming manner.
Major tools for evaluating should be noted ,for sharing
duringthe sextet discussion.

2. In -the sextet, share and discuss major data gathering
tools in the six: chapters. Focus on helping each other
identify and clarify the major evaluating tools. Pay
particulav attention to the fact that evaluating is viewed
as an"ongoing procesi, closely related to other
classroom processes.,

, 2 r2

H73
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HANDOUT

PLANNING ASSIGNMENT

To design a one-hour session that any of you could ptit
on for a faculty of thirty with the purpose of giving them .

an. understanding of the RUPS.process.
,r

OUR PLAN FOR A ONE-HOUR SESSION

243
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HANDOUT 75

FIVE DIMENSIONS OF GROUP GROWTH

H 75

There are-five dimensions along which groups typically develop and grow.
t.

They have to do with clarity about membership, influence, feelings, individual

differences and productivity. People in new groups tend to concern themselves
o

with these dimensions in the order just given.
A

Membership:

When you become part of a new group, the first thing you're apt to care

about is what it Wi1I mean to be a member. How Will others expect you to act?

When should you speak and how do you go about it? If you say something as a

joke, will others, laugh or will they think you are being serious? Is it all right

to come late, to leave early, to smoke, to dress informally? Will membership

in this group hold the same values and attitudes? Will membership in this group

facilitate or conflict with other roles you have in life? Will membership in this

group be stimulating, boring, exciting, threatening, rewarding, inconsequential?

As the meaning of membership becomes clearer, attention generally turns

to questions of Influence.- Who is the leader of this group? Is there'a chairman?

How do decisions get made? In what ways do people try to influence each ,other?

Are individuals open to letting others influence them? What opportunities arg
O

there for yoU'to influence or carry leadership functions? Are there individuals

in the group who care more about the power of being leaders thaw-they do about

the goals and issues of the group?'
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H75
Page 2

Feelings
0

As norms of membership and influence become clear, the expression of

feelings becomes,increaaingly important. When others like an idea or action, do

they say so? When there Is boredom, frustration or Apr, is this shared openly
1M1

so that it can be worked out constructively? Can yott express your feelings freely

as they occur so you don't have to bottle them and let them build up to a point where

they burst through inappropriately? Do people wait until they "get out, the door" to

tell. one or two colleagues how they "really felt about the meeting"? Is the

expreSsion of negative feelings seen as 'honest feedbtick that can help, rather thin

as a destructive attack? Again, is expression of positive feelings seen as honest

feedback, rather than as simply trying to influence or "gild the lily"?
4

Individual Differences

Each member of a group represents certain unique experiences, knowledge

ad skills. Few groups seem to reach a point where they take maximum advantage
.

...
of these individt41 differences. It's rather common for members of a group to '

. ,,. ,

reach a level of sharing feelings where each sees the others as' likable because
_

they are pretty muclvthe game as himself. This is sometimes referred to as the

Aoneymoon stage." If enough trust develops, the members may begin to. be able
D

to both recognize and value the individual differences that each posses6es. A new

set of questions takes on meaning. Do the members take time and effort to learn

abbut experiences, attitudes, ldiowledge, 'values, skills and ideologies of each
. .

other? Does each work at sharing his own ideas in order to get others' reactions
. -.,

and different ways of looking at issues? Do they It each other know they appreciate

these differences even when they don't necessarily 'agree with them?
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Productivity

1175

Page 3

Most groups exist for a purpose that involves some kind of product. It might

simply be to have fun together. It might be to build better mousetraps or to improve

the learning experiences :of children. The product of many groups tends toward

4
.

a "lowest common denominator" of that potential which the individuals in thd group

are capable. Depending on how norms of membership, influence, feelings and .

individual differences get worked out, a group can reach a level.of creative

productivity. Ideas of different individuals can be combined into better new ideag

which no one would have thought of alone. These questions become important.

How much energy goes into arguing about which ideas are "better" or "right" as
S.

compared to energy spent on developing new ideas from combining da ones?

Is effort spent on diagnosing situations to bring out underlying issues? When
4

problems,are praised, is 'there a value for working them through thoroughly as

opposed to moving quickly toward action? Do members take the time to seek

your reactions and ideas? Do the norms of the group's organization support

time and ways for you to, give your reactions and ideas?

Results

There are two kinds of rests from the ways a new group works out

these five dimensions of its growth. One concer:s task accomRlishment.

Tasks may be accomplished efficiently or inefficiently; thoroughly or only

partially, with high quality or in a shoddy manner. The other kind of. result
.%

has tondo with maintenance of the group. There may, be high esprit de corps.

where individuals are pleased and excited to be members. There may be

confusion and frustration where individuals readily leave the group.
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HANDOUT 6

RATING OF GROUP PIANNING MEETING

6

Instructions: 'Circle the number on each scale which comes closest to being
s, your assesSmeneof the planning meeting just completed.

1. How clear were you about your membership role in the sextet?

176

, :, . --
. ./ 1 /, 2 r 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 7 8 / 9 r 10 / .11 / 12 /

V
,; Completely 'Clear on some things, Completely

confused confused about others . :clear

c.
2. How' completely did you 'share you' ideas in the meeting?

/ / 2 / /=1/ 5 / 6 / 8 / 9

Isdid_not -
share any
of ray ideas

I shared about half .of
my ideas

10 / 11 / 12 /

I completely
shared every
idea that
occurred to me

4
3. To what extent were 'your efforts to influence the meetirig,Succeisful?

/ = 1 /\ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /,7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12 /

Nothing I dicl had any About half o
influence onsthe group_ influenced t

mysattempts
e group

4

I strongly
influenced the'
group every time.
I tried

_How clearly did you,commtmicate your positive and negative feelings when you
were aware of theni?

/ 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12, /

Not at, all - -no
one knows hbw I
was feeling

I 'communicated to them
clearly half of the
time

24 7

Contpletely
clear to
everyone
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H76
Page 2

6. How clear were-you abOut how thers were feeling in the sextet?

7 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 1 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 b.n. / 12 /

I was cigar abOut half I knew exactly
of the group how everyone felt

I had no idea about
how: anyone felt

1.!

- .6. To what extdt did the team benefit from the unique contribution of each person
inV? (By. virtue of hid role in the system, training, experience, etc. )

/ 2 / 4 / / 6 / 7 / 8 / / 11 / 12

Not at-all--no
real benefit
from anyone,

7,

About- 50-50 Completely--.
benefited from
everyone in the
group as ,much
as posSible,

`7. To what extent did the team work at discovering how yourdnique-background
and. role could contribute to what was .going on?

.

/ T / 2 / 3 7 4, / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 /-9: / 10./ 11 t/ 12- /

//

They didn't find out
anything about me that,
would' haire helped

They got about half of
the contribdtion I
could have made

8. How'productive w4s the work. of the sextet?'

1 / 2 / 3 / 4 V. h / 6 7 ,7 / 8 / 9
ti

Completely
unproductive--.
nothing worthwhile .

About-hall as p,roductive
as We could have been

They found out
everything about
the that could be
of any

Very productive:---,
as much as
possibly could
have been done

9. How creative was the plan produced? (For example, actively testing and
-building on each other's ideas)

/ 1 / 2 3 '/ 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12 /

. Not creative at all- -
the plan came out of the
lowest common denominator
of ideas from the group

About 50-50

248

Extremely creative
plan--is better than
,anyone could have
come up with alone
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HANDOUT 77

COMPOSITE RATING OF
GROUP PLANNING,MEETING

Instructions; 1. Record the ratings 'on this chart as each
individual reports his ratings for each item.

2. Circle the point on each scale where the largest number
of ratings occur. For example, if two consecutive numbers
eabh bave three ratingS, circle both numbers.

/ /
1

P

3. Connect the circles with a line, producing a profile of jour
group work during the planning session.

1
11 12

..
1. t ss/ / / / / / / 1 -/

1, , a 3 4 .:5 6 7 8 9 :10

2. / '/ / /f-r
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 '9 10

>4 / ,

3. / / <.= / / , / / / , / / /
1 2 3 '4 5 6' 7 8 9 10

4. / % / / / / / / ,/ %

1 2. -23 4 .5 6 7 8 9 10
. ...

/ / - -/ /n / / /. / / /
,''

2 3 ,"-- 6- 7 9 10

" 6. . /: u / / ' /' / / / / / '*/ ,

1 , 3 4 5 6 a 7 . 8 9 10

-, 7. /, V / / / / / / /

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -10

8. / / / / / / / / / /
1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9 10

9. / , / / / / / / / / /
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

249
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11, 12

/ / /
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7

/ / V
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. HANDOUT 78

ASSESSMENT' OF SUBSET XIII: -SMALL GROUP DYNAMICS

1. The five dimensions of group growth are: (check five)

Consgnsus
s

Membership

Task Accomplishment

Influence

Reward System

-r

0

250

Feelings

Structure

Individual Differences

Productivity

Maintenance-
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Answers:

I. The five dimensions of group growth are: (check five)

.r.

(wrong) Consensus (right) Feelings

(ri&ht) Membership (wrong) Structure

.-H78

Page 2

(wrong) Task Accomplishment (right) Individual Differences

(right) , influence . (right) Productivity

(wrong) Reward'System (wrong), Maintenance
A

<).

f.

I
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SUBSET XIV:
PLANNING'YOUR BACIS HOME RUBS.PROJECT 180 minufes

The activities of this subset are designed to allow the participants:

To begin work on identifying a real problem for a back home RUPS
improvement prCjict

.
Ta review and reinforce the RUPS model and other Major cognitive
learnings of the workshop

OBJECTIVES
O

,
$ .

Given instructions ,and support materials, each participant will write problem
statements, and a force field analysis aback home RUPS project. With
reference to guidelines.and'criteila given in earlier subsets,. these statements
will be critiqued,in sextets.

Given instructions, each participant will do a force field on his abilities to follow
through on a balk home RURS project and share these in his sextet. Two follow
through meetings will be specified. Witkreference to the assessment handouts
from all subsets, participants will review all major cognitive learnings to insure
mastery. P'

LEADER PREPARATION- 53

1. Newsprint

2. Newsprint

3. Newsprint

.o.
C

(N24) should be.rfeady for display...
t .

and telt.rtip.pen's fOr use during Step 3.

(425) should be ready for use during the critique in Step 4.

4. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS c.

Handout 79:
Handout 80:
Handout 81:
Handout 82:
Handout 83:
Handout 84:

Agenda for Subset XIV: Planning Your Back Home RUPS Project
Back Home problem Statement and Force Field Analysis
Plans for a RUPS Project
Force Field on Myself
Planscfor Followup Sessions I and II
Assessment of Subset XIV: Planning_Your Back Home RUPS Project
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SUBSET,XIV

SCHEDULE``

1. Introduce .

agenda for
Subset XIV

1

MINUTES

5

RATIONALE

This allows the participants to structure
appropriate expectations.

?.. Discuss
possible
back home
problems for
a RUPS project

10 Haiing sextets discuss possible problems
to work on at home promotes a range
of considerations.

3.. Write a
back hOnie
problem
statement
and force.
fieldanalysis

30 This begins the back home follow through
project in the content of teamwork
relationships which have developed
during the workshop.

4. Critique each 45
,other's problem
statements-and
force field,
analyses

1 1

This provides assessment of skills
applied in beginning to formulate the
back home projects.-

5. Overview of
back home RUPS

'project guidance
materials

30 This familiariies participants with the
forms provided to use in carrying out '

their back home RUPS project and
anticipates sharing of the two followup
meetings.
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MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

SUBSET XIV

H79, N24 1. Call attention to H79 and -N24, introducing the sequence
of activities :for the subset.

\
F

2. Have the
.

participants meet in their sextets. Ask them
to take 10 minutes to discuss the kinds of problems they
think they might like to work on at home. ,Explain that
their discussion willserve as preparation for the ,next step,
which they will dii individually. .

,

H8b 3. Direct the participants to use H80 to answer individually a
problem statement for a goal they really wantto "work "<s

on'when they get home, and do a force field analysis of
their improvement goal. :1Itemind them of Aandouts 6
and 19 which give criteria and guidelines. Distribute
sheets of newsp,rint and felt-tip pens on which they are to
copy their statement and force field explaining that,the
critique will be written. .Emphasize this is the start of
the badk home follow throUgh 'project.

N25, 4. Direct participants to post their newsprint problein
. statements and analyses on, the wall. Announce a \

'general critique that followS directions posted oirN25.
Explain that the, critique ,should be asAhorough as possible.
PirticIpantg should continually check what they are reading

- --against the criteria. Reinforcethe first direction that
participant's should critique as many pioducts as possible
in the time available. , \

. . 4 . , I

.
. H81 5. Refer to 1181. Take time to go through the entire

workbook with participants, showing that all necessary
instructions are given and that there are extra fprms for
the various parts of the process. Stress that there wi I
be two followup'meetings of the trios in the coming we ks.
Point out possible options in case a meeting of the'enti7

v workshop for these sessions is not feasible.

243
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SUBSET XIV (continued)

SCHEDULE MINUTES, RATIONALE

. 6. Individuals 10 'Provickes a chance to identify
write a force .. resistances'.
field about
carrying out
back honie
RUPS project

aT

7. Sextets
share
individual
force fields

20 _

4

PrOvides teamwork support, for
considering ways to overcome
resistances and strengthen facilitative
forces.

8. Announce
plans for-,.
followup
sessions

5 Specifies expectations for followup
meetings.

Y

9. Review 25 Reinforces cognitive learnings and -
assessments assures participants of their mastery.

/ 1
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MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL ST.RATEGY .

. 1

\

H82:, 6. Refer toili82. Tell the particip is to follow the
, instructions on this handout. inounce that these,

personal forces for and againsidoing a back home

SUBSET XIV (continued)

project will be shared in the sextets.

7. Direct the participants
probabilities in sextets.

are their fields on

I

H83 . 8. -Direct participants to.H83. Individuals Should enter
the dates, tines and places for their followup trio

1

sessions.
.I

.- t......_ i
,,

H84 9. Direct participants to 84. Referthemto the assessment
(Refer to handouts from each of e previous subsets. -Emphasize
13 previous . the impbrtance of thei mastering the cognitive learnings
assessment of these assessments s they move now toward, carrying
handouts)

.
out their own real RU. S project. Note that H84 which '-

-.ri

, ,

assesses.their knowle ge otthe RUPS
.
model is. especially'

,

importantas a guide t Condueting a RUPS.project: Ask
them to review individ any all the assessment handouts ,

.

to be:sure they have mastered the,cognitive learnings.
(Handouts .4,%12, 17, 23;27, 34, ,38`,.&, 49,:55, 63, ! '
71, 78)
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N24

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have./ready to use in Subset MV; Step 1)

, AGENDA FOR SUBSET XIV: PLANNING YOUR'
.BACK HOME RUPS PROJECT

1. Introduction: to Subset XLV agenda

2. Discussion of possible back home problems fora RUPS project

3. Write a back home problem statement and force field analysis

'4.

J.

Critique each other's problem state ents and force field analyses

4
,

I e
Overview of back home RUPS project guidance materials-

6. Write an, individual force hield a ut carrying out back home
RUPS project..

fj I
st

7. Share individual force fields in extet

8. Announce plans for followup sessions

9. Review assessment

O

N24

4
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HANDOUT 19

H79

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XIV: PLANNING YOUR BACK HOME RUPS PROJECT

Purpose: To begin work on identifying a real problem and plap, for a back
home RUPS improvement project"

To review and reinforce the RUPS model and other major
cognitive learnings of the workshop

Objective: Given instructions and support materials, each participant'ivill
write problem statements and a force field analysis for a back
home RUPS projects With references to guidelines and criteria
givelS in earlier subsets,, these statements will be critiqued in
sextets: Given' instructions, each participant will do a force
field on following through on a back home RUPS project to share
in sextets. Two follow through meetings will be specified.. With
reference to the assessment handouts from all subsets, participants
will review all major coinitive.learnings to insure mastery.

Step-:: 1;
2.

3.

-4.
2

Introduction to Subsek,XIV agenda
,:.

Discussion of possible back home problems for. a RUPS,project

Write a back home. problem statement and force field analysis
L. .

Critique each 'ether's problem statements and force field
-- analyses F

5. Overview) of back hatme RUPS project g=uidance materials

1 \
6. Write an individual force field on carrying out back home

RUPS prdject , `>

i ' y

7. Share individual fbrce fields in Sextet

8. AnnounCe plans for followup sessions

9. Review assessment

258
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(1,

H80

2

HANDOUT 80

BACK HOME PROBLEM STATEMENT AND FORCE FIELD ANALYSis

1. Statement of a problemq think I want to 'work off:

r,

.

Force field analysis of my improvement goal:

Goal:

Take the last five minutes of this period to copy your problem statement and
force field on newsprint for othprs to critique..

Instructions: 1. Write your problem statenient and force field analysis on
a largelpiece of newsprint

2. Post your newsprint with another piece of newsprint next
to it for written critiques from others
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1480

Page 2 .

This space is for motes you may wish to copy from the critique statements
-which others wrote on your newsprint,e .1

Ciitique of problom statement:

I.

Critique of force field analysis:

ti

o

0

5 4

a

4 or

26.0
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N25

(Copy this 't ample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset XIV, Step 4)

DIRECTIONS FOR CRITIQUE

1. Read the statements as posted, get to as many as possible during time
allowed.

2. On the newsprint provided write any critique you may have of the problem
statement and/or the force field., ,

3. Sign yolk critique.

0

261
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HANDOUT 81

PLANS FOR A RUPS PROJECT
0

/This folder contains a number of blank forms to use as an aid in carrying out
a real RUPS project ba'ck home. It is suggested you use these and keep em
filed in chronological order to refer to as a way of keeping track of your
progress.

H8

Form 1 is for keeping track of when you are working on ditfe ent
parts of the RUPS model

Form 2 is for writing statements of your problem

Form 3 is for writing force fields

Form 4 is for making data-gathering plans

Form 5 is for stating results from data, deriving implica ions
and listing possible action alternatives

Form 6 is for stating action plans

Form 7 is for recording major changes and goals:achievt'ed

There may not be enough blank forms for your project. If you/need additional
copies of any form, simply write them out for yourself on 'blank sheetwof

262
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H81
Page 2

FORM 1

PROGRESS RECORD OF A RUPS PROJECT

This RUPS project is concerned with:

Approdmate dates that I worked on different phases of the RUPS project are
recorded below.

Date Phase

1. The phases of the RUPS
2. model are listed below as
3. a reminder. You may re-
4. peat some of these plans
.5. several times in carrying
6. out a project
7.
8. - Identify concern
9.

10. - Diagnose situation
11.
12. - Consider action
13. alternatives
14.
15. - Test selected
16. , alternatives
17.
18. - Adopt and diffuse
19.
20. - Retrieve knowledge
21. of setting -

263

- Derive implication
from knowledge of
setting

- Retrieve scientific
knowledge

- Derive implications
from scientific
knowledge

252



FORM 2

PROBLEM STATEMENT NO.

1181

Page 3

264

253,



Goal:

Date:

FORM 3

FORCE FIELD NO.

H81
Page 4

Forces For Forces A ainst

265
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H81
Page 5

41
Date:

FORM 4

DATA-GATHERING PLAN No.

Force about which data is to be gathered:

From whom (37: where) data is to be gathered;

Way in which data is to be gathered (tools, observation plan, questions to
be asked, etc.):

266
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H8I
Page 6

Date:

FORM 5

RESULT, IMPLICATIONS AND ACTION ALTERNATIVES

A major result from the data is:

One,implication that can be derived from this result is:

Some action alternatives that might deal with this implication are:

Another implication that can be derived from this result is:

Some action alteinatives that might deal with Clis implication are:

Another implication that can be derived from this result is:

Some action alternatives that might deal with this implication are:
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H81
Page 7

Date:

FORM 6

STATING ACTION PLANS

The major parts of the action plan include:

Resources I have considered in carrying out the action plan include (e.g. ,
management considerations, helping relationships,' own initiative, etc.):

263O
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H81
Page 8

Date:

FORM 7

. MAJOR CHANGES AND GOAL PREPARED

A major change in the forces of the problem that has taken place:

Concrete evidence that this change has :taken place in the forces:

A major goal that has been achieved:

Concrete evidence that this goal has been achieved:

26
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HANDOUT 82

FORCE FIELD ON MYSELF

Instructions: Identify the forces for and against your moving ahead to carry
out a RUPS improvement project back home.

4

FORCES WHICH WILL AFFECT THE PROBABILITY
OF MY DOING A RUPS PROJECT

Forces For Forces A ainst

270
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HANDOUT 83

PLkNS FOR FOLLOWUP SESSIONS I AND II

Followup Session I` will be held on
(date)

at o'clock. We will meet at
(time)

The meeting will end at
(time)

Followup Session II will be held on

0

(place)

o'clock.

(date)

O

at o'clock. We will meet at
(time) (place)

The meeting will end a o'clock.
(time)

H83

The purpose of the two followup sessions is to help each other analyze progress
aI plans for your back home RUPS projects. You will meet and work in your

?,-inal workshop trios. You are to. bring all of the materials from the work-
, to these sessions so that you will have them to refer to if needed. You

co bring any materials you have developed as part of your actual back home
RUPS project. You will help each other consider where you are and what
steps are needed next in relation to the RUPS model. You will critique problem
statements, force fields, data-gathering plans and resifits,-action plans and
outcomes.
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H84

HANDOUT 84

ASSESSMENT OF SUBSET XIV: PLANNING YOUR BACK HOME RUPS PROJECT

1. Fill in the missI g labels in the empty boxes of the Research Utilizing Problem Solving Model below.

SCIENTIFIC
KNOWLEDGE

THE PROCESS
0

.-KNOWLEDGE
OF YOUR
SETTING

270
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H84
Page 2

Answer:

1. Fill in the missing labels in the empty boxes of the Research Utilizing Problem Solving Model below.

SCIENTIFIC THE PROCESS

Identify a Concern 1

KNOWLEDGE,
OF YOUR
SETTING

Theory

Research

Consider Action Alternatives

Test Selected Alternatives

Needs

Resources

Innovations

Adopt and-Diffueie

273
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SUBSET XV:
FOLLOWUP SESSION I - 195 minutes

PURPOSE

The activities of this subset are designed tb provide support for carrying out a
back home RUPS proj.pct and further.praetice in applying RUPS skills.

OBJECTIVES

Given reference to previous RUPS workshop handouts, participants will apply
criteria' o analyzing each other's progress in 'implementing skills while
carrying out a real RUPS project. Each participant will further explicate
plans for support and the next Steps of his project.

LEADER PREPARATION

1. Newsprint sheet (N26) should be ready for display.

2. Paper anci-pepcils

3. PARTICIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 85: Agenda for Subset XV: Followup Session I
Handout_86: _Analyzing Progress of a RUPS Project
Handout 87: Developing Back Home Support to Carry Out a RUPS Project
Handout 88: Next Steps of My RUPS Project

274
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SUBSET XV:

SCHEDULE'

1.

2.

3.

4.

,5.

..6.

MINUTES RATIONALE

Introduce
agenda kn.

5

Subset 3b7

Discuss'
rewards and
frustrations
of individual

15

RUPS projects

Analyze
progress of

90

RUPS projects

I
,.

Consider
support,
needed

30

11,

Plan next
steps

20

share plans 30.

7, tate, time of
1 ext sesrion

I .

This allows participants to structure
appropriate expectations.

This initiates shiririg of RUPS projects
beginning with aspects which are most
relevant emotionally.,t

/ .

,.' WOrk in theirios takes vantage of
helping normsdevelo duriitg the
wor'kehop..- This should.increase the
validity of applying the RUPS skills
criteria to analyzing progress:

I

This activity emphaSizes*va,lue'of seeking
back home teamwork support, comparable
to the trio, tOstipport conditions that
have, been experienced.

This directs attention to clarifying
next actions and- rnakinga psychological '
commitment -to them.

This provides oppoitunity for critique
and socially reinforced commitment.

. .

This assurqs shared awareness-of next
meeting tine aritd-place and the

;need to brizitg materials.
I ,

V

II
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MATERIALS INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

BSET XV

1185, N26 1. Refer to H85 and N26 in reviewing the agenda. Note that
participants will work in the original workshop trios
throughout this session.. - 1

1

In trios, each person is to share briefly the most rewarding
and the most frustiating experience encimntered thus far in
working on a RUPS project:

H86' 3. Instruct participants to use 1186 to help analyze each other's
progress in carrying out RUPS projects. Working in trios,

ethey will have 30 minutes to work on each member's project.

H87, 4. Instruct participants to use H87 as a guide in helping trio,
members consider support they need in continuing to carry
out their RUPS projects A

H88 5. Direct participants to spend 10 minutes alone using H88 to
specify plans for next steps to take,on their RUPSprojects.

0

6. Have participants share plans for next steps in ti ios.
A'

n\7.- Announce the ti e and place.of Session II. I Remind
participants itio theiir mat ri is froin the origirial
workshop anditheiribackthome U!'S pixects.,
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N26

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset XV, Step 1,

AGENDA FORSUBSET XV: FOLLOWUP SESSION I

1. Introduction to Subset XV agenda

2. Discuss rewards and frustrations of RUPS projects

3. Analyze progress of RUPS projects

4. Consider support needed

5. Plan next steps

6. Share plans

7. State time of next session

4.

277
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HANDOUT 85

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XV: FOLLOWUP SESSION I

Purpose: To provide support for carrying out back home RUPS projects
and further practice in applying RUPS skills.

Objective: Given reference to previous RUPS workshop handouts,
participants will apply criteria to analyzing each other's
progress in implementing skills while carrying out, a real
RUPS project. 'Each participant will further explicate plans
for support and the next steps of his project.

'r

1. Introduction to Subset XV agenda

2. Discuss rewards and frustrations of RUPS projects

3. Analyze progress of RUPS projects

4. Consider support needed

5. - Plan the next steps

6. Share plans

7. State time of next session

278
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HANDOUT 86

ANALYZING PROGRESS OF A RUPS PROJECT

It is suggested that you use the following ideas to help other trio members consider the progress being
made on their RUPS projects.

First: Help the person consider where he is on the RUPS diagram. Which phases of the RUPS process
has he covered? Has he cycled back to repeat same phases in light of new information gained? What
evidence can he show of the phases he has been through? What phase is he in right now? Is he clear
about this? Are his current efforts appropriate or does it appear that he should be in a different phase
,right now? Use the diagram of the RUPS model below to work out the answers to these questions with him.

__ _may draw on_ _ _ _THE PROCESS_ _ __may draw on..._ _ _KNOWLEDGE
KNOW LEDGE OF THE

E DU CA TIONA L
SETTING

Theory

Research c.)

Findings

Methodologya.

0
z

0

[Identification of a Conner:11

IA

............::.-in
1

Diagnosis of the Situatimi "RP-.................
.

0

w
in
Z

P
.t
c.)

rmulating Action Alternativesex------latives ...e-

1

,...

a
Z

1 IOz

c.)
A

Feasibility Testing f Selected
A' ternativei? Includin Training

and \EValuatio

V
i
A

.

-sa F3 -14Priority
gof Needs
C)

Resources

0
It .existing

g Innovations

8
1 I
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Page 2

Second: Critique the quality of the work done so far. Were the four guide-
line questions clearly answered in writing the problem statement(s)?
Are the forces in force field stated specifically .enough to know who
to go to and what to ask in order to clarify a force? Are force fields
rank ordered for importance and rated for clarity? Was data
collectedin order to clarify forces in the force field? Were results,
from data written out and implications derived from them prior to
considering action alternatives? Was action planned using force
fields to consider ways to strengthen and/or weaken specific
forces? Is there any objective data to show that any forces have
been changed or that measurable objectives have been reached?
Some, or all, of these questions should be answerable depending
on how far the RUPS project has proceeded.

ti
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H87

HANDOUT 87

DEVELOPING BACK HOME SUPPORT TO
CARRY OUT A RUPS PROJECT

There are two important ways to think about developing back home support
to carry out a RUPS project. One has to do with support for yourself as you
work on the project. The other has to do with the involvement and
commitment of others who can contribute to success of the project.

Support for Yourself

Most of us benefit a great deal from the kinds of relationships and activities
shared by the trios in the RUPS workshop training. Your fellow trio members
may be from your home school setting. If so, consider whether there are
additional persons in your school setting with whom you could work at building
these kinds of helper-helpee relationships. If not, how can you start from
scratch to build such relationships? Your ability to use the RUPS process and
skills give you one 'kind of support. The help yOu can get from colleagues who
are. also skilled in RUPS often adds critical perspective to your efforts. Working
with the help of others in your school setting can have added advantages of
their gaining from knowledge of your work. It also can build norms among a
school staff of sharing innovations, helping each other's professional growth,
using an experimental approach to deal openly with problems and forming
trust.

Support for the Project

The success of your RUPS project depends on the kind of involvement and
commitment that you elicit from others. This in turn largely depends on hew
you answer:alb management questions. Many successful RUPS projects have
been especially creative in ways of i volving pupils. In some situati ns, pupils
have een involved in using the" fore field techniques, data gathering and analysis.
As rio eit earlier, there is no advanc prescription. You must diagn se what
make the most, sense in your 'situation. Hare again are the management questions
for yo o consider. If

r

1

1. Is t ere' awarene s among tho e pho w1ili be affected by the proposed
Change that a change is neede ?I'

2. What are your.own motives - -why do you.desire to see this c ange borne
"' about?

3. What are -the motives, present or potential, among those who will be
affected for desiring to see this change come about?

4. What is the nature of your, relationship with those who will be affected by
this change?

5. Are those who will be affected by the change working with you on clarifying
what the nature of the gituation is?
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6. Are those who will be affected by the change involved in considering
alternative ways for bringing it about?

7. If you and others have arrived at a point of having some clear intentions
for change, what has to happen in order to move from the stage of having
good intentions to the stage of making actual change efforts ?

8.) Are those who will be affected by the change the ones who are carrying
out the plan to bring about the change?

9. How will you know if the change has really happened, and if so, why it
haPpened or didn't happen?

10. If the change has happened, what support will be necessary in order for
it to continue in the new way ?

11. Are those who were involved in this effort now more able to carry out
other change efforts in the future ?

0

!'I
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HANDOUT 88

NEXT STEPSOF.MY RUPS PROJECT

Outline brieflyeloWilie next steps you plan to take in carrying out your
RUPS project, This will be for sharing and criticizingin your trio. Be
clear- about how these steps fit into the RUPS model diagram. Be ready to
discuss how your present data and analyses lead logically to these next steps.
Be ready to discuss how the way you" plan to carry Out these steps speaks to
your needs for back home support and to answering possible management
questions.

My next steps will be. . .

I

H88
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SUBSET XVI:,
FOLLOWUP SESSION II.

PURPOSE

180 minutes

'These activities are designed to provide support for carrying out back home RUPS
projects.and further_practice in applying skills.

OBJECTIVES

Given reference to previous,RUPS workshop handouts, participants will apply
criteria to analyzing each other's progress in implementing skills while carrying,
out a real RUPS project. Each participant will further explicate plans to support
desired changes. and share-this RUPS project experience.

LEADER REPARATION

1. `Newsprint sheet (N27) should be ready for display.

2. Paper and pencils

3. PAR'17,CIPANT MATERIALS

Handout 89: Agenda for Subset XVI: Followup Session II
Handout 90: Analyzing Progress of a RUPS Project
Handout 91: Developing Back Lome Support to Maintain a Desired Change
Handout 92: My Plans for Further Sharing

284
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SUBSET XVI

SCHEDULE
vio

MINUTES.- RATIONALE

1. Introduce 5 This allows participants to structure
agenda for appropriate expectations. .

Subset XVI ,

2. Discuss-what
should have
been different

15 This activity initiates-sharing on emoti^nally
relevant aspects and supports a work
norm of critical-review.

3. Analyze 90 Work in trios takes adVantage of helping
progress of norms developed in the workshop. This
RUPS projects should increase the validity of applying

RUPS skills criteria to analyzing
progress:

4, Consider 30 This introduces the concept of need for
support for maintaining change as an addition to
change concepts of how to bring change 'about.

5. Plan further 10 This is to orient participants toward
sharing back home sharing similar to the kinds

of sharing experience in the workshop
setting.

'6. Consider
oth RUPS
pr jepts

274

30 This supports commitment o follo
sharing and follow through u of th
RUPS\process.
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MATERIALS --INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

H89, N27

SUBSET XVI

1. R efer to H89 and N27 in reviewing the, agenda. Note that
participants will work in the original workshop trios.

. In trios, instruct each person to briefly shale one thing he
'would do differently if he were starting his RUPS project

.._ -

over at the beginning.

H90 3.- Direct participants to use 1190 to help analyze each other's
progress in carrying out RUPS projects. Working in trios,
they will have 30 minutes to work oil each member's project.

fl

H91 4. Direct participants to read H91 and discuss in trios their
ideas about ways to maintain desired changes.

H92 5. -Direct participants to read and react individually
to H92.

Direct participants o sh re in trios their ideas about
urther sharing froth 119'2 and alio consideation,of other

ROPS projects they righ\ wish to undertake:
\

286 275
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NEWSPRINT SHEET N27

(Copy this sample on a large sheet of newsprint
and have ready to use in Subset XVI, Step 1)

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XVI: FOLLOWUP SESSION II

1. Introduction to Subset XVI agenda

2. Discuss what should have been different

3. Analyze progress, of RIPS projects

4. Coxisider support for change

5. Plan further sharing

6. Consider other RUPS projects

O
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HANDOUT 89

AGENDA FOR SUBSET XVI: FOLLOWUP SESSION II

Purpose: To provide support for carrying out back home RUPS projects
and further practice in applying RUPS ,

H89

I

0

Objective: Given reference to previous RUPS workshop handouts, participants
will apply criteria to analyzing each other's progress in implementing
skills while carrying out a real RUPS project. Each participant
will further explicate plans to support'desired changek and
share his RUPS project experience. .

Ste 1. Int'oduction to Subset XVI agenda

2. Discuss what should have been different

3. Analyze progress of HOPS projects

4. Consider support for change

5. Plan further sharing

6. Consider dther RUPS projects

O

9
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H90

HANDOUT 90

ANALYZING PROGRESS OF A RUPS PROJECT

It is.suggested that you use the following ideas to help other trio members consider the progress being
made on their RUPS projects.

First: Help the person consider where he is on the RUPS diagram. Which phases of the RUPS process
has he covered? Has he cycled back to repeat some phases in light of new information gained? What
evidence can he snow of the phases he has been through? What phase is he in right now? rs he clear
about this? Are his current efforts appropriate or does it appear that he should be In a different phase
right now? Use the diagram of the RUPS model below to work out the answers to these questions with him.

SCIENTIFIC-41_ _ __may-draw on THE PROCESS ----- may draw on- -- -IN-KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE OF THE

EDUCATIONAL
SETTING

2
Theory

Research
Findings

Methodologym..
E-0

41'

11010

Identification of. a Concern

O
-411

[Diagnosis of the Situation,

O
0

--ad Formulating Action Alternatives

a,

O

0

0V

Feasibility Testing of Selected

rzl

Alternatives, Including Training
and Evaluation

Adoption and Diffusion of Good
Alternatives
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0
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Innovations
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H90
Page 2

Second: Critique the quality of the work done sb far. Were the four guideline
questions clearly answered in writing the problem statement(s)? Are the forces
in force fields stated specifically enough to know who to go to and what to ask in
order to clarify a force? Are force fields rank ordered for importance and rated
for clarity? Was data collected in order to clarify forces in the fdrce field? Were
results from data written out and implications derived from them prior to considering
action alternatives? Was action planned using force fields to consider ways to
strengthen and/or weaken specific forces? Is there any objective data to show that
any forces have changed or that measurable objectives have been reached? Some, or
all, of these questions should be answerable depending on how far the RUPS project
has proceeded.

0
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H91

0 At,

HANDOUT 91

DEVELOPING BACK HOME SUPPORT TO MAINTAIN A DESIRED CHANGE

At the beginning-of the RUPS workshop, a problem was defined as existing

when there is a difference between the way things are now and the way someone

would like them to be. The force field technique describes things as being the

way they are at any given time because of the balance of forces that could push

them toward and away from a goal. The goal is a specific statement of how you

would like things to be. You move toward the goal by changing the current

balance of forces. But, in many change projects, things don't stay changed.

A goal may be reached for a short period of time. Then old forces begin to

operate again. Things slide back toward their original pattern. °Not enough

attention was given to ways to maintain the forces needed to carry on the desired

change.

Usi to now, you may have used RUPS skills primarily to consider ways to
. .

bring about a desired change. Important additional actions may occur to you by

using these techniques to consider what will be needed to maintain a desired

change. What would a force field of forces for and against maintaining the goal,

once reached,,look like? It might be somewhat different than the ones you've

used in considering how to move toward the goal! How would you answer the

management questions in terms of maintaining the change? You might answer some

of them differently than when you were working to bring the change about. You

might also need to consider some different kinds of support for yourself in

maintaining the change.
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. HANDOUT 92

MY PLANS FOR 'URTHER SHARING

Things you have learned from the successes and failures of your RUPS
projects can help others. Understanding of the RUPS process and its skills°
can also be shared. There are many forces for and against effective
sharing in the field of education. Your RUPS training ?robably makes you
more sophisticated than most educators in thinking about this problem.
If youwere to accept the challenge.of sharing knowledge of your RUPS,
project'and the RUPS process with others in Your back home setting, how
would you go about it? Make some notes of the steps you would take.
You will be asked to share these ideas in your trio.

0
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APPENDIX A

TYPESCRIPT OF THE TAPE OF MRS. JONES'S CLASSROOM PROBLEM

TEACHER The group this year just can't seem to get going. It isn't a
matter of intelligence, they just don't seem to want to work.
For some reason or other, they're dragging their heels all the
way and I don't know-how to lead them. I want tip do something
but I don't know where to begin. What can I do?

Student 1 The other kids in our room just don't want to learn too much this
year. But I want to learn more, but if I did they would think
that I was trying to be teacher's pet.

Student 2 I don't think Mrs. Jones is very strict: She ought to be more
strict because-the kids are always messing around all the time
as if 'they can take care of themselves all the time. Last year
our teacher was very strict and she made us do everything
she said.

Student 3

Student 4

Student 5

Student 6

,Student 7

Student 8

Well, Tom, he helps me in arithmetic but we don't let
anybody know because it's cheating.

I don't work very hard in school this year, nobody else does,)
so why. should I?

Our teacher last year was really bossy. We had our own ways.
of 'getting around things.

Johnny makes ,Mrs. Jones get mad, he's a neat guy.

I like school. Most of the kids in our class don't.

Mrs. Jones tries to be nice but the kids just' don't believe her.
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